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Abstract 
 

Between 1900 and 2000, life expectancy in the United States increased by three 

decades—from 47 to 77—a greater increase in one century than in the entire previous 

history of humankind. With it, the population over sixty-five increased from four to 

twelve percent of the United States population, and those over eighty-five became the 

fastest-growing demographic group. While growing old has become increasingly 

common, the processes of aging have not become welcomed or accepted. Instead, 

millions of adults undergo surgical procedures to reduce or reverse the physical signs of 

aging, while others embark on intensive anti-aging regimens at ever-younger ages. Still 

others, often increasingly elderly, resist using canes, walkers, and other devices 

associated with being “old,” viewing them as symbols of decline. While the desire to be 

healthy in old age is not new, the pressures and avenues for combatting physical and 

cognitive decline have made the experience of aging a deeply feared, even distressing, 

often expensive and time-consuming aspect of twenty-first century life.  

This dissertation examines the paradox in which Americans are aging into ever-

later years amidst new cultural ideals of remaining healthy and youthful forever. Through 

a series of four case studies based on mobility, safety, appearance, and cognition, this 

dissertation analyzes the ways many conditions once considered common, even 

inevitable, in old age became targets of medical intervention and consumer desire, 

preoccupying the young and emerging as new fault lines for the old, and orienting both 
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around their prevention. It analyzes the interconnected relationships of medicine, public 

health, and the commercial marketplace, considering the material gains as well as 

oppressive new standards that emerged as remaining healthy—even young—forever was 

held out as a new ideal, and regarded as potentially achievable by a large portion of the 

American middle class. 

Combining close reading of physicians’ papers, advice literature, and consumer 

company archives with an analysis of technologies of daily living—the material world of 

the elderly—this dissertation provides insight into the changing values and emergence of 

powerful moral norms for women’s and men’s interventions on their aging bodies and the 

gendered implications of infirmity in old age. More than a story of cultural antipathy for 

aging and impossible standards, this research illuminates the ways women’s and men’s 

responses to their aging bodies were part of the multifaceted and evolving relationships 

between medicine and consumer culture, science and stigma, health and disease. 
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Introduction 
 

Remapping the Life Course 
 
 

In 2008, the American Journal of Public Health celebrated the thirtieth 

anniversary of the “compression of morbidity” theory, namely, “that there is a way to be 

free of health problems until the very end of life.”1 Developed by American 

epidemiologist James F. Fries in 1978 while at the Stanford School of Medicine, Fries 

argued that the “compression of morbidity” was a theoretical aim for public health—it 

was “a set of predictions that contradict the conventional anticipation of an ever older, 

ever more feeble, and ever more expensive-to-care-for population.”2 His argument rested 

on two sets of data: first, that the outer limit of human life span was unlikely to stretch 

past a certain fixed point, and second, that it was possible for medical and public health 

interventions to squeeze, or compress, all of life’s disease and disability closer to the very 

last moments of life. He explained, “chronic disease can be postponed and…many of the 

‘markers’ of aging may be modified.”3 The goal was to bring the two curves closer 

together—survival and continued health.  “Extension of adult vigor far into a fixed life 

span” he explained, “compresses the period of senescence near the end of life,” “thereby 

making the morbidity curve more rectangular.”4 

                                                
1 Aimee Swartz, “James Fries: Healthy Aging Pioneer” American Journal of Public 
Health 98, no. 7 (July 2008): 1163-1166. 

2 James F. Fries, “Aging, Natural Death, and the Compression of Morbidity,” New 
England Journal of Medicine 303 no. 3 (July 17, 1980): 130. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Ibid. 
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In 1980, when Fries published his model in the New England Journal of Medicine, 

two-thirds of the population over sixty-five had at least one chronic condition and more 

than three-quarters of all deaths were due to chronic diseases that would affect 

individuals over significant portions of their lives.5 Yet, the compression of morbidity 

became “widely recognized as the dominant paradigm for healthy aging” in the twenty-

first century, grounding clinical research and public health campaigns at “both individual 

and policy levels.”6  

FIGURE 1 

 

Fig. 1: Aging, Natural Death, and the Compression of Morbidity. Source: James F. Fries, 
“Aging, Natural Death, and the Compression of Morbidity,” NEJM (July 17, 1980). 
 
 
                                                
5 Healthy People: The Surgeon General’s Report on Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979). 

6 Swartz, “James Fries,” 1163. 
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FIGURE 2 
 

  
Fig 2. Compression of Morbidity. Source: Stanford Longevity Center, Design Challenge 
Overview Presentation, Slide 19 (August 27, 2014). 
 

The rectangular shape at the heart of twenty-first century public health ideals of 

the life course represented a sharp contrast with prior concepts. For much of early 

modern history and into the first half of the nineteenth century, the imagery of the life 

course in art, literature, and medicine was marked by a slow, incremental rise and 

symmetrical decline, with adjustments for changes in health and vigor along the way.7 

Images of the Life and Ages of Man and the Life and Ages of Woman circulated widely, 

                                                
7 On early American settlers’ lives shaped by diurnal, seasonal, and individual life cycles, 
see: John Demos, Circles and Lines: The Shape of Life in Early America (Boston: 
Harvard University Press, 2004). On the transformation of the life cycle into a journey 
during the nineteenth century, see: Thomas R. Cole, The Journey of Life: A Cultural 
History of Aging in America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992). For two 
excellent, in-depth analyses of medieval imagery, see: Elizabeth Sears, The Ages of Man: 
Medieval Interpretations of the Life Cycle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986) 
and John A. Burrow, The Ages of Man: A Study in Medieval Writing and Thought 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988). 
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reiterating the importance of circular patterning derived from nature and the cosmos: day 

into night, spring into summer, fall, and winter, and the circularity of life, death, and 

rebirth. In medicine, the body was connected with the four humors, the four natural 

qualities, the four seasons, and a combination of each was peculiar to infancy, youth, 

adulthood, and old age—different phases of life reflected different balances of humors, 

qualities, and seasons.8  

To give but one example, an image printed on a broadside in New England that 

circulated between 1820 and 1840 depicted an infant cradled in a bassinet at the 

beginning of life and a man of one hundred in a parallel posture at its end. Between 

infancy and old age, health, strength, and social position rose and fell. Blooming trees fell 

bare in accordance with the seasons of life. Aging of the flesh represented decline but 

also an opportunity for new life—spiritual redemption—and both the young and old were 

warned against vanity. Some versions of the image included a particular animal and a 

verse to accompany each age. A cow, for example, represented the untamed, wandering 

youth at twenty, with the accompanying verse: “At twenty love doth swell his veins and 

heifer-like untamed remains.”9 Although “Strength fails at fifty,” “with wit,” the text 

countered, “Fox-like he helps to manage it.” The man drew closer to home at seventy, 

                                                
8 On the integration of natural elements into the practices of medicine, see: Vivian Nutton, 
Ancient Medicine (London: Routledge, 2004) and Vivian Nutton, “The rise of medicine,” 
in Roy Porter, ed., The Cambridge History of Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 46-70. On the connections between the body and the land, see: 
Conevery Bolton Valencius, The Health of the Country: How American Settlers 
Understood Themselves and Their Land (New York: Basic Books, 2002). 

9 “The Life and Age of Man: Stages of Man’s Life from the Cradle to the Grave” (Barre, 
MA, c. 1820), American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA. The New York Academy 
of Medicine also holds a broadside with the same image, printed above an abecedarian 
poem, which they date to 1835.  
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with “news he’ll hear and tell, but dog-like loves at home to dwell.” The man of ninety, 

hunched over a crutch and a cane, was compared to a donkey and its burdens: “Weak 

asses backs were meant to bear, at ninety we must suffer everywhere.”10 While there was 

a rise from playful youth to the shrewd man of fifty, there was also an expectation of 

gradual decline, as the man became increasingly homebound and hunched over a cane. 

Aging was not solely a product of physiological change, but placed within a broader 

context of natural, spiritual, and cosmic forces. The double staircase offered not only 

visual symmetry, but also served as a map for an ideal life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
10 Ibid., “The Life and Age of Man,” American Antiquarian Society, Worcester, MA. 
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FIGURE 3 

 
Fig. 3. The Life and Age of Man. Source: The Life and Age of Man: Stages of Man’s 
Life from the Cradle to the Grave, Barre, MA, c. 1820, American Antiquarian Society, 
Worcester, MA. 
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FIGURE 4 

 

 
Fig. 4. Life and Age of Man and Woman. Source: James Baillie, The Life and Age of 
Man and The Life and Age of Woman. Print, hand-colored, c.1848, Library of Congress. 
Versions by Currier & Ives were common earlier in the nineteenth century and by George 
Cram in the 1870s and 1880s, each with hairstyles and costumes to suit the times. 
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Each of these two disparate representations of the life course—the arc of life and 

the compression of morbidity—were ideals.11 They reflected important aspirations for 

later life, and each demonstrated different orientations toward the processes of aging. 

Tensions and conflicts marked the experience of growing old in both periods, but for 

different reasons that will be explored in this dissertation. Excavating the medical, public 

health, and consumer cultures that emerged between these two conceptual frames as they 

reshaped individuals’ hopes and expectations for life—particularly later life—is the 

project of this dissertation. 

In the pages that follow, this dissertation examines the transformation in attitudes 

and beliefs about growing old in the United States in the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries. It focuses on four conditions once considered common, even inevitable, in old 

age as they became targets of medical intervention and consumer desire, coming to 

preoccupy the young and create new fault lines for the old, and orienting both around 

their prevention. It examines these changes through the interconnected relationships of 

medicine, public health, and the commercial marketplace, considering the material gains 

as well as oppressive new standards and thresholds that emerged as a rectangular life 

course—being healthy forever—was held out as a new ideal, and regarded as potentially 

achievable for a large portion of the American middle class. 

There have been important material gains in the life course that emerged over the 

course of the twentieth century. Life expectancy increased by three decades—from forty-

seven to seventy-seven—representing a greater increase in one century than from the 
                                                
11 In 1850, for example, less than three percent of Americans were older than sixty-five—
just under one million men and women—and death took one in ten children before the 
age of ten. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, “Population,” Series A 
29-42. Government Printing Office.  
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entire previous history of human kind.12 While discrepancies exist by race and gender—

today, Hispanic women have the highest life expectancy at eighty-four years and black 

males have the lowest, at seventy-two—life expectancy has nevertheless increased by 

three decades across all demographic groups.13 Moreover, until the mid-twentieth century, 

gains in life expectancy were primarily due to reductions in infant and childhood 

mortality. Beginning in the 1960s, years were added to life expectancy from increasing 

lifespan at the older ages. In addition, medicine has developed new ways to alleviate pain 

and suffering, cure disease, and treat a host of conditions that plagued people in the early 

twentieth century and often led to earlier deaths. While the majority of older adults 

manage at least one chronic disease, many report that they nonetheless remain active and 

vigorous. Medicine and public health have undoubtedly created significant, material 

improvements in health and longevity in the twentieth century.  

                                                
12 For more on long-term longevity trends into the twenty-first century, see: Robert W. 
Fogel, Explaining Long-Term Trends in Health and Longevity (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2012). On population increases in the nineteenth century, Thomas 
McKeown’s groundbreaking thesis, developed in a series of papers and two monographs, 
argued that population increases in nineteenth and twentieth century in England and 
Wales occurred primarily due to improvements in hygiene, the environment, and 
nutrition. He argues that medical practice merely accelerated already declining rates of 
infectious disease. Thomas McKeown and Robert G. Brown, “Medical Evidence Related 
to English Population Changes in the Eighteenth Century,” Population Studies 9 (1955): 
119-14, Thomas McKeown and R.G. Record, “Reasons for the Decline of Mortality in 
England and Wales during the Nineteenth Century,” Population Studies 16 (1962): 94-
122, Thomas McKeown, The Modem Rise of Population (New York: Academic Press; 
1976), and Thomas McKeown, The Role of Medicine: Dream, Mirage, or Nemesis? 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979). For an analysis of the rise, discrediting, 
and durable interest in this thesis, see: James Colgrove, “The McKeown Thesis: A 
Historical Controversy and Its Enduring Influence,” American Journal of Public Health 
92 no. 5 (May 2002): 725-729. 

13 In fact, longevity increased the most for black males, from thirty-six in 1900 to 
seventy-two in 2015—the only category to double its life expectancy at birth during this 
time. Deaths: Final Data for 2015, National Vital Statistics Reports, 66, no. 6 (November 
27, 2017): 8. 
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But they have also contributed new pressures and problems, and the shifting 

attitudes toward, and experiences of, growing old are explored in the pages that follow. In 

order to examine some of the significant changes that have emerged with respect to the 

aging process, this dissertation analyzes four common conditions of aging—the need for 

a cane, falls, wrinkles, and cognitive decline. These cases roughly span the twentieth 

century and into the twenty-first, addressing broad categories of safety, mobility, 

appearance, and cognition. Each reflects a critical concern of the elderly described in 

public health compendia and geriatrics textbooks, documented in the mainstream media, 

and identified by middle-aged and elderly men and women as significant concerns. 

Moreover, each provides an avenue into exploring different relationships: the interactions 

between public health, medicine, and gender; the influence of fashions on the experiences 

of physical impairment; the growing partnerships between the cosmetics industry and 

dermatology research; and the interactions of cultural stereotypes and scientific theories 

of the aging brain. While many other conditions are salient to the aging process and could 

be examined to great effect—cardiovascular diseases, arthritis, joint replacements, 

baldness, hearing impairments, or sexual functioning, to name a few—the following 

cases provide breadth and depth necessary to examine different facets of medicine, the 

mass media, public health, and individual experiences as they converged upon the aging 

body. 

Chapter One examines a quintessential symbol of the elderly—the cane. It traces 

how this object circulated in the late nineteenth century as the pinnacle of fashion, 

associated with wealth and patriarchal power. Changing fashions in the early twentieth 

century brought unexpected changes to this device—canes were reclassified as a medical 
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object alone, streamlined, standardized, and re-engineered to increase their safety, and 

ultimately became a source of stigma for the elderly. The changing designs and meanings 

of this device reflect the ways aging has been negotiated not only in doctors’ offices but 

also in the material world.14  

Chapter Two examines the emergence of falls in the home as a public health 

problem in early twentieth century safety campaigns, rising into a “crisis” of America’s 

elderly population by the century’s close. It analyzes public health and safety campaigns 

that emphasized the risks of young members of the family, even while old people, 

especially old women, comprised the majority of fall-related deaths for nearly the entire 

twentieth century. As medical attention to osteoporosis and hip fracture treatment 

combined with familiar framings of “women’s health” based on reproduction, it brought 

new attention to falls in old women, but also framed the issue as a crisis and a burden, 

with old women’s frailty portending decline. Falls became a new threshold for the rapid 

declines of the end of life—triggering a cascade of events into a downward spiral, 

generating deep anxieties amongst the old, and urging younger and middle-aged 

Americans to “brac[e] for the falls of an aging nation.”15  

                                                
14 Historians have demonstrated to great effect the importance of the material changes on 
the understandings of health and the body, including costumes, hairstyles, and the 
furnishings of the home. See, for example: Nancy Tomes, Gospel of Germs: Men, 
Women, and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), 
157-182, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, “A Field Hockey Dress: Fit for a Knockabout Sport,” in 
Tangible Things: Making History through Objects eds. Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Ivan 
Gaskell, Sara J. Schechner, and Sarah Anne Carter (Oxford and New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2015), 64-70, and Patricia A. Cunningham, “The Invisibles: Hygienic 
Underwear, Dress Systems, and Making Fashion ‘Rational’” in Reforming Women's 
Fashion, 1850-1920: Politics, Health, and Art (Kent, OH: The Kent State University 
Press, 2003), 75-102.  

15 Katie Hafner, “Bracing for the Falls of an Aging Nation” New York Times (November 
2, 2014). 
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Chapter Three examines wrinkles and wrinkle-fighting practices over the 

twentieth century and into the twenty-first, focused on the deeply embedded relationships 

between beauty, gender, youth, and medicine. It investigates the shifting relationships 

between medicine and the cosmetics industry from adversaries to powerful partners, and 

it analyzes the ways fighting wrinkles became a medically sanctioned preoccupation for 

both young and old women, extending the practice across the entirety of women’s lives.  

Chapter Four is the final case study and it examines attitudes toward aging brains 

and the rising practice of “stimulating” the mind to prevent cognitive decline. It 

demonstrates the ways scientific questions were shaped by cultural prejudices toward the 

old brain as stagnant and incapable of change, as well as how new ideas about the old 

brain’s “plasticity” offered hope, but also new individual obligations for maintaining 

health and functioning in old age. 

Throughout these cases, this dissertation illuminates the extensive changes that 

occurred on many facets of the aging body, from the meaning of one’s first wrinkles to 

leaning on a cane, from the longstanding, archetypal symbols of old age to newly 

developed tools for health maintenance. Individually, these cases demonstrate the ways 

the incremental physical declines common with old age became undermined, stigmatized, 

and afflictions to combat. Together, they show the ways American lives have reoriented 

around a quest for health envisioned in resisting aging—in maintaining youth—from the 

first signs of bodily change through the last moments of life. 

As each case study covers overlapping chronological terrain, the dissertation 

moves back and forth across the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, with each 

chapter showing a different aspect of the aging experience and different factors at play. 
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With this approach, certain themes become clear: the critical relationships between 

gender and aging, the rising importance of medicine in the management of old age and 

the critical interactions between medicine, the media, and consumer industries, and the 

extensive interest in youth as a model for many facets of American life ranging from 

fashions to public health, from dermatology to the neurosciences.  

 

Intersections of Age and Gender 

Historians have frequently listed the importance of race, class, gender, and age in 

American experience.16 In this prism of identity and difference, gender, race, and class 

have become highly developed analytical tools, while age and its relational and 

normative aspects are just beginning to be explored. Recent studies of childhood have 

shown how particular periods of life have been constructed and produced social norms.17 

                                                
16 Of these categories of identity and difference, this dissertation is centrally concerned 
with the interactions of gender and age. Given the vastness of the literature on gender, 
Rebecca Edwards’ recent bibliographic essay reflects the scope and development of this 
lively and variegated field more than naming individual contributions in one footnote. 
Rebecca Edwards, “Women’s and Gender History,” in American History Now eds. Eric 
Foner and Lisa McGirr (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2011), 336-357. Scholars 
of intersectionality have documented the critical interactions of gender, race, class, 
sexuality, and ability status in power relations, but have paid less attention to age. For a 
recent touchstone of intersectional analysis, see: Patricia Hill Collins and Sirma Bilge, 
Intersectionality (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2016). Likewise, histories of old age have 
infrequently engaged with feminist literature and the particularities of gender on the 
historical experiences of aging. Two exceptions include Terri L. Premo’s study of aging 
women in Revolutionary America and Corinne T. Field’s examination of infantilizing 
women to deny their full citizenship. Terri L. Premo, Winter Friends: Women Growing 
Old in the New Republic, 1785-1835 (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 
1990) and Corinne T. Field, The Struggle for Equal Adulthood: Gender, Race, Age, and 
the Fight for Citizenship in Antebellum America (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2014). Where other scholarship on women, gender, and age is relevant to 
particular conditions, it will be discussed in the appropriate chapter. 

17 Philippe Ariès’s landmark monograph, L’enfant et la Vie Familiale sous l’Ancien 
Regime (Paris: Pion, 1960) argued childhood was a historically determined period of life, 
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Less emphasis has been devoted to characterizing the multifaceted experiences of old age, 

the production of social norms, and questions of gender, race, and class within the period 

of later life. With respect to gender, historians have often treated old age as a gender-

neutral category or a time in which the perspectives of men can serve as a model for the 

problems and pressures of both men and women.18 This is particularly intriguing given 

                                                                                                                                            
launching a body of literature now large, sophisticated, and often interdisciplinary. For an 
example of the uses of age for intersectional analyses, Robin Bernstein shows how 
childhood was used in the production of racial binaries, particularly coding childhood 
innocence as white. Robin Bernstein, Racial Innocence: Performing American Childhood 
from Slavery to Civil Rights (New York: NYU Press, 2011). Joan Brumberg’s exemplary 
study of adolescent women’s experiences of bodily change illuminates the important 
connections of age and gender in this early period of development. Joan Jacobs Brumberg, 
The Body Project: An Intimate History of American Girls (New York: Random House, 
1997). 

18 Excellent social and economic histories of old age have examined the development of 
old age as a category based on chronological age. See: Carole Haber, Beyond Sixty-Five: 
The Dilemma of Old Age in America’s Past (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), William Graebner, A History of Retirement: The Meaning and 
Function of an American Institution, 1885–1978 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1980), W. Andrew Achenbaum, Shades of Gray: Old Age, American Values, and Federal 
Policies since 1920 (Little, Brown and Company, Series on Gerontology, 1983). Both 
Achenbaum and Haber acknowledge the distinctiveness of gender, race, and class in old 
age, but these categories do not become central to their analyses. One exception is Alice 
Kessler-Harris’s examination of social security with respect to gender (and race). Alice 
Kessler-Harris, In Pursuit of Equity: Women, Men, and the Quest for Economic 
Citizenship in 20th Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
Cultural histories in the United States have tended to emphasize the white, middle class 
male experience. David Hackett Fischer, Growing Old in America (Oxford and New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1977) and Cole, The Journey of Life. Jesse Ballenger’s 
study of Alzheimer’s disease also focuses on this demographic but analyzes the impact of 
values of middle class masculinity on the experiences of dementia. Jesse F. Ballenger, 
Self, Senility, and Alzheimer’s Disease in Modern America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2006). Terri L. Premo and Corinne T. Field (note 16) examine women’s 
experiences of aging in Revolutionary and nineteenth-century America. Two recent 
histories have examined menopause. These works represent an important development in 
investigating women’s experiences of aging, but it is worth noting that menopause is just 
halfway through the lives of some of the longest-lived women. See: Elizabeth Watkins, 
Estrogen Elixir: A History of Hormone Replacement Therapy in America, (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007) and Judith A. Houck, Hot and Bothered: Women, 
Medicine, and Menopause in Modern America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
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women’s predominance at the older age groups, notably that women have comprised the 

majority over eighty-five since the beginning of the twentieth century, the majority over 

sixty-five since 1930, and prior to that approximately half of those over sixty-five.19 A 

few notable exceptions have focused on women’s experiences of aging, such as Terri 

Premo’s study of aging women in Revolutionary America and Alice Kessler-Harris’s 

discussion of gender in the structuring of the Social Security Act. Corinne T. Field has 

argued that the associations of femininity with youth have prevented women’s access to 

the rights and responsibilities of full citizenship, and sociologist Toni Calasanti has 

argued that age discrimination can be found in middle age gender norms.20 This 

dissertation contributes to the growing body of scholarship documenting the important 

interactions of gender and age, arguing that subsuming women’s experiences of growing 

old into a male model of old age obscures the power of gender to shape experiences of 

the body and marginalizes the distinctive relationships between cultural ideals of 

femininity, concepts of youth, and medical treatments of both age and femininity. 

Two of the four case studies in this dissertation focus in particular on the 

experiences of women as they age. The case of falling as a public health problem 

documents the ways old women’s deaths were subsumed under the risks of the entire 

                                                                                                                                            
2006). On the distinctive experiences of aging in communities in the developing world, 
see: Kavita Sivaramakrishnan, As the World Ages: Rethinking a Demographic Crisis 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018). 

19 Prior to 1930s, the split between men and women over sixty-five was roughly equal as 
far back as 1850. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, “Population,” 
Series A 29-42. Government Printing Office. 

20 These works are discussed in notes 16 and 18, with the exception of Toni Calasanti, 
“Bodacious Berry, Potency Wood and the Aging Monster: Gender and Age Relations in 
Anti-Aging Ads,” Social Forces 86, no. 1 (September 2007): 335-356. 
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family and how the domestic labor of young women also obscured attention to the risks 

of old women. The prioritization of the nuclear family—young family members—

obscured attention to older women when home safety was used interchangeably with 

family safety. Eventual attention to old women’s falls emerged through medical focus on 

the physiology of aging, especially the cessation of reproduction in aging women’s 

bodies, and ultimately transformed old women’s risks of fatal falls into a tragic event and 

public burden. Second, the prevention and treatment of wrinkled skin documents the 

ways young skin became the model for women’s beauty, but also complicates this 

examination as dermatologists’ investigations of ultraviolet light linked wrinkles with 

skin cancer, adding new considerations of health to the pursuit of youth, aligning young 

skin with healthy, undamaged skin. Examining these dynamics illuminates important 

relationships between medicine and the marketplace that become visible through the 

study of gender as it altered ideals and practices of both aging and womanhood.  

 

The Aging Body Problem 

The aging body is central to my analysis and represents a critical aspect of how 

growing old was experienced and interpreted, and, I argue, critical to the cultural 

concerns, stigmas, and stereotypes of old age in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 

Even before the twentieth century, physical decline helped justify the removal of the 

elderly from the workforce and categorized those over sixty-five as a class of 

superannuated, unproductive people. Carole Haber, William Graebner, W. Andrew 

Achenbaum, and Brian Gratton have examined the significant developments in industrial 

capitalism, retirement, and social welfare as these systems categorized people over sixty-
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five as inefficient and unproductive—systems that used chronological age as a proxy for 

physical decline. Thomas R. Cole has explained that despite these social changes, strong 

religious frameworks lessened the suffering of the aging body by giving spiritual 

meaning to physical decline.21 

In the twentieth century, perhaps more than ever, the body has become the critical 

site for the experience of aging, and medical attention to the biosocial processes of aging 

was critical to this orientation.22 This dissertation is especially inspired by historians of 

the body—Caroline Walker Bynum, Shigehisa Kuriyama, Katharine Park, and Barbara 

Duden—as they explored bodies that suffer, decay, and die; bodies that are unfamiliar, 

sources of knowledge, vehicles of gender norms, and fundamentally historically and 

culturally situated.23 As these works have shown, and this dissertation attests, medical 

                                                
21 These works are further discussed in note 18. 

22 The relationships between social and biological processes have long been a critical 
concern to historians of medicine. For a sample of perspectives on the interconnections of 
social and biological factors, see: Charles Rosenberg, Cholera Years: The United States 
in 1832, 1849, and 1866 (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1962), Allan M. Brandt, No 
Magic Bullet: A Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States Since 1880, 
expanded edition (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), Michel 
Foucault, History of Sexuality, translated by Robert Hurley (New York: Random House, 
1988), Helen Longino, Science as Social Knowledge: Values and Objectivity in Scientific 
Inquiry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), Shigehisa Kuriyama, The 
Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine (New 
York: Zone Books, 1999). For a recent discussion the entanglement of the biological and 
the social—of “biosociality”—through issues such as biomedically defined social 
identities, see: Paul Rabinow, Essays on the Anthropology of Reason (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1996). Hyung Wook Park’s examination of biosocial visions 
of gerontologists extends this connection of the social and biological to the foundations 
of gerontology research. Hyung Wook Park, Old Age, New Science: Gerontologists and 
Their Biosocial Visions, 1900-1960 (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University Press, 2016). 

23 Caroline Walker Bynum, “Why All the Fuss about the Body? A Medievalist’s 
Perspective,” Critical Inquiry 22, no. 1, (Autumn 1995): 1-33. Shigehisa Kuriyama, The 
Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine (New 
York: Zone Books, 1999), Barbara Duden, The Woman Beneath the Skin: A Doctor’s 
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involvement was a critical force in altering interactions with and interpretations of these 

bodies. However, to interpret the involvement of medicine—the medical management, or 

even medicalization, of the aging body—as the sole explanatory force for the rise of 

stereotypes, stigmas, and changing responses to aging bodies would be to overlook the 

dialectic processes through which new cultural expectations were set for the experience 

of later life.24,25 This dissertation argues that attitudes toward aging were a product of 

deeply embedded, evolving relationships between commercial industries, medicine, 
                                                                                                                                            
Patients in Eighteenth Century Germany translated by Thomas Dunlap (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1991) and Katharine Park, Secrets of Women: Gender, 
Generation, and the Origins of Human Dissection (New York: Zone Books, 2006). 

24 Indeed, historians have shown the science of aging (gerontology), the medical practice 
and treatment of elderly patients (geriatrics), and social services devoted to the elderly 
have suffered from their associations with old age rather than coming to dominate it. In 
addition, geriatricians, gerontologists, and specialists such as geriatric psychiatrists aimed 
to improve the status of the elderly by providing optimistic messages of continued health 
and function. See: W. Andrew Achenbaum, Crossing Frontiers: Gerontology Emerges as 
a Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), Hyung Wook Park, Old Age, 
New Science: Gerontologists and Their Biosocial Visions, 1900–1960 (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2016), Ballenger, Self, Senility, and Alzheimer's Disease, 
and Laura Davidow Hirshbein, “‘Normal’ Old Age, Senility, and the American Geriatrics 
Society in the 1940s,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 55 no. 4 
(October 2000): 337-62. On the other hand, Stephen Katz has argued that the discipline 
of gerontology created the category of old age. Stephen Katz, Disciplining Old Age: The 
Formation of Gerontological Knowledge (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 
1996). 

25 On medicalization, and the role of physicians and the medical establishment as 
instruments of oppression, see: Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: Insanity in 
an Age of Reason translated by Richard Howard (New York: Vintage Books, 1965); 
Michel Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical Perception 
translated by A.M. Sheridan Smith (New York: Pantheon Books, 1973), Ivan Illich, 
Medical Nemesis: The Expropriation of Health (London: Caldar and Boyars, 1975). On 
the contributions to medicalization from below, see: Colin Jones, “Montpellier Medical 
Students and the Medicalization of Eighteenth-Century France,” in Problems and 
Methods in the History of Medicine, ed. Roy Porter and Andrew Wear (London: Croon 
Helm, 1987), 57-80. Robert A. Nye, “The Evolution of the Concept of Medicalization in 
the Late Twentieth Century,” Journal of History of the Behavioral Sciences 39 (Spring 
2003): 115-129. 
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public health, the mainstream media, and the demands and desires of individual people as 

they worked to address their aging bodies.  

Furthermore, the rising emphasis on a disease-free, unimpaired life as it emerged 

at the close of the twentieth century has important implications for the history of 

disability. The slow, often imperceptible declines of growing old and the changing 

definitions of impairment as a result of disease, the aging process, and social expectations 

resulted in multiple factors in flux simultaneously.26 While this dissertation does not 

extensively address the changing relationships between old age and disability, it 

nonetheless illuminates the fundamental temporality of health, strength, and able-

bodiedness as they reside in the life course, and the historical changes that have altered 

the expectations of impairment in old age.27 

 

 
                                                
26 For an excellent discussion of the so-called social model and medical model of 
disability, see: Beth Linker, “On the Borderland of Medical and Disability History: A 
Survey of the Fields” and comments by Catherine Kudlick, Daniel J. Wilson, and Julie 
Livingston, “Comment: On the Borderland of Medical and Disability History” Bulletin of 
the History of Medicine 87, no. 4 (Winter 2013): 499-564.  

27 Recent disability studies scholarship has argued that able-bodied people should be 
redefined through the lens of being “temporarily-able-bodied.” However, appeals to the 
“frailty” and “vulnerability” of all bodies, even that “Impairment, it seems, is destiny” 
proceed without discussion of old age. Bill Hughes, “Being Disabled: Towards a Critical 
Social Ontology for Disability Studies,” Disability & Society 22 no.7 (December 2007): 
673-684, quote on 675. Also see the Handbook of Disability Studies, eds. Gary L. 
Albrecht, Katherine Delores Seelman, and Michael Bury (Thousand Oaks, CA and 
London: Sage Publications 2001), where old age is mentioned in passing as associated 
with rising impairment but does not receive devoted attention. Other examples include 
discussions of disability as “an obviously fluid and heterogeneous social category,” with 
differences in impact, onset, perceptibility, variability, and prevalence, that would benefit 
from further attention to the extent and variation of impairments demonstrated by the 
period of old age. Judy Rohrer, “Toward a Full-Inclusion Feminism: A Feminist 
Deployment of Disability Analysis,” Feminist Studies 31, No. 1 (Spring, 2005): 34-63. 
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Note About Sources and Representation 

I focus on particular conditions of aging in order to consider the relationships of 

multiple constituencies—physicians, public health workers, patients, consumers, and a 

range of companies—as they sought to define what kinds of physical and cognitive 

changes should be prevented and treated. To analyze these interactions, I draw upon 

physicians’ papers, public health campaign materials, corporate archives, national 

newspapers, advertisements, and periodicals. This source base reflects a primarily white, 

middle class authorship envisioning a mostly white, middle class audience. Certain 

themes are relevant across demographics, namely, the prioritization of youth over old age, 

efforts to stave off physical decline, and the middle class orientation of the requisite 

pursuits for a healthy old age. However, certain alterations to these emphases most 

certainly occurred as they circulated through communities of various racial and ethnic 

backgrounds, and critical attention to these dynamics, while briefly indicated here, 

deserves dedicated analysis in future research.  

In addition, women’s and men’s voices are included where possible in the letters 

they wrote to the national press, in interviews they provided to journalists and 

anthropologists, and in their personal writings as available. Personal diaries and 

correspondence yielded some information, but many archives do not seek age-based 

collections of letters and papers, and many long-lived people did not necessarily write 

about their aging bodies. As such, the perspectives of individual women and men are 

included where possible but the systematic focus of this research addresses public health 

campaigns, medical research, mainstream media, and the interactions of these forces to 

reshape and rework ideals of later life.  
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Who Is “Old?” 

“Later life” is an ambiguous term, and it reflects the ambiguity about aging that 

became a hallmark of late twentieth century American culture. Terms of aging, elderly, 

aged, old, older adults, and later life were used fluidly and imprecisely in many of the 

sources analyzed here. One of the most common ages selected by historians to define 

“old,” and by epidemiologists to categorize old age, has been sixty-five. Indeed, sixty-

five is a trigger for major social structures including retirement and Social Security, and it 

is a common demographic category used by statisticians, clinicians, and researchers. 

However, on closer examination, sixty-five is not as clearly defined a threshold as it may 

seem. For example, the AARP begins sending mailings at age fifty, “senior” discounts on 

public transit and in business establishments begin inconsistently between sixty and 

sixty-five, Social Security payments can be started at a lower rate for disabilities at age 

sixty and otherwise at sixty-two, many individuals work past sixty-five, and 

gerontologists and epidemiologists have created new categories for the “young-old” 

(sixty-five to seventy-four), the “old-old” (seventy-five to eighty-four), and the “oldest 

old” (eighty-five and older). These categories are also subject to variation, with some 

gerontologists beginning the “young-old” at sixty with ten-year groupings that follow. 

Moreover, precise chronological age has less bearing on women and men when the 

physical changes of the body are under consideration. When women and men looked in 

the mirror or tripped down the stairs, whether he or she was sixty-one or sixty-seven had 

less importance than the subjective symptoms of getting “old.”  

As the chapters in this dissertation show, becoming old could occur at a variety of 

moments in life and was triggered by different experiences. Wrinkles in twenty-six year 
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olds made them exclaim, “I’m getting old!” while faltering gait in ninety-two-year-olds 

was still met with resistance because they were not “old enough” for a cane. “Old” is 

deeply relational and context dependent, and the use of the term becomes only more 

complicated when attempting to align the biological and chronological in the twentieth 

century. With this understanding, I use terminology such as “aged,” “elderly,” and “old” 

as my sources did, most often referencing people who were considered chronologically 

old, often assuming them to be at least in their sixties, although within the beauty 

industry, the “woman over forty” was considered an “older woman.” When people 

exclaimed, “I’m getting old” with respect to their bodies, a much wider margin was used 

and the term was relative to one’s prior state. I also use “aging” as a verb and an adjective 

to reflect the context-dependent experience of the process people believed they were 

experiencing, a process defined as a set of physiological changes after biological maturity, 

whose subtle signs could occur shortly thereafter and whose presence continued until the 

end of life.  

These terms, and this dissertation, reflect the contingency of aging, one whose 

experiences were shaped by medical practices and prescriptions, beauty culture and 

fashion, public health and public safety, and the changing desires of individual 

Americans as they navigated ever-older years amidst emerging aspirations to remain 

healthy and youthful forever.  
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Chapter One: Objects. 
 

Conceal and Reveal: Status, Stigma, and Walking with a Cane 
 
 

Long a symbol of declining physical power, the walking cane was the “solace of 

old age,” the staff of the philosopher and the sage, but also, in the late nineteenth century, 

the accoutrement of the fashionable gentleman. “Every well-dressed man without 

exception, carries a cane,” wrote the Chicago Daily Tribune in 1890.1 Engraved, 

enameled, lacquered, and jewel-encrusted canes filled the shops and cluttered the streets 

of turn-of-the-century fashionable society. There were “at least 2000 different styles and 

handles” of canes according to the Boston Daily Globe, while fashion houses of Tiffany 

& Co., the Gorham Company, and the House of Fabergé marketed sterling silver and 

diamond-encrusted “limited edition” canes to their well-heeled patrons.2 Although 

traditionally the province of monarchs and men—dignitaries ranging from Louis XIV to 

George Washington carried canes; Voltaire, Rousseau, and Dickens had several—canes 

also rose to the height of fashion for women in the late nineteenth century. Newspapers 

claimed that Queen Victoria, who used a walking stick “habitually” due to her 

rheumatism, inspired the “cane fad” in women from Paris to New York.3,4 Even the “new 

woman has made her debut on State street,” added the Tribune. “She carries a cane. So 

                                                
1 “Spring Styles in Canes: Walking Sticks to be Carried by Swell Dressers” Chicago 
Daily Tribune (May 11, 1890). 

2 “All About Canes: Interesting Inside Information About Gentlemen's Walking Sticks,” 
Boston Daily Globe (November 16, 1885). 

3 “Fashions in Canes” Los Angeles Times (March 10, 1895). 

4 “New Woman Carries a Cane: Advanced Type Takes to the Walking Stick as a 
Companion” Chicago Daily Tribune (December 27, 1896). 
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bring forth your walking sticks.”5 Associated with the powerful, the intelligent, and the 

fashion-forward, canes were even used to assert or elevate one’s status, being able to 

“give dignity where dignity is most needed.”6 From the early modern courts to the high 

society of the early twentieth century, a marvelous variety of canes accompanied the 

powerful, the fashionable, the wealthy, the old, the young, the lame, and the dignified.7  

By the end of the twentieth century, canes had become primarily medical devices 

resisted by the elderly and stigmatized by the broader public. In a 2011 study of women 

over the age of eighty-five, one woman tried to “get rid of” her cane after hip 

replacement surgery because it “makes you feel like you’re doomed.”8 Another stopped 

going to church, because, she said, “I don’t want people seeing me limping along with a 

cane.”9 It makes it too “obvious that you’re handicapped,” remarked another, and it 

“definitely makes you look older. And who wants to look older?”10 Meanwhile, one 

                                                
5 Ibid. 

6 “Walking Canes: Fad For Them Brings Up Their Development From the Past,” 
Cincinnati Enquirer (April 13, 1903). 

7 Most manufacturers, etiquette books, and primary sources used the terms cane, stick, 
walking stick, and walking cane interchangeably. Riding crops and umbrellas were often 
used for promenading as well as for riding or weather protection. I have chosen to use the 
terms provided by my sources, defaulting to the term cane. 

8 Eileen J. Porter, Jacquelyn J. Benson, Sandy Matsuda, “Older Homebound Women: 
Negotiating Reliance on a Cane or Walker,” Qualitative Health Research 21 no. 4 (April 
21, 2011): 539. 

9 Ibid. 

10 Ibid. 
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recipient of the Boston Post Cane—given to the oldest residents of various New England 

towns—refused it. “Everybody who ever got the cane has died,” he explained.11  

Vanished from polite society and erased from fashionable trade catalogs, canes 

are now sold in pharmacies and medical supply shops. Ebony, hickory, and snakewood 

canes topped with precious gemstone handles have been replaced by instruments with 

aluminum shafts, rubber tips, and ergonomic handles tested for gait optimization. 

Physical therapists and physicians group canes into the category of “mobility aids,” 

joined by crutches, walkers, and wheelchairs. While early twentieth century owners 

spanned the life course, today, the majority of cane users are over the age of sixty-five. 

According to the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, the 

“proportion of the population using mobility devices increases sharply with age” and 

“nearly two-thirds (64.0 percent) of mobility device use is by persons aged sixty-five or 

older.”12 Sixty-seven percent of cane users are over the age of sixty-five and seventy-

eight percent of walker users were in that age group in the non-institutionalized 

population, with higher proportions in institutionalized care. Yet, even amongst the 

primary users, many elderly refuse canes.13 Gerontology researchers have begun 

analyzing the phenomenon of resistance to canes by exploring how “mobility aids [have] 

become a visible symbol for stigmatization.”14 As declarations of old age and impairment 

                                                
11 Richard J. Chaisson, “The Cane: Honor or ‘Death Stick’? Varied Reactions to Being 
Named Oldest Citizen,” Telegram & Gazette [Worcester, Mass] (July 7, 1991). 

12 H. Stephen Kaye, Taewoon Kang, Mitchell P. LaPlante, Mobility Device Use in the 
United States, Disability Statistics Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of 
Education, National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, 2000). 

13 Amy O’Brian, “Most Seniors Shun Canes,” Edmonton Journal (March 25, 2009), A15. 
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rather than wealth and prestige, canes have become spurned objects of the elderly, 

refused by the “primary users” and stigmatized by the broader public. 

While the use of a cane in the twenty-first century is based on physiological 

decline—gait impairments, painful joints, risks of falling, balance trouble, and other 

physical injuries—the uses and meanings of the cane have changed dramatically over the 

course of the twentieth century. This chapter analyzes the cane’s fall from fashion, its 

standardization as a medical tool, and its implications for the meanings and experiences 

of walking impairments, particularly the gradual declines common to the experience of 

growing old. It demonstrates how the diversity of late nineteenth century canes became 

streamlined into a medical tool prescribed, fitted, and quantified by health professionals, 

and how changes in both fashion and medicine contributed to the reconfiguration of the 

cane as a device that foregrounded impairment over other signals of wealth, personality, 

or community belonging. It shows how the loss of the fashionable cane was more than 

the loss of an accessory—it altered the experience of physical decline in old age, 

removing a multifaceted object that provided dignity and balance, whimsy along with 

support, concealment rather than exposure of physical needs. It shows how the loss of 

these features introduced new moments of conflict and negotiation into the experiences of 

growing old.  

While the attitudes toward the elderly have been debated, attitudes toward the 

things they use can provide insight into the process of stigmatization and the changing 

                                                                                                                                            
14 Kathy L. Rush and Louiselle L. Ouellet, “Mobility Aids and the Elderly Client,” 
Journal of Gerontological Nursing, 23 no.1 (January 1997): 9.  
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experience of the gradual onset of walking impairments.15,16 While the old and impaired 

have received comparatively little scholarly attention within disability history, their 

experiences reflect the importance of the material world of dress codes, fashions, and 

social customs in easing social access or restricting it, creating inclusionary and 

exclusionary forces as powerful as architecture. Indeed, fashions and dress codes are part 

of the environment, the ephemeral environment rather than the built environment, and 

shape the experience of impairment as disability.17 By drawing together the history of the 

                                                
15 For more on the complex relationships between morality, stigma, and health, see: 
Morality and Health, eds. Allan M. Brandt and Paul Rozin (New York: Routledge, 1997). 
On the impact of stigma on disease experience and treatment, see, for example: Brandt, 
No Magic Bullet, especially 129-138, Allan M. Brandt, “The Cigarette, Risk, and 
American Culture,” Daedalus 119, no. 4 (Fall 1990): 155-176, and Lawrence Hsin Yang 
and Arthur Kleinman, “‘Face’ and the Embodiment of Stigma in China: The Cases of 
Schizophrenia and AIDS,” Social Science & Medicine 67 no. 3 (August 2008): 398–408. 
For a classic analysis of the process of stigmatization, see: Erving Goffman, Stigma: 
Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1963). For a 
recent sociological analysis of the relationships between structural discrimination and 
stigma, see: Bruce G. Link and Jo C. Phelan, “Conceptualizing Stigma,” Annual Review 
of Sociology 27 (2001): 363-385. For anthropological approaches to stigma, see: 
Lawrence Hsin Yang, Arthur Kleinman, Bruce G. Link, Jo C. Phelan, Sing Lee, and 
Byron Good, “Culture and Stigma: Adding Moral Experience to Stigma Theory,” Social 
Science & Medicine 64 no.7 (April 2007): 1524-35. 

16 Scholars of material culture have long argued for the importance of objects—materials 
of special significance and daily life—in shaping aspirations, cultural myths, and 
individual experiences of the world. See, for example: Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Age of 
Homespun: Objects and Stories in the Creation of an American Myth (New York: 
Vintage Books, 2001) and Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Ivan Gaskell, Sara J. Schechner, and 
Sarah Anne Carter, Tangible Things: Making History through Objects (Oxford and New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2015). 

17 Much of the excellent and expansive literature on the historical specificity of disability 
has focused on questions of congenital disabilities, childhood and education, war-related 
disabilities, and problems of employment with working-age populations rather than 
questions of disability in the elderly. The literature is vast, and outstanding collections 
and special issues surveying key issues in the field reflect central preoccupations with 
young and middle-aged experiences of disability. See, for example, special issues in the 
Bulletin of the History of Medicine (“On the Borderland of Medical and Disability 
History,” 87 no. 4 Winter 2013), Perspectives: The Newsmagazine of the American 
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cane and the evolving experience of walking impairment in old age, this chapter 

illuminates the importance of the materials of daily living, their cost and construction, 

fashions, social customs, and symbolic meaning—as they shaped social access and 

exclusion, status and stigma, and the boundaries of ablement and disablement. 

 
A Cane for Every Hand 
 

In 1906, renowned American silver manufacturer, the Gorham Company, 

displayed life-size images of silver-engraved cane heads in its annual catalog to “meet the 

ever-growing demand” for canes.18 The pages featured sterling silver, ivory, buckhorn, 

whalebone, 18-karat gold, and jewel-encrusted cane handles, displayed alongside sterling 

silver desk sets, cigar boxes, bronze matchbox stands, and ladies combs, hairbrushes, and 

hand mirrors. A sterling silver cane head on an ebony stick cost $16.80 (approximately 

$500 today), while an 18-karat gold cane handle with solid gold ornamentation went for 

$96.00 (around $2,400 today).19,20 The 1915 Gorham Catalog offered an even more 

                                                                                                                                            
Historical Association, 44 no. 8 2006, and Social History of Medicine, 19 no. 3 2006. 
Brune and Wilson’s superb collection on disability passing, considers young and middle-
aged people’s negotiations to pass as non-disabled. Disability and Passing: Blurring the 
Lines of Identity, eds. Jeffrey A. Brune and Daniel J. Wilson (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2013). Historical scholarship on old age has emphasized disability with 
respect to retirement and economic welfare. Haber, Beyond Sixty-five, Achenbaum, 
Shades of Gray, Graebner, A History of Retirement, and Haber and Gratton, Old Age and 
the Search for Security. 

18 Catalogue of Sterling Silver Small Wares, Toilet Ware, Desk Furnishings, Umbrellas, 
Canes, Pipes, Commercial Bronze, etc. Gorham Manufacturing Co., 1906-1907, Brown 
University Archives, John Hay Library, Providence, Rhode Island. Hereafter Gorham 
Company Archives. 

19 The Consumer Price Index began in 1913. Combined with other inflation calculations, 
it provides a general parameter for the magnitude of change. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Consumer Price Index History Table, available at: http://www.bls.gov/cpi/tables.htm 

20 Illustrated Price List of Otto Young & Co. (Chicago: Press of Donohue & Henneberry, 
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extensive selection of canes: 108 pages of canes featured 790 different styles of canes, 

umbrellas, whips, and riding crops.21 Ladies’ umbrellas and parasols were made from a 

variety of fine white pearl with gold filled bands, gold embossed and silk taffeta heads, 

displayed alongside silver cigar boxes, ornate berry dishes, sterling silver snuff boxes, 

porcelain shaving cups, gold collar buttons, and diamond mounted pendants for the 

wealthiest of patrons. Tiffany & Co. manufactured exclusive cane heads and competed 

with Russian House of Fabergé, whose master designer Mikhail Perkhin created opulent 

cane heads of sapphire, diamond, ivory, and emerald gemstones.22  

While opulent canes were the province of the wealthy, special ordered through 

fashion houses, acquired in Europe, or passed down through families, mass 

manufacturing in the late nineteenth century expanded cane ownership to the middle 

classes. Department stores and retail shops began selling canes, alongside umbrellas and 

parasols, as “useful gifts,” and advertised them in local and national newspapers.23  

The category of canes was fluid and inclusive—umbrellas, parasols, riding whips 

and crops, and other forms of walking “sticks” were marketed together with canes, sold 

in gift sets, and often used interchangeably. The terms “cane,” “stick,” “walking cane,” 

                                                                                                                                            
1900). John Hay Library, Brown University Archives, Providence, Rhode Island. 

21 Trade Catalog, “Gold Line, Dresserware, Canes, Umbrellas, Desksets, Mesh Bags, Belt 
Buckles,” The Gorham Company, August 1, 1915. Gorham Company Archives. 

22 Tiffany & Co. archives holds its turn-of-the-twentieth-century cane, umbrella, and 
parasol heads in their permanent collection. Details provided by archivists Amy McHugh 
and Cristina Vignone. The House of Fabergé created numerous cane handles currently 
held by a variety of museums, individual collectors, and auction houses, which trace 
designs to workmaster Mikhail Perkhin. 

23 For more on the rise of department stores, see: William Leach, Land of Desire: 
Merchants, Power, and the Rise of a New American Culture (New York: Pantheon, 1993), 
15-70. 
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staff, and “walking stick” were used fluidly by cane sellers, fashion houses, and novelty 

stores. Canes, umbrellas, and riding crops were also described together in industry reports 

of production and sales, sharing raw materials of cane, reed, rattan, and other lumber 

imported for U.S. manufacturing.24  

FIGURE 5 

    

Fig. 5. Gorham Company Cane Heads. Sources: Gorham Company, Sterling Silver 
Mounted Canes, in the Illustrated Price List of Otto Young & Co., (Chicago: Press of 
Donohue & Henneberry, 1900). Gorham Company Archives, John Hay Library, Brown 
University, Providence, RI. 
 

                                                
24 Schedule A, Classification of Imports and Exports of Foreign Commodities, 
Department of Commerce, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 28, 
1915). 
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Particular fashions circulated in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

stratifying individuals by social circle as canes became more ubiquitous.25 The “world 

travelers” of the Lotos Club, an exclusive New York City establishment, were known to 

prefer “curious” materials brought back from their global travels.26 Union League men 

were said to favor a black bamboo with a buckhorn handle mounted in silver, known as 

“a good cane to walk with,” “showy, yet strong,” “and a formidable weapon at close 

quarters.”27 Cane shafts of English ash, a light brown hue resembling olive wood, were 

called “unsightly” by the Washington Post, but were “all the rage among the young men 

of the Capital.”28 Whangee, an Asian bamboo, signaled wealth and discernment: “the 

possession of a perfect specimen of this case argues at once that a good price has been 

paid for it. Moreover, it cannot be imitated; and to these two facts it owes its 

popularity.”29  

Cane styles were attuned to changing prices. As ebony became “much cheaper” 

since the “opening up of Africa,” “the old-fashioned, black ebony stick has fallen into 

complete disuse.”30 Different age groups also tended toward particular styles: “English 

                                                
25 For a classic analysis of bourgeois dress and critique of conspicuous consumption, see: 
Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study in the Evolution 
of Institutions (New York, 1899). 

26 “Fashions in Canes: The Preferences of Distinguished People,” Special Contributor, 
Los Angeles Times (March 10, 1895), 14. 

27 Ibid. 

28 “Canes of the Season: What is La Mode for Young and Old Men,” Washington Post 
(November 29, 1903). 

29 “Fashions in Canes,” Los Angeles Times, 1895. 

30 “Canes of the Season,” Washington Post, 1903. 
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ash and partridge wood, pimento, or the wood of the pepper tree, is the most popular 

material for young men’s canes now on the market,” declared the Washington Post in 

1903. “Cherry sticks are still used to some extent by old men, while the German weichsel, 

and French furze wood stick, and the acacia canes are now the most popular and 

fashionable of old age canes on the market.”31 The “fashionable canes of the present 

season” drew from styles of both young men and old: “the snakewood, partridge wood, 

English or button ash, French furze, whangee, pimento, malacca, and German Weichsel” 

were noted, with the partridge, English ash, and pimento favored by youths, and French 

furze, whangee, malacca, and German Weichsel preferred by the old. 32 

One’s behavior with the cane displayed personality and class, whether using the 

cane as a weapon, signal of formality, expression of pedigree, or as a walking support. 

According to cane makers, the objects gave insight into an owner’s profession and 

disposition. One cane seller claimed, “I can generally tell the nature of a man by the cane 

he carries.” Here is an “eminent lawyer,” he explained, with a “strong, sound malacca 

cane, with a bone or ivory handle... he grasps it firmly... just as he employs his hand 

when laying down the law.” In contrast, he noted “this dudish fellow coming along,” who 

brandished a cane that was “thin, but without pith; plenty of varnish, but no backbone.” 

The cane seller asked, “Isn’t it exactly a counterpart of himself?”33  

Men and women moved with canes in a variety of ways and etiquette books 

explained the proper uses. “Canes and umbrellas should not be carried under the arm 
                                                
31 Ibid. 

32 Ibid. 

33 “Language of Canes: Character Indicated by the Walking-Stick,” San Francisco 
Chronicle (November 11, 1884): 3. 
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horizontally, endangering the eyes and ribs of other pedestrians,” explained Agnes 

Morton’s Etiquette in 1911.34 Inside the home, Emily Holt’s Encyclopaedia of Etiquette 

explained, “A very punctilious man accounts it the better form to carry in his hat and 

cane when making a first formal call, because to leave them behind implies a familiarity 

with the house and hostess that he dares not claim.”35 She instructed that a man should 

place his cane, as well as his overcoat and overshoes, in the hall before entering the 

drawing room.36 “Should a caller insist, however, on clinging to these belongings—either 

for mere formality’s sake or even simply to insure their safety… he must be strictly 

mindful that it gets in nobody’s way.”37 Carrying a cane expressed formality and respect 

for the hostess, and a certain divergence from drawing room customs was permitted to 

“insure their safety.”  

Canes continued to have an “affinity with the idea of an aristocracy” and “convey 

a subtle insinuation of some degree of culture” throughout the first decades of the 

twentieth century.38 “A man cannot do manual labour carrying a cane,” wrote one 

account in 1918, “And it would be a moral impossibility for one of servile state—a butler, 

                                                
34 Agnes H. Morton, Etiquette: Good Manners for All People, Especially Those Who 
Dwell within the Broad Zone of the 'Average' (Philadelphia: The Penn Publishing 
Company, 1911), 160. 

35 Emily Holt, Encyclopaedia of Etiquette (Garden City and New York: Doubleday, Page 
& Company, 1922), 38. 

36 On Victorian hall customs, see: Kenneth L. Ames, “Meaning in Artifacts: Hall 
Furnishings in Victorian America,” The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 9, no. 1 
(Summer, 1978): 19-46. 

37 Holt, Encyclopaedia of Etiquette, 38. 

38 Robert Cortes Holliday, “On Carrying a Cane,” in The Walking-Stick Papers (New 
York: George H. Doran Company, 1918), 15. 
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for instance, or a ticket-chopper—to present himself in the role of his occupation 

ornamented with a cane.”39 Fashions reflected the distinction of canes for the cultured 

man—fine suits for middle and upper class men were often shown on models carrying 

canes, while overalls for laborers had none.  

FIGURE 6 

    
Fig. 6. Men’s Fashions, 1918. Source: Both images from Sears, Roebuck, and Co. 
Catalog, Spring 1918, available online through ancestry.com, catalog 136L. 
 

Canes displayed etiquette, status, style, temperament, and even the threat of 

physical violence. “Caning”—a beating imparted with a cane—also emerged as its more 

violent use; newspapers recounted canings with regularity. Famous canings of the prior 

century included President Andrew Jackson’s caning of Thomas Swann in 1806 and the 

Congressional battle between Preston Brooks and Charles Sumner over abolitionism in 

                                                
39 Ibid. 
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1856, which resulted in Brooks beating Sumner until his cane shattered.40 Early twentieth 

century books and magazines explained the “art” of self-defense with a cane. “[T]he stick 

is held in the hand with the thumb overlapping the fingers, and not, as in single-stick or 

sword-play, with the thumb resting on the blade,” wrote Pearson’s Magazine in 1901.41 

The article went on to describe strategies for fighting with an umbrella, a thinner, weaker 

cane, or against an opponent with an expert kick. Journalists commended “Protection and 

Diversion” as some of the cane’s uses for women, explaining a woman could use a 

“walking stick…to keep off an aggressor till help might arrive,” or “to toss aside fallen 

branches,” fend off an “overzealous farmer’s dog,” and “finally it can be used by a 

woman as a means of defense just as well as by a man.”42  

Class was essential to differentiating a cane from other similar objects such as a 

cudgel, club, or crutch. In the same issue of Pearson’s displaying well-dressed gentlemen 

practicing “self-defense” with canes in hats and suits, a folk tale recounted a fight 

between a beggar and a “ruffian.” The ruffian “tumbled the beggar” with a single “blow 

                                                
40 Congressman Preston Brooks Presentation Riding Crop, c. 1856, The Columbus 
Museum, Columbus, GA. Historians have analyzed the altercation’s reflection of racial 
tensions before the Civil War. See, for example, Manisha Sinha, “The Caning of Charles 
Sumner: Slavery, Race, and Ideology in the Age of the Civil War” Journal of the Early 
Republic 23 no. 2 (Summer 2003): 233-262 and William James Hull Hoffer, The Caning 
of Charles Sumner: Honor, Idealism, and the Origins of the Civil War (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010). 

41 E.W. Barton-Wright, “Self-Defence with a Walking Stick” Pearson’s Magazine 5 no.1 
(January 1901): 35-44. Pearson’s Magazine originated in Britain but published and 
circulated a version in United States beginning in 1899. This article appeared in the U.S. 
version of Pearson’s in 1901, printed by the New York office of the Pearson Publishing 
Company on East Nineteenth Street and cited above.  

42 Sarah Bernhardt, “Advocates Tall Walking Cane for Women,” Boston Daily Globe, 
(November 17, 1912). 
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of his bludgeon,” the story explained.43 Press accounts described “bludgeonings” with 

heavy sticks, gas pipes, and other “clubs,” conducted by criminals and “thugs.”44 In the 

trial of William F. Cook, a Tennessee farmer convicted of murdering his wife and niece 

in 1913, the object used to prove his guilt was a “bloody hickory stick” found hidden in 

his stable. The hickory was “stripped of its bark” and “smooth in appearance,” weighing 

about a pound. “Bludgeon is Found,” announced the Nashville Tennessean, and Cook 

was carried off to the Nashville jail.45 “Bludgeoning” was described in the most brutal 

acts of violence, “caning” invoked in middle class contexts, including a beating imparted 

by teachers, the art of self-defense with an “ordinary malacca,” and a father defending his 

daughter’s propriety when her date returned her too late.46 It also applied to the practice 

of furniture making with the raw material of long, pliable plants known as cane, the most 

common being the rattan vine for furniture. While the attributes of the objects were 

similar—wooden sticks, wielded in violence; the cane was presented as slender, 

shellacked and groomed, ornamented with signs of middle class belonging and used by 

those of middle class means; the bludgeon was uncarved and picked up for use by poor, 

even criminal, men.  

                                                
43 Seumas MacManus, “The Resurrection of Dinny Muldoon,” Pearson’s Magazine 5 
no.1 (January 1901): 49-55. 

44 “Louis Dabner to be Hanged: Judge Cook Finds no Mitigating Circumstance Favoring 
Gaspipe Thug,” San Francisco Chronicle (December 19, 1906): 16, “Slain in Hospital 
for Mildly Insane,” New York Times (July 5, 1913): 1. 

45 Howard W. Eskridge, “Bludgeon is Found Buried Under Straw,” Nashville Tennessean 
(August 30, 1913): 1B. 

46 J. Gilman Rand, “Chair Caning as a Home Art,” Industrial-Arts Magazine [Chicago, 
IL] (July 1, 1915): 163. “Mothers Quelled Schoolboy Strike,” New York Times 
(September 25, 1911): 4. Barton-Wright, “Self-Defence,” “Fined $150 for ‘Caning’ 
Daughter’s Escort” Hartford Courant (September 2, 1923): X1. 
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Riding crops, used to whip horses, were linked with canes through the class and 

context of their owners. Both were shown with slender shafts and used by well-to-do 

individuals.47 As was commonly done in fashion catalogs, canes and riding crops were 

sold together, with interchangeable handles and used by owners moving from 

promenading to sporting and hunting. Designs and materials displayed comfortable 

means, and owners reiterated a middle class or wealthier standing through dress and 

social context, depicting values of the “respectable” classes, as differentiated from the 

poor.48 The affiliations with respectability shielded owners if they used canes for 

violence—“respectable” people appeared dignified and their uses of the object for violent 

purposes legitimated; the “ruffians” stigmatized by poverty were further imbued with 

exclusion and disrespectability as their sticks turned to bludgeons.  

Canes were also differentiated from crutches, although they shared the function of 

walking support. A cane’s “more serious purpose,” most accounts emphasized, remained 

as a walking aid.49 “There can be no doubt that the legitimate use of a walking-stick is to 

                                                
47 On horse-riding men with riding crops, W.A. Fraser, “Diplomat’s Sacrifice,” Pearson’s 
Magazine no.1 (January 1901): 101-108. On the belle of the ball with her horse and crop, 
“My Hunt: Or, What it is to be a Belle,” Pearson’s Magazine no.1 (January 1901): 45-48. 

48 The politics of respectability have been employed to great effect in theorizing how 
marginalized groups police their own members to align with mainstream values. On race, 
gender, and respectability politics, see: Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous 
Discontent: The Women's Movement in the Black Baptist Church (Cambridge, MA: 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993). Also see: Paisley Jane Harris, 
“Gatekeeping and Remaking: The Politics of Respectability in African American 
Women's History and Black Feminism,” Journal of Women’s History 15 (2003): 212-220 
and Victoria W. Wolcott, Remaking Respectability: African American Women in 
Interwar Detroit (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 

49 “Walking Canes: Fad For Them Brings Up Their Development From the Past,” 
Cincinnati Enquirer (April 13, 1903), 4. 
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assist weakened limbs to bear the superincumbent weight of the body,” wrote another.50 

Cane makers described the “heavier” and “more substantial” canes preferred by old men, 

noting, “elderly gentlemen are very fond of theirs.”51 Old women were also discerning 

patrons to ensure their cane could support them. “Elderly ladies…are very particular in 

their choice of wood or cane.”52 Highly ornamented handles did not preclude walking 

support—doctors remarked on hand and back injuries that occurred because owners 

leaned on their carvings, and clothing stores sold silk covers to protect owner’s gloves 

and hands so even the most decorative canes could be used for support and balance.53 

“Carrying” a cane was common rhetoric in the early twentieth century but “leaning 

heavily” on canes was described amongst patrons with regularity.54  

Canes had the ability to function as walking supports, indeed, that was their most 

basic function. However, a crutch foregrounded the need of the user. In medical literature 

and department store catalogs, “convalescent crutches” functioned as walking aids for a 

population described and depicted as wounded soldiers, beggars, and those with severe 

injuries—typically the poor and severely disabled. Crutches lacked whimsy as tools for 

the needy and disabled; canes delighted in personal style and splendor that transformed 

an aid into an accessory, elevating rather than detracting from one’s social status. The 

                                                
50 John R. Jackson, “Walking-Sticks,” Good Words (January 1871): 509-512. 

51 “The Walking Staff,” Detroit Free Press (October 24, 1886). 

52 “Character in Canes,” The Phrenological Journal and Science of Health 80 no. 1 
(January 1885): 45 

53 “Fashions in Canes,” Los Angeles Times (March 10, 1895). 

54Even Queen Victoria was described as one who “leaned heavily on” her canes. 
“Fashions in Canes,” Los Angeles Times (March 10, 1895). 
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inflection point between a cane and a crutch varied, but shifted with a combination of 

poverty and severity of physical need. The distinctions reflected the privileges of the 

middle class to enjoy dignity amidst physical need and a degree of social exculpation 

from violence.  

 

The Old Man and The Cane: Gender, Power, and the Genealogy of the Cane 

Canes, while carried by the young, were a longstanding symbol of old age, part of 

the archetypal image of the stooped and wrinkled elderly. Slowed walking, bent posture, 

painful joints, and trouble with balance were widely described as unremarkable trials and 

tribulations of the aging process. Changes in walking speed and balance in the elderly 

were noted by physicians, but before the 1940s and even into the 1950s, few physicians 

devoted further attention to the needs for a cane in the elderly. Physicians debated the 

speed and onset of many “senile debilities,” but most often considered bone and joint 

problems as a “natural concomitant of aging.”55 Ignatz L. Nascher, renowned physician 

and founding figure of early twentieth century geriatrics, even described many of the 

debilities of aging as “normal” processes. “We must look upon the degenerations, the 

atrophies, hypertrophies and all the changes in form and character… as natural, normal 

and physiological,” he wrote in 1916.56 The gradual onset of old age debilities in “normal 

persons…sets in…between the sixtieth and seventieth years.”57 The gradual support of a 

                                                
55 Gerald N. Grob, Aging Bones: A Short History of Osteoporosis (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2014), 2. 

56 I.L. Nascher, Geriatrics: The Diseases of Old Age and their Treatment, 2nd ed. 
(Philadelphia: Blakiston’s Son & Co., 1916), 11. 

57 William Prescott Appleton, “The New Science of Keeping Old Age in Check: Dr. I. L. 
Nascher,” Nashville American (July 12, 1914), SM3.  
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cane could facilitate this process. “Apparently insignificant, yet of really great 

importance, is the cane, upon which the old man depends for support,” Nascher 

explained.58 

The affiliation of the cane with the debilities of the elderly did not preclude its 

stylishness nor its use as an honor or award. In 1909, the Boston Post commended the 

“vigor and longevity of New England Manhood” by presenting a gold-headed cane to the 

oldest citizens of 700 New England towns.59 Editor and publisher, Edwin A. Grozier, 

declared that the Boston Post Cane was a “handsome and substantial gift,” taking over a 

year to make, with ebony logs shipped from the Congo and cut, dried, recut, shellacked, 

then varnished and polished by hand. A gold head was made of 14-karat gold, cut, sized, 

and soldered, then filled with a hard composition and chased (hand-ornamented), and 

polished by J.F. Fradley & Co., one of the leading manufacturers of fine canes. The 

“Boston Post cane is not merely an ornamental cane,” Grozier explained. “It is designed 

for everyday usuage and will last for many years.”60 To address this everyday use, the 

Boston Post set up a repair service through F. Joseph Bianco, a jeweler in East Boston, 

which reportedly repaired around eighteen Boston Post Canes per year between 1909 and 

1953.61  

                                                
58 Nascher, Geriatrics, 489. 

59 “Oldest Citizens,” Boston Post, (August 30, 1909). 

60 Spelling original. Edwin A. Grozier to Town Selectmen, 2 August 1909, in Barbara 
Staples, The Bay State’s Boston Post Canes: The History of a New England Tradition 
(Lynn, MA: Fleming Press, 1997), 24. 

61 Staples, The Bay State’s Boston Post Canes, 25-29. 
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Sunday editions of the Boston Post included photographs and brief biographies of 

the recipients. Solomon Talbot, age 95, was the first recipient to have his photograph 

published in the Boston Post on August 21, 1909, calling the cane “one of the signal 

honors of my long life.”62 The Boston Post Canes were billed as “especially interesting 

for what they signify, for they are intended as a tribute to honored and useful lives, to 

thrift, to temperance, and right living, and above all, to the superb vigor of New England 

manhood.”63 Complete uprightedness and freedom from debilities were not prerequisites 

for displaying “vigor” and “right living”—longevity, male longevity, was sufficient.64 

Held by the oldest male citizen of these New England towns, these canes conjured up 

images of past patriarchs—eighteenth century aristocrats, monarchs, and male heads of 

households, descended from a time when age, power, and masculinity were closely 

intertwined. Indeed, cane enthusiasts of the early twentieth century argued that the cane’s 

genealogy could be traced from early American patriarchs, to aristocratic courts and all 

the way to ancient royalty and Biblical sages. “Canes are carried in all parts of the world, 

and have been carried – or that which was the forefather of them has been carried – since 

human history began,” wrote writer Robert Cortes Holliday in 1918. He continued,  

The cane, so to speak, with which primitive man wooed his bride, defended his 
life, liberty and pursuit of happiness, and brought down his food, was (like all 
canes which are in good taste) admirably chosen for the occasion. The spear, the 

                                                
62 Ibid, 29. 

63 “Oldest Citizens,” Boston Post (Monday, August 30, 1909). 

64 Daniel Blackie’s study of Revolutionary War veteran pensions has demonstrated that 
head-of-household status was not affected by disability status. While disability did not 
confer authority, patriarchal masculinity was not dependent on physical strength. Daniel 
Blackie, “Disability, Dependency, and the Family in the Early United States,” in Susan 
Burch and Michael Rembis, eds. Disability Histories (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2014), 17-34. 
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stave, the pilgrim’s staff, the sword, the sceptre—always has the cane-carrying 
animal borne something in his hand. And, down the long vista of the past, the 
cane, in its various manifestations, has ever been the mark of strength, and so of 
dignity. Thus as a man originally became a gentleman, or a king, by force of 
valour, the cane in its evolution has ever been the symbol of a superior caste.65 

 

Another author echoed, “The Walking Stick is a contrivance probably coeval with human 

infirmity and it is very likely that Adam, when weakened by accidental injury, by 

sickness, or by age… the Father of Mankind contrived the Walking Stick.”66 The article 

continued, “The staff which supported the patriarch became a sceptre, and formed a clan. 

The Walking Stick partook of the dignity of its possessor, and its form was varied to suit 

the hands by which it was borne.”67 Early twentieth century writers (and cane carriers) 

worked hard to connect the cane to a patriarchal lineage of staffs, sceptres, walking sticks, 

and weapons—emblems of power, authority, freedom, and violence—objects that were 

historically coded as masculine and used by men with those privileges. Men with canes 

had access to these images, including the “venerable old man,” and important differences 

in the experience of aging and impairment manifested by gender.  

Although women were not excluded from using “feminized” canes—“lighter” and 

“daintier” versions became periodically fashionable for women—the feminized cane was 

not traced back to Adam or the kings and pilgrims of civilization. Catalogs of Gorham 

and Tiffany & Co. marketed cane heads and parasol handles for women, and ladies’ 

canes were described as longer and lighter than the men’s canes—sometimes up to 48 
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inches tall—with ornate ivory handles and tassels adding a “dignified air.”68 Some papers 

reported that “a woman might have 10 or 12 canes, each one prettier than the other.”69 

“Swagger canes,” wrote the New York Times in 1913, appeared in London, Paris, and 

Rome as “the most fashionable women, old and young, are carrying them, so that they are 

quite as usual as a parasol would be here.”70 Parasols and dainty canes still could support 

a gradual onset of walking impairments in elderly ladies, but the image of New England 

vigor and power of longevity was coded male.  

While an honor for New England men (women lobbied Grozier for inclusion as 

“citizens” in the 1930s), being old and male was not toxic to fashions when the cane was 

first presented. Canes remained fashionable and in addition, Grozier gave the remaining 

canes from the first shipment to his staff at the Boston Post as Christmas presents—the 

same canes were ultimately shared between the oldest male New England residents and 

the newspaper’s staff.  

Canes brokered interpersonal relationships and social customs, took part in public 

promenade and domestic etiquette, and served as symbols of social class, style, and 

personality. They were high fashion, exquisite, and even expensive items that reflected 

economic choices, social stratification, and group belonging. Canes could be carried by 

“the very youthful and the very aged, the powerful, the distinguished, the patrician, the 
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self-important, those who fancy to exalt themselves,” wrote Holliday.71 Canes conjured 

up the “Colonel of the Old South, the Bohemian, the bookworm, the artist, and the 

villain.” And “who ever heard of a fairy godmother without a cane?”72 Canes were 

multivalent—they had symbolic power, but also practical uses. A person could could 

quite literally lean on his or her stick, or gradually take on its support, while partaking in 

middle class, even aristocratic, customs and values. Canes were used across the life 

course, with different purposes in different life stages. Young men and women acquired 

canes, riding crops, parasols, and umbrellas for style and status, and others received them 

as gifts or passed down through the generations.73 The same canes acquired early in life 

could serve the function of support at older ages, while also conveying professional 

affiliation, military service, family heritage, and political affiliations. Their individuality 

connected an owner’s past with the present; their ubiquity helped conceal slight and 

gradual debilities in walking as their owners discreetly migrated onto them for support. 

With their fabled connections to learned and genteel society, they were enjoyed by the 
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young and the old as an ornament of dress as well as an instrument for balance and 

stability.  

 

Fashion House to Hospital 

Connections of canes to the aristocratic and genteel, the formal and traditional, 

undermined their popularity as American dress codes became increasingly casual.74 In the 

second quarter of the twentieth century, canes gradually disappeared from fashionable 

society. Sales catalogs charted this decline: in 1915, the Gorham Company filled 108 

pages with nearly 800 different canes and cane head designs, but by 1941, canes were 

completely absent from its pages. Amongst the middle class, Sears, Roebuck & Company 

catalogs continued to sell “finest genuine malacca canes” through 1929, but in the 

following decade, canes were no longer sold in fashionable gift sets, solely the 

“convalescent” canes remained, sold alongside braces and crutches.75 Umbrellas moved 

into outdoor goods sections. Men began recounting concerns about making a “spectacle” 

of themselves while carrying an ornate cane, and some described the cane as clumsy 

when entering and alighting from automobiles, a new luxury item and class marker. 76,77 
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Others surmised that the rise of buses, automobiles, bicycles and concurrent decline in 

horse-drawn transport had decreased sales of the riding crop along with the cane.78 

Products from sewing machines to vacuum cleaners were marketed in home goods 

catalogs as electric-powered, “modernistic,” and “streamlined,” while children’s toy 

automobiles, toy telephones, and even toy cash registers highlighted sleek, mechanistic 

elements of mid-twentieth century technologies.79 On formal occasions, such as Easter 

parades, enameled and lacquered canes were brought out, increasingly as a nod to past 

glamour and tradition. But with their hard-won genealogies of aristocracy and association 

with the traditional and formal, canes became a vestige of the past, cast aside in everyday 

dress and in the aspirational imagery of the modern middle class. 

Changes in medical treatment accentuated the decline of the fashion cane and 

facilitated the rebirth of the medical cane. During the First World War, the Red Cross 

held “cane drives” urging citizens to donate their canes to wounded soldiers, but the cane 

remained popular as a fashion item even after the war. During the Second World War, 

more robust systems of rehabilitation shuttled veterans through its programs, while 

orthopedic surgeons and physical therapists produced an abundance of medical literature 

linking canes with a spectrum of other longstanding tools focused on walking 

impairments, including crutches, braces, and wheelchairs.80 In 1946, medical director of 
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the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled George Deaver and physical therapy 

technician Mary Eleanor Brown asserted, “A cane is really just a short crutch.”81 “Canes 

are more difficult to use than crutches,” they continued, and “often it is necessary to teach 

subjects how to use crutches before they are put on canes.”82 Researchers tested 

techniques for making injured veterans “self-sufficient” and able to “carry out the 

activities of daily living which are basic to his vocation and avocations,” embarking on 

training programs for canes with “preambulation exercises.”83 Ultimately, they found that 

the “use of canes rests on the extent of the disability... The principal justification for a 

cane is to maintain balance.”84  

In conjunction with training exercises, physicians and physical therapists worked 

to make canes safer and more standardized, adapting the design to emphasize the cane’s 

medical purposes. “The common standard cane is 36 inches,” Deaver and Brown 

explained, and “Usually any size other than 36 inches must be adjusted or made 

especially.”85 The cane should “allow a bend at the elbow of approximately 30 
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degrees…this height allows the greatest power to be drawn from the participating muscle 

groups.”86 Physical therapists also encouraged other changes to canes that mimicked 

crutches and braces, including the addition of rubber tips for safety and aluminum alloys 

for strength and lighter weight. “A cane should be strong and contain a good large soft 

rubber cap for its base, such as has already been described for crutches,” Deaver and 

Brown wrote.87 Clinical director of the Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

at Bellevue Medical Center Donald Covalt and rehabilitation course director Edith 

Buchwald further emphasized canes should be “carefully adjusted” by doctors and 

physical therapists to the correct height.88 They added that an “aluminum cane has been 

devised which can be adapted to any length until the right length is found,” and that the 

new aluminum alloys that made canes like braces and crutches, lighter.89 Subsequent 

publications described how canes “should be fitted to the patient by a physician or 

physical therapist” and that “the patient should receive instruction in their use.”90 

Standard aluminum canes with rubber tips emphasized safety, uniformity, and support for 

injury and impairment, with adjustments and instruction directed by the medical 

professional.  
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Mainstream media reflected these shifts: whereas news articles in the 1890s 

interviewed cane sellers and men-about-town who described “carrying” canes and 

“wearing” walking sticks, by the 1950s, physicians, nurses, and physical therapists were 

quoted as they described canes in terms of “use,” “need,” and “support” for “patients” on 

canes as “mobility aids.” In 1956, orthopedic surgeon and Milwaukee Hospital Chief 

Walter P. Blount explained to the Boston Globe that orthopedists wished to “bring back 

the walking cane.”91 “Early degenerative hip disease may require no treatment other than 

weight reduction and a stick in the opposite hand,” he explained.92 He issued a “plea” two 

weeks later in the Hartford Courant for his medical colleagues to “lead the way” in 

returning the walking stick to favor. “If they would do so… it would be a lot easier to get 

the lame and the decrepit to carry canes,” he said.93 Physicians made public 

recommendations for the elderly to take up exercising with “that walking stick,” and 

papers reported that “doctors want to bring the walking stick back—this time for 

‘safety.’”94 “A cane is a wonderful companion,” another physician advised, “it gives 

support and comes in handy, especially when crossing the street.”95  

Other physicians emphasized the “primary indicators” of medical conditions for 

the use of a cane—arthritis, osteoporosis, stroke, and hip degeneration were among the 
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most common.96 “Old age cannot be cured, but its concomitant disabilities made tolerable 

and the remaining years more enjoyable,” explained geriatrician William Morton in a 

1953 Congressional Lecture. He recommended a “mechanical aid” to address the “fear of 

falling” in the elderly and the “delays” falls produced in rehabilitation. The “simplest 

[mechanical aid] is a stick, but patients have to be taught how best to use it.”97 Covalt and 

Buchwald added that “arthritic patients” and individuals suffering from the long term 

“effects of poliomyelitis,” also should be “prescribed” a cane, while others, including the 

clinical director of the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases, advised that 

patients with arthritis should continue to exercise and that “canes and crutches may 

help.”98 If only “the cane were restored to popular favor,” orthopedic surgeon Walter 

Blount said in 1956, “thousands of Americans would be helped, particularly those who 

have bone and joint injuries.”99 

Public health campaigns reiterated the importance of canes for safety purposes in 

the elderly. Metropolitan Life’s pamphlet, “Safety for the Aging Population,” discussed 

using canes to help mitigate fall risks. The pamphlet wrote, “One final point for the older 
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person to remember—if you use a cane, a vacuum cup at its tip will make it safer.”100 In a 

1958 fall prevention campaign, the National Safety Council emphasized the importance 

of canes in protecting the elderly. “Canes give you dignity as well as support,” the 

pamphlet explained. “Use a rubber-tipped cane if you need to—and use it proudly.”101 

While the safety organization beseeched the elderly to “use it proudly,” subsequent 

public health campaigns addressed growing reluctance to cane use by suggesting that old 

individuals “pledge to use canes” to reduce their risk of balance and gait problems 

leading to falls.102 Medical and public health efforts to bring back the cane emphasized 

safety over style, overlooking the importance of the cane’s role in conveying social 

belonging beyond physiological need, the ubiquity of its use that facilitated these 

meanings, and the ways that these factors concealed rather than revealed its purposes as 

an aid.  

Growing attention in medicine and public health to falls, fractures, osteoporosis, 

and arthritis brought the cane under further medical scrutiny. An article in JAMA 

explained, “Because of the diversity of ambulation aids and gait patterns that are 

available, their prescription should be carefully thought out by the physician.”103 

Furthermore, the “aids chosen should be fitted to the patient by the physician or by a 

physical therapist, and the patient should receive instruction in their use, including 
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climbing and descending stairs and techniques of sitting and arising.”104 Not only were 

“preambulation exercises and training” often necessary, but also “[p]atients should not be 

expected to learn safely and effectively to use ambulation aids without instruction.”105 

Sporadic research studies appeared in the 1970s and increasingly in the 1980s, 

describing the benefits of exercise for arthritis and osteoporosis and recommending that 

canes and other mobility aids could be a tool for exercise.106 Clinical studies also began 

tracking the effects of canes on gait, stride cadence, load bearing, and balance, 

determining the “standard propulsive impulse” provided by a cane and the limits of 

“normal” weight-bearing.107 They found that four-pronged canes, or tetrapods, were “said 

to be even more stable than a tripod,” while “simple cane with ergonomic handgrip, and 

Nordic stick” were also tested for their ability to support walking distance.108 They also 

emphasized the importance of health professionals in the fitting process to ensure safety. 

Although conflicting data emerged on the efficacy of canes in preventing falls and 
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fractures, public health campaigns continued to endorse their use, bolstered by the 

recommendations of physicians and physical therapists. Growing rates of hip replacement 

surgeries also brought elderly into rehabilitation, with the cane as a tool for post-

operative recovery. Together with research on the cane’s uses for exercise and providing 

“propulsive” force for gait optimization, the cane re-emerged as an object of medical 

study. 

As the cane became linked with the prevention and treatment of falls, arthritis, 

gait instability, stroke, and hip fracture, it also became a tool for the pursuit of healthy 

and active aging, bringing deep contradictions to its use. In 1979, the U.S. Surgeon 

General’s Healthy People Report emphasized, “Disease and disability are not inevitable 

events to be experienced by all” and that from “infancy to old age, staying healthy is an 

ever-changing task.”109 “At each stage of life,” the report continued, “different steps can 

be taken to maximize well-being.”110 In old age, “increasing the number of adults who 

can function independently was a primary goal for developing “healthy older adults.”111 

“Eighty percent of our older people,” which the report described as over sixty-five in this 

instance, “have one or more chronic conditions.” The Surgeon General set a “long-term 

goal of a health promotion and disease prevention strategy” to “allow each individual to 

seek an independent and rewarding life in old age, unlimited by many health problems 
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that are within his or her capacity to control.”112 One of the key features was “physical 

handicaps” and other conditions that limited an individual’s ability to “move about 

freely.”113 The average number of days in which people over sixty-five had to “place 

limits on themselves” ranged from thirty-one to thirty-eight days, and the report set a 

target of reducing the number of days of “restricted activity” by twenty percent by 

1990.114 “Aging is not—or should not—be a process of mere passivity,” the report 

explained. “Nor should the obsolescent image of inevitable incapacitation be allowed to 

continue. Movement is part of functional living—and the quality of intellectual and 

physical performance is enhanced by remaining or becoming physically fit in old age.”115 

In old age, “Severe physical and mental decline in older people is not inevitable” the 

report reiterated, and “many measures can be applied to increase independence, self-

sufficiency, and quality of life for the elderly.”116 Citing studies from the Gerontology 

Center at the University of Southern California, the report argued that “people in their 

sixties and seventies and even beyond can retain, with carefully planned exercise, much 

of the vigor of their forties.”117  

As an object that kept the elderly up and moving, the cane represented one of the 

central tenets of the emerging ideals of “healthy aging”—to keep individuals independent 
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in old age and reduce their physical limitations. But the cane of the late twentieth century 

also foregrounded those very limitations that necessitated its use. Medical advertisements 

such as a 1984 article in the Journal of Bone and Joint Health described “self-help 

devices” of canes, walkers, and braces for those who “can’t walk without help.118 Others 

promoted canes as tools to “Keep on Walkin’”—keeping its users active and moving—

while also noting that they were available for every “need.”119 The lightweight aluminum 

shafts, rubber tips, and multi-pronged bases conveyed the importance of safety as 

determined by medical and public health professionals, but also communicated need and 

exposed physical limitations.120 These tensions and contradictions reflected some of the 

central problems of a message of complete health, independence, and self-sufficiency.  

With the majority of those over sixty-five managing at least one chronic condition, often 

limiting mobility, the ideals of remaining upright and moving were deemed critical to 

healthy aging, but also the use of tools to assist in these aims displayed weaknesses of the 

body; signs of decline. 
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FIGURE 7 

 
Fig. 7: Keep On Walkin’. Source: Advertisement: “Keep on Walkin’,” Mainstream 18, 
no. 1 (1993). 
 

These tensions continued throughout the end of the twentieth century and into the 

twenty-first. Physicians called canes and walkers “safe and effective but generally 

underutilized therapeutic tools,” describing their importance for those with “unstable gait, 

whose muscles are weak or who require a reduction in the load on weight-bearing 

structures.”121 Older people voiced resistance to doctors’ prescriptions and the urgings of 

family members. Gerontologists, anthropologists, and social sciences researchers sought 

to understand the dynamic, characterizing the resistance to the cane by elderly people 

who health professionals thought might benefit from their use. In 1997, gerontology 

nurses explained that patients resisted canes as a visible display of their physiological 
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decline. A “mobility aid is visual, it is visual in that other people can see that they are 

getting old or that there is something wrong with them,” they explained. Whereas people 

might be able to “hide” vision impairments or hearing loss, the researchers found that 

their patients responded with “I can’t go out with that!” to the suggestion of a cane or a 

walker.122 When “they actually have to go out with a walker, with a wheelchair, with a 

cane, something that is visual,” they are “[u]tilizing an aid,” and that “is a form of 

exposure; it is disclosing to the public a weakness, a change, a decline in one’s mobility 

capacity.”123 For some, “it is a loss of normalcy. For others it is a loss of pride, of dignity,” 

they concluded.124  

The same year, the Department of Health and Human Services declared a 

commitment to “active” aging—a “new paradigm” they called it— as “rethinking today’s 

chronological benchmarks” and fostering a new set of ideals of active aging.125 The HHS 

report set the ideal of keeping those over sixty-five, and even those over eighty-five as 

“active” and independent for as long as possible. It charted the rising disability rates and 

growing costs of physical impairments as the central problem of an aging population—

something to be feared, with the paradigm of “active aging” as the antidote. It was in this 
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context that canes, along with other mobility aids, explained the gerontologic nurses, took 

on “magnified meaning” as a “constant reminder of the diminishing self.”126 

“It means you’re on your way down,” explained eighty-year-old Wilfrid Martin, 

“and I don’t want to go down.”127 Martin, one of the people in a 2009 survey that found 

“most seniors shun canes,” believed canes and walkers could help prevent falls, but he 

refused a cane due to its association with infirmity, old age, and decline. Another woman, 

eighty-two year old Nancy Root, began using mobility devices and explained to 

researchers, “I’m not acknowledged.”128 Spurn for canes emerged not from inadequate 

safety, but from the way canes looked, the way they made users feel, and the way they 

altered social relationships. One participant in a study of women over the age of eighty-

five acquired a “lovely walking stick,” but clarified that it was not a cane: “I think they’re 

kind of awkward... I don’t have any disability as far as my body parts are concerned. I 

don’t have to wear special shoes. I can move perfectly without it, but I just feel like when 

you get my age, it's a good idea to have a little something to steady you…I don’t think I’d 

like a cane, but I do like this. It’s awful fancy.”129 New York Times writer Harry Hurt 

went in search of a cane prior to foot surgery and realized, “I don’t want to look like I just 

escaped from an assisted living facility.”130 The cane, as a “symbol that “something is 
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wrong,” according to gerontology nurses, “compounded” the stigmas of old age and 

using an aid. Canes helped people move around more, while also making them feel 

crippled and old. “Nobody likes to be crippled,” one woman explained, while another 

added, “It definitely makes you look older. And who would want to look older?”131  

Medical and public health emphasis on exercise, health, and movement 

contributed to the stigmas of the cane as devices that exposed weakness even while 

enabling individuals to move around. The cane took on new symbolic meaning in this 

context of unencumbered movement in healthy aging and in its relationships to medical 

conditions considered burdensome chronic diseases. The resistance of many elderly to the 

cane also furthered the stigma—those with slight or gradual debilities delayed using an 

aid until a crisis occurred, whether a serious fall, stroke, or development of severe 

disability, reiterating the association of canes with the oldest and most disabled. 

Recently, a few companies have marketed canes that can be concealed—the 

Hurrycane is advertised as a cane that can fold up and disappear into a purse—while the 

AARP suggested casting off canes entirely for trekking poles, writing that older adults 

with arthritis and “fragile hips and knee joints” can remain active and mobile into their 

“50s, 60s, 70s, 80s, and even 90s.” The 2011 headline ran: “Not Your Father’s Cane,” 

suggesting aging baby boomers could discard canes in favor of these sportier alpine 

sticks. The article highlighted the benefits of alpine sticks for “inflammatory 

joints…arthritis, Parkinson’s and inflamed hip abductors,” but remarked that they 

provided more “attitude” than the grim canes of prior generations.132 Some cane makers 

                                                
131 Porter et al., “Older Homebound Women,” 539. 

132 Maureen McDonald, “Not Your Father’s Cane,” AARP Bulletin, June 24, 2011. 
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have responded by creating whimsical canes that “take the focus off why you need it” so 

“people relate to your sense of style, not your infirmity.”133 As founder of the Raising 

Cane company, Peggy Chisholm, explained, in searching for canes for her aging mother, 

she found few options combining style with support. “Appearance was very important to 

my mother,” Chisholm explained. “Just because she needed a cane didn’t mean she’d lost 

her sense of style.”134 ElderLuxe, a website selling elaborate canes ranging from $35 to 

$2,000, also responds to the sentiment, selling canes with solid gold handles and 

Swarovski crystals. The basic medical premise remains—shoppers can browse by 

medical condition, including arthritis, hip pain, osteoporosis, and post-operative 

concerns—but they can also create a fancy cane that suits their style.135  

Those able to display their health in old age often did. The aptly titled, I’m Not 

Slowing Down, by former Texas governor Ann Richards, embodied the principles of 

healthy and active aging: chapters on exercises for maintaining strength, tips on nutrition 

for bone health, and images of the author striding upright through a park, unassisted.136 

Medical and public health emphasis on exercise, particularly walking without assistance, 

produced new status symbols for the healthy and new stigmas for the elderly using canes, 

even if the devices allowed them to move further and walk longer. The presence of a cane, 

                                                
133 Korky Vann, “Canes with a firm grasp of fashion,” Los Angeles Times (October 27, 
2003). 

134 Ibid. 

135 ElderLuxe website, accessed December 12, 2017, www.elderluxe.com. 

136 The book was part of Ann Richards’ effort to demonstrate she was ready and able to 
return to the campaign trail. Ann Richards and Richard U. Levine, I’m Not Slowing 
Down: Winning My Battle with Osteoporosis (New York: Plume Publishing Group, 
2004). 
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by the end of the twentieth century, defied ideals of “healthy” and “active” aging, instead 

conveying disease, disability, and personal failure.  

From a necessary ornament of aristocratic dress to a safety device for the elderly 

disabled, from a symbol of the mind to a reflection of the failing body, and from a silent 

companion to a spurned object, the cane in many forms became an outcast, whose 

presence symbolized failure rather than success in old age. Its transformation reflected 

changing fashions and new medical specialties, an aging population and a wide variety of 

abilities in later life, and new attitudes toward the possibilities and responsibilities for 

sustained physical mobility in old age. As the cane fell from fashion and became 

streamlined into a medical tool, it transformed from a device for any age to one 

specifically for the old. It became a reinforcing stigma as a device for the aged, resisted 

by the elderly who wanted to resist old age, furthering its transformation from an emblem 

of power to a sign of weakness.  

This history of the cane underscores the importance of material things in the 

processes of growing old. It shows how fashions affected the experience of bone and 

joint conditions or having an unsteady gait, concealing minor changes and allowing for 

gradual leaning onto an object of support. The cane eventually came to expose the 

conditions it once concealed, for a certain population of middle class people. Its history 

shows how the symbols and meanings of the objects people used in their daily life 

reflected the privileges they enjoyed, the choices they faced, and the stigmas they 

experienced when “failing” to meet changing ideals of health and mobility.  
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Chapter Two: Environments. 
 

Falling at Home: Elderly Women and the Crisis of Falls 
 

In 1916, “A Leading Home Hazard,” according to the Weekly Underwriter, was a 

seemingly simple trip or a slip, causing a moment off balance and a quick tumble to the 

ground.1 The insurance newspaper explained that accidental falls had caused 15,000 

deaths that year, more than any other accidental cause of death, including traffic 

accidents. “Many falls do little damage, but some may be very serious,” emphasized the 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. “A fall may break a hip, or sprain an ankle, or 

cause a serious wound. It may even cause death.”2 Described as “very common accidents,” 

falls were a risk to everyone in the family—from babies needing “protection” and 

children playing near windows to any adults moving in and about the home. But 

fortunately, a 1914 Metropolitan Life pamphlet explained, a “large part of these deaths 

are preventable.”3 The solution was simple: “Keep brooms, pails, coal scuttles, and 

everything else where it belongs, and no one will fall over them… Do not have rugs on 

slippery floors,” wipe up water and grease “spilled on the floor,” and “sprinkle sand, 

ashes or sawdust on icy steps.”4 With a few quick fixes, the risk of falls would be greatly 

                                                
1 “Astonishing Accident Statistics” The Weekly Underwriter Business Builder 94 (April 
1916): 9. 

2 Colonel Charles Lynch, “First Aid in the Home,” (Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, 1914): 6. Welfare Division, Record Group 5, Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company Archives, New York, NY. Hereafter Cited as Metropolitan Life Archives. 

3 “Astonishing Accident Statistics” The Weekly Underwriter Business Builder 94 (April 
1916): 9. 

4 Lynch, “First Aid in the Home,” 6, Welfare Division, Metropolitan Life Archives. 
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reduced. “Really, accidents can be prevented just as well as, if not better than, sickness,” 

the company said.5  

Nearly one hundred years later, in 2015, the CDC announced that accidental falls 

caused 2.5 million injuries, nearly 1 million hospitalizations, 24,000 deaths, and $34 

billion in direct medical expenses.6 The New York Times described lives “upended” as 

falls resulted in devastating injuries, and as death tolls “soar[ed]” with rising rates of 

osteoporosis, hip fractures, and nursing home admissions.7 The National Institute on 

Aging launched a 5-year, $30 million clinical trial on fall-related injuries, adding to the 

thousands of publications each year concerning hip fractures, bone density measurements, 

gait analysis, and muscle tone in the elderly. Disabling and fatal falls signaled the 

growing “burdens” of medical expenses from injured, immobile seniors, but 

“Fortunately,” the Centers for Disease Control reported, “falls are a public health 

problem that is largely preventable.”8  

While persistent optimism for fall prevention reverberated through public health 

campaigns, remarkable changes occurred in the understanding, meaning, and implications 

                                                
5 Ibid.  

6 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Injury Prevention and 
Control, Web–based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System (WISQARS), in “Falls 
Among Older Adults: An Overview,” March 19, 2015. According to the CDC, direct 
medical costs include fees for hospital and nursing home care, doctors and other 
professional services, rehabilitation, community-based services, use of medical 
equipment, prescription drugs, and insurance processing. They do not account for the 
long-term effects of these injuries such as disability, dependence on others, lost time from 
work and household duties, and reduced quality of life. 

7 Katie Hafner, “A Tiny Stumble, a Life Upended,” New York Times (November 3, 2014) 
and Katie Hafner, “Bracing for the Falls of an Aging Nation” (November 2, 2014). 

8 Centers for Disease Control, “Falls Among Older Adults: An Overview,” accessed 
March 28, 2015 at: http://www.cdc.gov/homeandrecreationalsafety/falls/adultfalls.html.  
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of falling over the twentieth century. Life insurers and safety organizations highlighted 

falls as a leading cause of accidental death early in the twentieth century and identified 

the home as the greatest danger to policyholder life and limb. Insurers and safety 

campaigns tasked housewives with the project of home safety, describing precautions for 

avoiding home accidents as simple and common sense solutions. The particular 

susceptibility of old women to fatal falls was noted but dismissed; “Grandma” is simply 

more likely to die, wrote one midcentury safety campaign, and safety precautions focused 

on the younger members of the family.9  

In the final quarter of the twentieth century, medical research linked falls with 

osteoporosis and hip fractures, and all three conditions with increasing institutional care, 

clarifying the physical and financial toll of falling even in “unproductive” and “post-

wage-earning” populations. Public health rhetoric, moreover, shifted from trivializing 

falls to presenting them as terrifying risks to the lives of seniors, drawing attention to 

prevention research but also producing new anxieties for many elderly. Late twentieth 

century campaigns framed falls as a “fault line” between healthy old age and a downward 

cascade into disability, institutional care, and, as one woman put it, “the beginning of the 

end.”10 

Historians have examined the emergence of the home as a place of dirt and 

disease, and the ways women became the primary bearers of domestic labor required to 

                                                
9 Bernard Lundy, “How to Prevent Home Accidents” Home Safety Review (September-
October 1944): 4-5,14. 

10 Claudia Kalb, “The Meaning of Falling,” Newsweek 136, no. 24,  (Dec 11, 2000): 63-
64. 
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mitigate these risks.11 Attention to falls documents the rise of another risk—home 

accidents—that emerged after floors were wiped and waxed, as porcelain bathroom 

fixtures installed, and as furniture, toys, and throw rugs filled middle class homes in the 

mid-twentieth century, ultimately reflecting a deep and evolving reservoir of duties 

placed on young and middle-aged women to keep homes clean and safe. Moreover, the 

exclusion of elderly women from many safety campaigns reflected an important pattern 

of erasure of old women in American culture. Public safety campaigns focused on young 

and “productive” members of society, while women’s domestic labor absorbed costs of 

prevention and care, obscuring attention to the material costs of falling in elderly women. 

Old women became an obligation of younger women, the requisite domestic labor was 

trivialized, and the primary victims of fatal falls were treated as a low priority of the 

public safety campaigns purporting to promote the public’s health and safety.  

As physicians increasingly investigated osteoporosis and hip fractures—and their 

treatment—in the late twentieth century, they brought new attention to falls as the 

mechanism of injury and shifted public health campaigns from accident to injury 

prevention, from environmental risks of the home to the physiological risks residing in 

women’s bodies. This transition ultimately increased attention to the problem of women’s 
                                                
11 On hygiene and cleanliness in the home, see: Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: 
Men, Women, and the Microbe in American Life (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1998) and with particular attention to the fears of polio blamed on urban poverty and filth, 
see: Naomi Rogers, Dirt and Disease: Polio Before FDR (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 1992). On women’s continued investment in home cleanliness despite 
purported time-saving technologies, see: Ruth Schwartz Cowan, More Work for Mother: 
The Ironies Of Household Technology From The Open Hearth To The Microwave (New 
York: Basic Books, 1983) and Susan Strasser, Never Done: A History of American 
Housework (New York: Henry Holt, 1982). On the ways women’s domestic labor was 
devalued as industrialization emphasized wage earning, see: Jeanne Boydston, Home & 
Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in the Early Republic (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1990). 
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aging bodies and the immense impact of their fractures, hospitalizations, and nursing care 

resulting from falls. These changes helped transform falls from a mundane phenomena 

into an impending epidemic—Americans should, according to the New York Times in 

2014, “brac[e] for the falls of an aging nation.”12 

While accidental falls offer many avenues for exploration, including the 

epidemiologic transition from contagious to chronic diseases, changing populations and 

housing patterns, and issues of legal responsibility for slip and fall lawsuits, this chapter 

investigates the intersection of gender and age in shaping public health practices as they 

diminished women’s domestic labor and marginalized elderly women’s outsized risks of 

fatal falls. It focuses on accidental falls as defined by insurers and public health 

organizations—namely, an unintentional movement causing a person to travel from an 

upright position to the ground with the force of gravity. This included unintentional falls 

from heights but excluded suicide. Fatal falls were tracked nationally and a range of 

smaller studies reported on incidence and injuries. Despite particularly fatal impact of 

falls on old women, public health and insurance campaigns treated the act of falling itself 

as a public health problem to be prevented and a risk to the entire family for most of the 

twentieth century. 

 

From “External Causes” to Accidental Deaths 

Despite recent headlines proclaiming falls as a coming plague, falls have a long 

and varied history. Accounts of fainting fits, sudden collapse, and children “taking a 

                                                
12 Katie Hafner, “Bracing for the Falls of an Aging Nation” (November 2, 2014). 
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tumble” were common long before the twentieth century.13 Falls were a common trope in 

medieval literature, inspiring pilgrimages seeking miraculous recovery for the injured. 

Eighteenth and nineteenth century newspapers commonly reported events involving falls, 

such as when a woman fell into a fainting fit and expired, a man “fell down dead” while 

in a sermon, and a woman in her eighty-sixth year “died at her home… from a fall.”14 

Cautionary tales warned mothers and chambermaids that “hundreds of children are killed 

every year leaning out of windows” – they “get upon the window-seats and look out… 

They over-balance themselves, and then all the world cannot save them.”15 Children also 

risked falling down cellar steps and into fires, particularly when learning to walk.16 The 

                                                
13 On children’s falls while learning to walk, see: American Matron, The Maternal 
Physician: A Treatise on the Nurture and Management of Infants, from the Birth until 
Two Years Old (Isaac Riley, 1811), 132-137 in Karin Calvert, Children in the House: The 
Material Culture of Early Childhood, 1600-1900 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 
1984), 35-37. Calvert’s chapter on “The Upright Child” details the dangers of children 
walking into open fires and down stairwells, which were generally accepted as part of 
raising children. Calvert, Children in the House, 36. 

14 Monthly Chronicle, The General Magazine and Impartial Review (April 1788): 215-
223, a woman “fell into a fainting fit, and then expired” on 215, John Dunton, “The 
Surprizing-Post, or a brief Narrative of such as have dy'd suddenly, from Eutychus, who 
fell down dead sleeping at a Sermon, down to the sudden Death of Dr. John Howe,” 
Athenian News: Or, Dunton’s Oracle (May 9, 1710): 1-4. “Mrs. J.B. Harding Dies: She 
Was Mother of Mr. J. E. Harding, of Atlanta,” Atlanta Constitution (April 12, 1898): 7. 
For more on the emergence of epilepsy, see: Oswei Temkin, The Falling Sickness: A 
History of Epilepsy from the Greeks to the Beginnings of Modern Neurology (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1945). 

15 The cautionary tale of children falling out of windows can be found in The Book of 
Accidents, Designed for Young Children (New Haven: S. Babcock, 1830), 22.  

16 On children’s falls while learning to walk, see: American Matron, The maternal 
physician: a treatise on the nurture and management of infants, from the birth until two 
years old. Being the result of sixteen years' experience in the nursery, (Isaac Riley, 1811), 
132-137 in Karin Calvert, Children in the House: The Material Culture of Early 
Childhood, 1600-1900, (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1984), 35-37. Calvert’s 
chapter on “The Upright Child” details the dangers of children walking into open fires 
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variety and familiarity of these accounts suggest that falls had long been considered an 

unfortunate but not uncommon part of life.  

Prior to the twentieth century, deaths from falling were gathered under “External 

causes” of mortality—a heterogeneous category including drowning, poisoning, scalding, 

murder, effects of mercury, and being struck by lightning, among other unspecified 

“accidents.”17 In the Census of 1880, “accidents and injuries” replaced the category of 

“External causes” of death and added new entries to include injuries by machinery, 

infanticide, and suicide. Unlike drownings, poisonings, and violence, falling received 

little direct attention, and fatal falls were rolled up into a medley of “Other accidents and 

injuries,” which, in 1880, served a dustbin category amounting to almost half of all 

accidental deaths.18  

 

Safety First: Accident Prevention at the Turn of the Twentieth Century 

The late nineteenth century workplace was dangerous—working men and women 

descended into coal mines, laid railroad tracks, and maneuvered machinery in textile 

mills, and punched into factories, and as they did, they put their lives at risk. On railroads, 

trainmen and brakemen were known for lost fingers, mashed limbs, and some of the 

                                                                                                                                            
and down stairwells, which were generally accepted as part of raising children in Calvert, 
Children in the House, 36. 

17 United States Census, 1850, Mortality Statistics, Table 1, pp. 17. United States Census 
1880, Table XIX Total Deaths due to Specified Diseases 1880, 1870, 1860, 1850, pp. 432. 
United States Census 1860, 1870. Even with the new category of accidental deaths in the 
census, sporadic reports continued to list “External causes” of mortality into the first 
decades of the twentieth century. 

18 United States Census 1880, Table XIX Total Deaths due to Specified Diseases, 432.  
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highest fatal accident rates—as many as 1,000 deaths per 100,000 workers.19 Coal miners 

died at one fifth to one third the rate of railroad workers, depending on the mine, while 

women and men in factories faced a range of risks from carbon monoxide gassing, lead 

palsies, fires, and powerful machinery that caught chunks of hair and clothing while 

clanging so loudly calls for help easily went unheard.20 When workers were injured or 

killed, there were a range of responses but few certain avenues for financial recourse 

from the government or employers.21  

                                                
19 John Fabian Witt, The Accidental Republic: Crippled Workingmen, Destitute Widows, 
and the Remaking of American Law (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004), 27. 
For more on railway accidents, risk, and concepts of gender, see: Barbara Welke, 
Recasting American Liberty: Gender, Race, Law, and the Railroad Revolution, 1865-
1920 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 3-136. On railroad risks and 
working class masculinity, see: Paul Michel Taillon, “Casey Jones, Better Watch Your 
Speed! Workplace Culture, Manhood, and Protective Labor Legislation on the Railroads, 
1880s – 1910s,” Australasian Journal of American Studies 30, no. 1 (July 2011): 20-38. 

20 On the gender breakdown of industrial work, see: Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work, 
108-141. On the variety of workplace dangers, see: Alice Hamilton, Exploring the 
Dangerous Trades: The Autobiography of Alice Hamilton, MD (Boston: Little, Brown, 
1943) and Alice Hamilton, “Industrial diseases: with special reference to the trades in 
which women are employed,” Charities and the Commons 20 (1908): 655–658. Welke’s 
Recasting American Liberty, Witt’s Accidental Republic, and Alice Kessler-Harris’s Out 
to Work also describe in detail late nineteenth and early twentieth century hazards. 

21 Workers could sue their employers for compensation, but most late-nineteenth century 
lawsuits ended in favor of the employer. On the legal and institutional experiments in 
response to industrial accidents in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the rise 
of tort law and the eventual development of workers’ compensation laws in the 1910s, 
see: John Fabian Witt, Accidental Republic, 5-6 and 43-70. Among workers, craft unions 
began organizing and, forming larger industrial unions, fought for workers’ rights to 
safety and compensation, which they won across individual states in the 1910s. See, for 
example: Christopher L. Tomlins, The State and the Unions: Labor Movement in 
American, 1880-1960 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), Alice Kessler 
Harris, Out to Work, 151-166, and Annelise Orleck, Common Sense and a Little Fire: 
Women and Working Class Politics in the United States, 1900-1965 (Raleigh: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1995). 
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While workers, government officials, and the courts experimented with responses 

and fought for compensation for the risks of industrial work, insurance companies 

responded by selling accident and life insurance policies to provide immediate financial 

compensation to policyholders and their families in the event of an accident or death.22 

The life insurance industry sold not only financial compensation, but also images of 

stability and certainty, even patriotism, to Americans faced with a procession of death 

and misfortune.23 Several of these companies launched public health campaigns in 

attempt to improve the health and safety of its policyholders—one of which was the 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, which grew into the largest life insurer by 

policies in 1909.  

Metropolitan Life was founded in 1863 as the National Union Life and Limb 

Insurance Company and reorganized twice as it expanded to civilians and dropped its 

casualty insurance before becoming Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in 1868.24 

                                                
22 On the origins and development of the life insurance industry, see: Sharon Ann 
Murphy, Investing in Life: Insurance in Antebellum America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2010), Viviana A. Rotman Zelizer, Morals and Markets: The 
Development of Life Insurance in the United States (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1979), and Dan Bouk, How Our Days Became Numbered: Risk and the Rise of the 
Statistical Individual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015). 

23 For more on the advertising of the life insurance industry and its influence on the 
emerging middle class, see: Murphy, Investing in Life. On attitudes toward death during 
the significant and large-scale suffering of the Civil War, see: Drew Gilpin Faust, This 
Republic of Suffering (New York: Vintage Books, 2008). On life insurance and the rise of 
the statistical individual, see: Dan Bouk, How Our Days Became Numbered: Risk and the 
Rise of the Statistical Individual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015). 

24 Although the Civil War posed significant risk to soldiers, many insurance companies 
advertised their “patriotic duty” in continuing to hold soldiers’ policies with slightly 
higher premiums. The New York State Legislature noted that up to six new life insurers 
incorporated each year in New York during the Civil War, and remarked that 
“Notwithstanding the existing Rebellion, the business of Life Insurance has made 
wonderful progress during the past year,” wrote the Superintendent of the Insurance 
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Metropolitan Life sold “Ordinary Life Insurance” policies, consisting of small weekly or 

monthly payments and a lump sum paid out to policyholders upon death, known as 

“whole life” insurance. The financial panic of 1873 led several insurance companies into 

financial insolvency, and Metropolitan Life nearly went bankrupt.25 Partly to shore up its 

financial reserves and partly in response to growing demand by working class Americans 

in hazardous industrial workplaces, Metropolitan Life developed a branch of “Industrial 

insurance” in the late 1870s, and sold its first industrial policy in 1879.26 The new 

Industrial Insurance entailed life insurance policies designed for “working class 

Americans,” toiling in industrial settings, and were half the cost and payout of $1,000 

Ordinary Life policies—industrial policies were a $500 policy paid in weekly premiums 

collected in person by insurance agents. The sales force conducted door-to-door sales and 

premium collections, and the new branch of business helped the company avert financial 

insolvency.27 In 1880, its second year selling industrial policies, Metropolitan Life sold 

nearly a quarter of a million industrial policies—213,878 to be exact—totaling nine 

                                                                                                                                            
Department to the New York State Legislature in his annual report. Annual Report of the 
Superintendent of the Insurance Department, (Albany: Albany State Printer, 1863), x and 
xlvii-xlviii. For more on the practices and impact of the Civil War on the life insurance 
business, see: Murphy, Investing in Life, 262-283. 

25 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company; Its 
History, Its Present Position in the Insurance World, Its Home Office Building and Its 
Work Carried on Therein (New York: Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 1914), 10-
11. 

26 Metropolitan Life president, Joseph F. Knapp, traveled to London in 1879 to observe 
the industrial insurance business of the successful Prudential insurance company, and 
brought hundreds of British agents to the United States to head MetLife’s efforts. 

27 Selling policies produced immediate revenues with later payout dates, premiums could 
exceed the final payout, and if a weekly or monthly payment were missed, the 
policyholder forfeited his or her policy.   
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million dollars of underwritten insurance and one million in revenues.28 By 1886, the 

company had one hundred million dollars worth of industrial life policies underwritten.29  

Metropolitan Life and other life insurers in the 1880s and 1890s developed a 

variety of life insurance policies—some more extractive than others—and sold them to 

cover all members of the family, including children. Life insurers’ financial stake in the 

longevity of its policyholders incited insurers to keep fastidious actuarial records while 

also inspired critique and occasional scandal in the mainstream press. A well-known 

commission led by the New York State Legislative Committee in 1905 brought sanctions 

on numerous life insurance companies and led to policy changes and industry 

consolidation as some of the worst offenders of policyholder abuses went out of 

business.30 Metropolitan Life’s offenses were cited by the Committee but not serious 

enough to require financial penalties. In the wake of the investigations, several surviving 

insurance companies launched new public health partnerships to improve their public 

image as well as the health (and profitability) of policyholders.31 Metropolitan Life did 

both, becoming the largest insurer by policies in force in the United States.  

                                                
28 Metropolitan Life, The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 10-11. 

29 Ibid. 

30 Also known as the “Armstrong Investigations,” these trials examined the business 
affairs of the insurance industry, questioning their use of particular financial investment 
vehicles known as tontines, and revealing extravagance, manipulation, and questionable 
marketing practices in the insurance industry. See: Dan Bouk, “The Science of 
Difference: Developing Tools for Discrimination in the American Life Insurance 
Industry, 1830-1930” Enterprise & Society 12, no.4 (December 2011): 717-731 and 
Roger L. Ransom and Richard Sutch, “Tontine Insurance and the Armstrong 
Investigation: A Case of Stifled Innovation, 1868-1905” The Journal of Economic 
History 47, no. 2 (June 1987): 379-390.  
31 On life insurance and welfare capitalism, see, for example: Daniel T. Rodgers, Atlantic 
Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1998), 209-266. 
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In 1909, Metropolitan Life began a forty-four-year partnership with Lillian 

Wald’s Henry Street Settlement Visiting Nurse Association to provide sick care to 

policyholders and their families.32 The nurses made home visits to policyholders’ families 

and distributed a variety of health and safety information printed by Metropolitan Life’s 

new Welfare Division, which aimed to improve workers’ health, reduce claims, and 

simultaneously boost profits.33 The company gained legislative approval to underwrite 

accident and health policies in 1913, and printed its first safety pamphlet in 1914.34 “The 

Safety First Wonder Book,” its first of two safety pamphlets printed in 1914, was a 

booklet intended to teach children safe habits for playing outside and in the street.35,36 

                                                
32 For more on Lillian Wald and the rise of visiting nurse services, see: Karen Buhler-
Wilkerson, No Place Like Home: A History of Nursing and Home Care in the United 
States (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003). 

33 Metropolitan Life agents collected premiums directly from families at home. They 
delivered health and safety pamphlets while collecting payments, and in 1909, partnered 
with Lillian Wald’s Henry Street Settlement Visiting Nurse Service to provide visiting 
nurse services to its policyholders as part of its welfare program. The nurses delivered 
health pamphlets in several languages (English, French, Spanish, German) when 
providing nursing services. In 1931, at the height of the program Metropolitan Life had 
contracts with 843 agents, and provided visiting nurse services in New York, Washington, 
D.C., Baltimore, Boston, St. Louis, and Cleveland. The partnership continued until 1953. 
For more on visiting nurse associations, see: Buhler-Wilkerson, No Place Like Home and 
Elizabeth Fee and Liping Bu, “The Origins of Public Health Nursing: The Henry Street 
Visiting Nurse Service,” American Journal of Public Health, 100 no.7 (July 2010): 
1206–1207. Insurance-based safety campaigns emerged with other efforts to improve 
worker safety in the 1890s and 1900s, including increased union advocacy for safety 
regulations and workers’ compensation. State-based workers’ compensation legislation 
was won across the 1910s. See: Witt, Accidental Republic. On Civil War pensions and 
disability policy, see: Linker, War’s Waste, 10-34. 

34 Welfare Division List of Pamphlets, Corporate Archives, Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company Archives, New York, NY.  

35 “The Safety First Wonder Book,” 1914, Welfare Division, Health Pamphlets, 
Metropolitan Life Archives. 
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The second safety pamphlet of the year brought safety advice into the home. “First Aid in 

the Home,” explained: “To be efficient we must be well,” and described methods of 

“prevent[ing] sickness and accidents.”37 Habits to avoid sickness were briefly discussed 

in half of a page: “we should not eat too much or eat food which does not agree with us,” 

“refrain from overworking,” maintain “cleanliness,” and avoid anyone with a “contagious 

disease.”38 The next eight pages, the majority of the booklet, were devoted to accidents 

and safety, focusing on the “commonest home accidents and how to prevent them.”39 “It 

is not generally realized how many accidents happen in the home,” the booklet wrote, but 

“they are so common.”40 First and foremost among these was the problem of falls. 

“[F]alls are very common accidents,” the booklet explained. “Many falls do little damage, 

but some may be very serious. A fall may break a hip, sprain an ankle, or cause a serious 

wound.”41 But falls, according to the insurer, could be easily prevented. “If the home is 

well-ordered, and things are in their places, there should be few falls.” Keep “brooms, 

pails, coal scuttles, and everything else where it belongs, and no one will fall over them… 

Do not have rugs on slippery floors,” wipe up water and grease spilled on the floor, and 

                                                                                                                                            
36 For more on children in the street, see: Timothy J. Gilfoyle, “Street-Rats and Gutter-
Snipes: Child Pickpockets and Street Culture in New York City, 1850–1900” Journal of 
Social History 37 no. 4, 1 (July 2004): 853–882. 

37 Lynch, “First Aid in the Home,” Welfare Division, Metropolitan Life Archives.  

38 Ibid. 

39 Ibid. 

40 Ibid. 
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“sprinkle sand, ashes or sawdust on icy steps.”42 With a few quick fixes, the risk of falls 

would be greatly reduced. 

Safety campaigns, according to the New York Tribune, were on the rise in 1914. 

The paper reported that a “systematic campaign for safety” had emerged, with “fully a 

dozen institutions or organizations for safety,” and “none of them yet ten years old” in 

1914.43 Just two years prior, the Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Engineers 

sponsored the Cooperative Safety Congress, held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and 

organized a permanent body devoted to human safety.44 The National Council for 

Industrial Safety was founded at the second Safety Congress in 1913, and by 1914, 

expanded to include home and traffic safety, changing its name to the more inclusive 

National Safety Council. The National Safety Council (NSC) aggregated and verified 

safety information from insurers and the Census Bureau, published posters and pamphlets, 

held demonstrations, and launched national safety campaigns. “Our newspapers bring us 

daily accounts of the enormous number of accidents occurring outside of industry, on our 

streets and in our homes,” the National Safety Council explained.45 “These news items, 

scattered here and there,” provided “sufficient evidence of the tremendous amount of 
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intensive safety work that is still to be done.”46 The NSC sought to collect data from 

“reliable sources” that would serve as “the basis for a detailed analysis” of accidental 

causes of death and their subsequent safety campaigns.47  

Accidental falls made fewer headlines than train wrecks and factory fires, but they 

were a leading cause of injury and death in the early twentieth century. Falls led the 

mortality tables for accidental causes of death in the entire United States between 1903 

and 1920. The NSC reported that in 1919, there were approximately 11,900 fatal falls, 

followed by 9,825 automobile deaths, and then burns, railroad accidents, and drownings 

completed the top five.48 With fatal falls as the leading cause of accidental death, 

statistical reports showed they occurred most commonly in the home. Drawing an 

example from Prudential Insurance Company’s reports in 1919, the NSC reported that 

there were 516 fatal falls in Prudential’s industrial policyholders, with only eleven 

percent in the industrial workplace, compared to forty-eight percent in the home.49 

Travelers Insurance Company also conducted a study in 1928 of 3,000 accident claims 

and concluded that two-thirds of them were falls. The study concluded, “[I]n the factory, 

as in the home and in public places, falls make up a large proportion of the total.”50 The 

National Safety Council added, “[M]ore people are killed and injured every year in 
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homes than by automobiles or in industry.”51 “In spite of the fact that we have in our 

homes no coal mines, no steel foundries, no large bodies of water, no streets full of 

rushing automobiles, no airplanes, and no machinery worthy of the name, yet we do have 

a lot of accidents there.”52 Metropolitan Life reiterated, “‘Safe at Home’ is an expression 

frequently heard. Today, however, nearly as many people are killed and more than four 

times as many are injured by accidents in their homes as by automobiles on streets.”53 

Another Metropolitan Life pamphlet featured a “famous naturalist and explorer” who had 

traveled through “jungles and all sorts of difficult country” saying, “‘The only serious 

injury I ever received was in my own bathroom’.”54  

In 1930, Metropolitan Life reported that 30,000 people were killed in home 

accidents, almost double the number killed in industrial workplaces (approximately 

16,000).55 Although the death toll cemented home safety as a key branch of public safety, 

campaigns drew on the language and orientation of industrial safety campaigns.56 
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Insurers and the NSC called on the housewife to be the index person to manage the “three 

E’s” of safety—engineering, education, and enforcement—in the domestic 

environment.57 The “housewife must act as the safety engineer in her own home,” wrote 

Metropolitan Life’s Accident Prevention in the Home, and serve as her family’s “home 

inspector.”58 The recommendations for safety also emphasized altering environmental 

hazards and ensuring careful interaction with them. The company’s 1930 pamphlet, “The 

Home that is Safe,” provided typical descriptions of precautions involving home objects 

and housecleaning. For falls, the pamphlet recommended: “You can prevent perhaps fatal 

falls in your own home by taking the following precautions: Do not stand on chairs, 

boxes or window sills to reach high places… Provide good lighting on stairs and in 

halls… Place handholds on the wall above the bathtub…Do not leave articles lying in any 

place where people might trip or fall over them.”59 And finally, “A child’s building block 

or toy engine seems an innocent thing, but toys or other small articles left on the floor or 

stairs where one may stumble over them.”60 
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The death toll of home accidents demanded attention from insurers and safety 

councils reporting statistics of accidental deaths by location, but domestic safety 

precautions were dismissed as easily preventable through simple measures.61 “Most of 

the fatal accidents that happen in the home could be prevented,” explained “The Home 

that is Safe.” “So could thousands of accidents that are less serious, but are, nevertheless, 

painful and disabling.”62 Statistician Louis Dublin reiterated that “Sane precautions” were 

called for “to see that homes are kept in such order as to minimize the danger of falls.”63 

Dublin, alongside recommendations from numerous other safety bulletins, listed the 

problems of “poor illumination…badly spaced treads, and … obstructions left on 

stairways” to be fixed with “Properly lighted stairways free of toys, brooms, soap, and 

other household articles.”64 He added that these home hazards causing falls “usually can 

be corrected without much cost or trouble.”65 Simply putting away toys and keeping 

everything tidy, the significant death toll from falls could be greatly reduced. A radio 

address by Metropolitan Life’s Welfare Division experimented with the medium to 

emphasize a similar message that “careless practices which, although apparently of little 
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significance, contribute to accidents of this nature.”66 “They require little time, effort, or 

expense; keeping toys from under foot, for example, or anchoring stair carpeting securely, 

will help prevent serious or fatal accidents.”67 The radio address continued, “Toys left on 

the floor by children; skates, brooms, or other material left on cellar steps; a rickety, 

unsafe stepladder; unremoved snow or ice are some of the most prominent fall-producing 

hazards.” It concluded, “Any of these hazards could be readily overcome by a little care 

and forethought and by giving proper instruction to the children.”68 A few years later, a 

campaign veered into the lighthearted. “Can Accidents Be Prevented?” asked Bernard 

Lundy, consultant for the Home Safety Division of the National Safety Council. “Yes,” 

he answered, and provided a poem to explain how:  

Little rugs are always sliding  
On the floor and down the stair.  
Place them so you won’t go riding  
Tragic carpets through the air! 
 
The other night without a light 
He tumbled down the stairs 
The crash played hob with his wartime job –  
He’s laid up for repairs. 
 
A housewife just can’t look bewitchin’  
If she skids in the kitchen…69 
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Each member of the family was treated as at risk of falling in the home, and home safety 

was imparted as the duty of a woman in the domestic environment—ensuring common 

sense precautions of cleaning and tidying were easily imparted to prevent accidental 

deaths.  

FIGURE 8 

    
Fig. 8: No Room for Falls. Source: Drawings in Metropolitan Life’s “No Room for Falls,” 
1955, Metropolitan Life Archives, New York, NY. 
 
 

Although safety campaign materials emphasized the risks of all members of the 

family to falling, statistics showed the predominance of fall fatalities occurred in the 

elderly. The National Safety Council reported in 1929 that half of fatal falls occurred in 

the elderly: “Fifty per cent of all deaths from falls occurred to persons above 65 years of 

age,” the report stated.70 The following year, the NSC’s Statistical Bureau emphasized, 
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“Falls, commonly considered one of the most dangerous types of accidents to persons of 

all ages, have been found to be distinctly an older-adult problem.”71 Louis Dublin, head 

statistician at Metropolitan Life, reiterated, “Fatal falls among the old occur, for the most 

part, in or about the home… Such accidents, when they happen to younger persons, are 

not apt to terminate fatally; but in old age any sort of injury, including the shocks arising 

from fractures, dislocations, multiple contusions, or even lesser injuries, often hasten 

death, even if they are not primary causes.”72 In 1940, Metropolitan Life circulated a 

welfare pamphlet with a “Home Safety Quiz” asking: “What type of accident results in 

one half of all home accident deaths?” The answer: “Falls.” In an aside, the company 

clarified that the majority occurred in the elderly. “(About 80 percent of the accidental 

deaths of persons 65 years of age or older are due to falls).”73 When explaining why the 

elderly were disproportionately plagued by falls, statisticians and insurers explained that 

everyone in the family risked falling; the elderly were simply more vulnerable to death 

and disability following it. Older people were assumed to trip over the same obstacles as 

younger individuals, but suffer worse injuries. After describing the “worst killers” in 

home accidents, the National Safety Council clarified, “These statistics do not give the 

complete story on home accidents for this reason: most of the fall victims – 80 per cent of 

them – are 65 or older.”74 The NSC continued, “It simply means that if Grandma falls 
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down she is very likely to die as the result of it; Junior, who is physically much tougher, 

may get no more than a wrenched knee or sprained ankle from the same kind of fall.”75  

Home safety materials circulated by Metropolitan Life and the National Safety 

Council in the 1940s and 1950s often focused on the risks of the nuclear family rather 

than fall-related fatalities that predominated in older women.76 Pamphlets reiterated 

picking up clutter, mopping up spills, and teaching children to pick up their toys, with a 

young to middle-aged woman, envisioned as a housewife and mother, in charge. “[S]he, 

like the safety engineer in the plant, will need cooperation of others,” wrote the NSC’s 

Bernard Lundy, but she could instruct her family members to “help” her ensure a safe 

home.77 “Dad can help by fixing things – replacing that cracked cellar stair, strengthening 

the porch rail, etc. Junior and his sister can help by remembering to stand their bikes up 

so they do not block the walk; by playing with blocks, etc., in their own play space, so 

that toys don’t get scattered all over the house.”78 Men and children could assist a woman, 

but she remained the lynchpin. Getting Down to Brass Tacks, a Metropolitan Life safety 

pamphlet running from 1953-1957, reiterated that the kitchen should be “kept orderly... 

free of grease, water, or other wet spots,” that a woman should use a light wax (rather 

than a heavy wax) on the floors, a “medium heel” instead of high heels for doing 
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housework, and use a large canvas bag to carry items up and down stairs.79 Ensuring that 

falls “can’t happen in your home” required good housekeeping, protective devices such 

as nonslip mats, safety education, and always being careful (the A-B-Cs), echoed 

MetLife’s 1955 No Room For Falls. Displaying a young couple with a boy staring at a 

blueprint of the home, the pamphlet encouraged, “If the children are taught not to leave 

things where someone might trip over them… If grease spots and spills are wiped up as 

soon as they happen…If a nonslip mat is used in the tub or shower and firm handgrips are 

installed,” then, “There’ll be no room for falls in your home.”80 Home safety added more 

work for mother, while public health imagery of the ideal American family erased the 

women most at risk for fatal falls—old women—from the instructions on creating a safe 

home.81  
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FIGURE 9 

    
Fig. 9: Safe at Home. Source: “Safe at Home,” National Safety Council, 1958, NSC 
Archives, Itasca, IL. 

 
The elderly inconsistently appeared in home safety materials. When they did, they 

were described as needing protection. A woman must keep her home clean if “Grandma” 

lived with her, and if “Grandma” moved out to her own home, then she was tasked with 

the responsibility of providing her with safety information and ensuring that Grandma’s 

house conformed. “Babies, children, and old folk need special protection and help from 

you,” wrote the 1958 National Safety Council “Safe at Home” booklet. “Babies are 

helpless. Children can’t tell dangerous situations from safe ones. Elderly people are often 
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handicapped by bad eyesight or poor hearing.”82 The result was that “Both the very 

young and the very old are unsteady on their feet. In fact, falls are a major problem with 

both groups.”83 The pamphlet noted, “last year, 13,400 people fell in their homes and 

died.” In a section entitled “Things to do for elderly people,” the National Safety Council 

recommended: “Make sure they have a light by their bed so they can see when they get 

up at night” and “a light at the entrance to their bedroom so they don’t have to enter in 

the dark.” Make sure they have “a clear path from bed to door.”84 Old women, when 

recognized as a special category of risk, became a burden on young and middle-aged 

women. And even “If your parents are old and live alone”—approximately ten percent 

over sixty-five lived alone in 1950—the National Safety Council recommended, “pass on 

this booklet,” Getting On—Safely, as a way to “help them help themselves.”85  

In the late 1950s, two safety booklets were printed by Metropolitan Life for old 

age home safety—“When our Parents Get Old” and “Getting On—Safely.” The first 

targeted middle-aged, adult children whose “Parents” were getting old, and the second, 

“Getting On—Safely,” focused on individuals just entering their retirement years. “When 

an elderly person lives with you,” the National Safety Council instructed, pass the 

booklet to them. “Getting On—Safely” was “designed to be read by elderly people—to 
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help them help themselves.”86 Helping themselves entailed, paradoxically, accepting 

assistance from others. The first interior page of the booklet depicted a man with a cane, 

presumably old, receiving help from a tall, slim, younger gentleman to sit on a train car. 

The accompanying text wrote, “it makes good sense to avoid needless falls. That’s why 

it’s sensible to accept help if someone offers it.”87 Familiar instructions to wipe up spills, 

use bright lighting in hallways, and wear well-tied shoes instead of bedroom slippers 

followed, concluding with, “Retirement years are carefree years…years to be enjoyed!” 

But “falls aren’t fun,” the pamphlet wrote, and the older person should be “wise and 

avoid them.” 88  

Old people were often ignored or described through their needs of protection and 

assistance, and one safety event ventured into patronizing.89 In 1956, the Catholic 

Charities held a home safety meeting in Jamaica, New York for elderly people to discuss 

falling and safety precautions. Two women described injuries from falling—one had 

dizzy spells and broke her wrist while trying to break a fall, and another woman of 

seventy-six “fell down a whole flight of stairs,” and explained, “The fall knocked me 

unconscious, badly bruising but not breaking my arm. I was unable to use it for a 
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month.”90 When the meeting was turned back over to the “experts,” it closed with a 

scripted song about falls, asking the elderly to sing it the tune of “Oh Give Me a Home.” 

The opening verses were written:  

Oh give me a home, anywhere just a home 
Where no dimly lit halls are the style;  
Where no kids with their noise,  
Leave their discarded toys,  
Nor bring in some new-fangled trial. 
 
Home, home where the floor,  
If slippery won’t make me sore,  
And bathtubs won’t fail,  
To show a hand rail,  
So I will not fall any more.91  
 

Most pamphlets and safety reports also provided cartoonish images of people 

slipping and falling. Although falls were a serious problem, and insurers and home safety 

campaigns may have aimed for attention and efficacy with humor, they portrayed the 

causes and solutions for the problem of falls as trivial or silly, unlike the harrowing 

images they staged for teaching industrial safety. Through this, public health literature 

trivialized the problem of falls in the home, the work required to prevent them, and 

patronized the elderly most at risk of falling. 

In 1956, the National Safety Council began an intensive, year-round nationwide 

campaign to reduce accidental falls, explaining that, “The Council has singled out falls 

for special emphasis because of their great importance in the total accident picture” and 

that “Falls were chosen as a campaign target because most of them can be prevented by 
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voluntary individual behavior. A bit more caution and knowledge on the part of each 

person can do much to help reduce accidental falls.”92 In an education-based campaign, 

the National Safety Council produced posters, illustrated booklets, five-minute safety 

talks for supervisors, banners, “safetygraphs” (illustrated flip sheets for talks on ladder 

safety and falls), films and safety instruction cards.93 Despite a variety of new media to 

communicate the campaign, the content remained very much the same. One data sheet 

explained, “Falls happen for many reasons. The condition of the floor might be 

responsible…There might be foreign material on the floor... spilled liquids, children’s 

toys, sand from out-of-doors... any material dropped, collected or scattered there which 

should have been cleaned up.”94 Other safety education sheets covered the familiar 

terrain of hand railings on stairs, arranging furniture to clear the walking path, tacking 

down rugs, removing snow and ice from outside stairs and sidewalks, and securing 

screens on windows and rungs of ladders.”95 Each step of the way, falls were portrayed as 

consistent, simple, and entirely preventable.  

Falls were presented as a family risk within an idealized middle class household, 

and the middle-class orientation continued as safety pamphlets described precautions for 

the “carefree retirement years” of the elderly in the late 1950s. Safety literature depicted 

the elderly painting and gardening and enjoying large, well-appointed homes, but the 

elderly poor were rarely described. A study conducted in 1962 on accidents in poor 
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elderly receiving Old Age Assistance in Albany, New York, supported by the U.S. Public 

Health Service and New York State Department of Health, demonstrated the deep 

contradictions between the idealized homes of safety campaign literature and the realities 

of the living conditions of the elderly poor who fell. The study found that “accidents are 

not entirely chance events where old people are concerned. This is especially true of 

those aged people on Welfare roles.”96 Elderly reporting accidents that required medical 

care received home visits, and the study found many old persons living in “the most 

deplorable home setting[s].” A sixty-three year old widow, for example, fell and 

fractured her ankle. Her home upon inspection was a “filthy, fetid, fly-swarming 

basement” in the South End of Albany, nothing like the images of gracious homes in the 

safety literature, where instead her “kitchen floor had rotted through…riddled with holes 

and these had been covered with the tops from tin cans nailed down,” an “unlighted 

hallway with cluttered junk and empty wooden crates,” and the “floors in every room 

were warped, uneven, and covered with worn and ragged linoleum.”97 An eighty-year old 

woman “living alone in a damp basement apartment” with “holes in the floors of every 

room” and a “warped and bumpy floor in the living room” fell at home and suffered a hip 

fracture, but refused to request any changes from the landlord for “fear he might put her 

out.”98 The study of accidents in the Albany elderly remarked that of the 190 accident 

cases, 159 were falls (45 men fell and 114 women fell). “[P]ublic assistance means 
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destitution,” the author concluded, and in contrast to the simple precautions depicted by 

home safety campaigns, elderly on public assistance were found to “simply have not the 

financial means to replace worn household furnishing and the like.”99 Beyond picking up 

children’s toys and wiping up spills, elderly poor, especially women, were subject to 

floors full of holes, warped and bumpy surfaces, and damp, dark, basement apartments 

with poor lighting and cramped spaces, and often with little power to change their 

circumstances. Home safety campaigns, even while targeting industrial workers and their 

families, envisioned home safety through a middle class lifestyle that ignored the realities 

of poor, elderly women who fell.100 

While dilapidated homes posed risks of holes in the floor and poorly lit areas, 

other studies showed wealthy individuals with many staircases, waxed floors, rugs and 

cords to appliances, and the very long-lived faced mortality risks from falling. As Paul V. 

Joliet, Deputy Chief of Accident Prevention, wrote for the U.S. Public Health Service in 

1961, the “introduction of new hazards into the home is part of the price paid for progress. 

Indeed, it is ironic that many home accidents are associated with a high standard of 
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living.”101 However, conflicting reports continued and the issue of class and home falls 

remained vexing. In 1963, a PhD candidate in sociology and anthropology at 

Pennsylvania State University found that individuals in different economic strata spent 

different amounts of time in each room of the home, and that accidents occurred most 

frequently on stairways for the highest and lowest income groups while in the kitchen, 

living room, and bedroom for the middle-income groups. There was little difference 

overall in the total number of falls by income status, although the dynamics of these 

differences were not further pursued. While the poor suffered from dilapidated conditions, 

among the well-to-do, floors became clean but they also became slippery, new household 

appliances filled kitchens but brought new hazards in place, with throw rugs and chairs 

and electrical cords appointing homes but also tripping people over their possessions. 

Regardless of the distinctive homes and lifestyles, safety campaigns focused on a middle 

class home and the risks of the younger members of the family—a mother, father, and 

children—treating the elderly who fell as marginal to the family, and thereby marginal to 

the family’s risks within the home. 

 

“We Are Seldom Anxious to Teach by Poor Results”: Medical Attention to Aging Bodies  

Few public health pamphlets delved into the links between falls and death in the 

elderly, stating just that they were more likely to die. Why, exactly, the elderly were 

susceptible to injury and death after falls also received little discussion in medical circles 

in the first six decades of the twentieth century. One orthopedist debating the merits of 
                                                
101 Paul V. Joliet and Eugene L. Lehr, “Home Safety,” Accident Prevention (1961): 94. 
Other studies showed little correlation between expected hazards (cluttered rooms, steep 
stairs) and fall incidents. Joseph A. Miller and Merle L. Esmay, “Study Reveals the Whys 
and Hows of Stairway Falls” Home Safety Review (Winter 1959): 23-25. 
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immobilizing of hip joints after fracture versus “conservative management” explained, 

“we are accustomed to report[ing] our good results.”102 Physicians, he said, tended to 

ignore the elderly because, they “expect[ed] poor results” in the aged, and “we are 

seldom anxious to teach by reporting poor results.”103  

Falls in the elderly received limited discussion in British geriatricians in the mid-

twentieth century.104 Joseph H. Sheldon, for example, remarked that falls should be 

considered one of the “problems of the greatest clinical interest” but they had attracted 

“little curiosity to date.” In his 1948 book, The Social Medicine of Old Age, Sheldon 

described “the liability of old people to fall,” reviewing the contributions of vertigo, 

deafness, vision problems, and difficulty with movement, concluding that “not one 

mechanism but several are concerned.”105 Trevor H. Howell, another British geriatrician, 

extended Sheldon’s “celebrated survey of old people at Wolverhampton” to a study of 

elderly admitted to a hospital for the chronically ill in Croydon in the United Kingdom in 

1952. Approximately five percent of all those admitted to the hospital that year were 

referred “solely on account of their liability to fall,” and “many of those labeled ‘senility’ 

or ‘arteriosclerosis’ were old people, subject to falls at home.”106 Furthermore, once 
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admitted, the ward accident book was primarily concerned with falls. He wrote, “the 

majority of entries in the hospital accident book were concerned with the misadventures 

of patients who had slipped, tripped or tumbled. Some of the accidents were trivial; 

others resulted in serious injury.”107 He went on to describe seven potential causes of falls, 

including muscle weakness, Parkinson’s disease, brain lesions, and cardiac conditions. 

Leeds geriatrician Hugo Droller also published a report of a Sheffield survey on elderly 

who fell in Geriatrics in 1955, noting that aside from Sheldon’s study, “The literature on 

falls is not extensive.”108 Droller echoed Sheldon’s findings that “Falls are caused by 

many external factors and pathologic conditions. They are frequently multiple and 

difficult to unravel.”109 Yet, certain trends emerged—advancing age and gender were 

associated with increasing risk of injurious or fatal falls. Most fatal home accidents 

occurred in children and old people, Droller explained, and “three-fifths of such fatalities 

[all home accidents] occur in old women,” largely driven by falls. Droller continued, 

“falls increase with age and that women fall at an earlier age than men,” and moreover, 

the “death rate from falls rises rapidly after 65,” and eventually “there are about three 

times as many deaths from falls in women as in men.”110 The “excess of women who fell” 

was in part “accounted for by there being more old women than men” in the population, 

but beyond the demographic differences, there was also “greater domestic activity of 
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women and the prevalence of arthritic changes.”111 Droller added that women’s choices 

in housekeeping also affected their fall rate. “Living habits differ in elderly men and 

women, and this may have a bearing on the accident rate,” he wrote. “Men reduce 

furniture to a minimum to do away with unnecessary dusting and cleaning, but women do 

not wish to be parted from their possessions and surround themselves with an 

extraordinary assortment of furnishings.”112 Droller concluded that “Much of the 

infirmity resulting from falls in the old may be avoided by prevention of accidents to the 

elderly, through control of their environment by education” and “perhaps physical 

training continuing through life.”113 

A handful of American physicians began publishing alongside British 

geriatricians on the physiological basis of falling in the elderly at the end of the 1950s. 

“With the relative and absolute increase in the older age segments of the population of 

the United States has come a heightened interest in degenerative health conditions,” 

University of North Carolina physician Charles Cameron wrote in the Journal of the 

American Geriatrics Society, “for it is these diseases which so frequently mar the so-

called golden years of life. That a considerable amount of mortality and morbidity in this 

age group accrues from a non-degenerative health condition—accidents—has largely 

escaped notice by the health professions.”114 Cameron continued, “considerable evidence 

can be mustered to indicate that safety for the aging merits the attention and study of the 
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gerontologist and the geriatrician.”115 Part of the problem, Cameron explained, was that 

the “greatest attention of safety specialists in many areas has been centered about the 

significance of accidents to the younger population,” and otherwise, “transportation 

accidents, particularly those involving the motor vehicle” had detracted attention from 

falling in safety campaigns of recent years.116 Cameron advocated for the “entry of 

physicians and other health specialists into the safety field.”117  

Physicians reiterated some of the environmental hazards described by home safety 

campaigns, while safety organizations likewise began drawing on medical assessments of 

the general physiologic changes in the elderly at this time. In 1959, the Home Safety 

Review’s “How to Protect the Elderly,” ran an article focusing on the particular “failing 

sensory, physical, and mental abilities [of] older people” and the precautions that should 

be taken to prevent accidents. The article drew on a range of medical studies, including 

Droller’s 1955 study of falls from Geriatrics and a summary of Edmund Vincent 

Cowdry’s work, Cowdry’s Problems of Aging, asking: “Is Eyesight failing?” Then, 

“Prevent falls—Older persons often have impaired sight and difficulty regaining balance. 

They are apt to trip.”118 Declining senses of hearing, smelling, and taste required attention 

to accidental poisonings and gas leaks. “Are Strength and Coordination Decreasing?” 

First off, “Prevent Falls—Older persons may have impaired muscular, skeletal and 
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nervous systems which decrease physical strength, stamina, and coordination.”119 The 

article incorporated prior suggestions of reducing hazards in the home by wiping up spills, 

removing cords and children’s toys from passage areas, and adjusting furniture, but also 

offered suggestions for medical checkups and physiological contributions to accidents in 

the elderly. The article concluded with twenty-eight sources on aging, and noted further 

references could be provided by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.120 

The Metropolitan Life pamphlet, “When Our Parents Get Old,” from the same year also 

broached questions about a “healthy old age” that could be secured through medical care. 

A “Healthy Old Age, can this be done?” the pamphlet asked. The booklet concluded it 

was possible, if the elderly did not “neglect small ills until they find themselves 

incapacitated instead of seeking the active good health they might have.”121 The booklet 

explained, “Physicians who specialize in gerontology (the scientific study of the aging 

process) point out that many ills, ignored because they’re assumed to be part of old age, 

can be prevented, treated, and sometimes cured.”122 In addition, “Proper eyeglasses, a 

hearing aid, well-fitting dentures – if any or all are needed – help oldsters to active life… 
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120 The Department of Health, Education and Welfare published the White House 
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And being able to see clearly can help turn a stumbling, timid, oldster into a self-

sufficient member of the family.”123 While the pamphlet was directed at the middle-aged 

children whose “parents” were getting old, it nonetheless highlighted increasing medical 

attention to aging bodies as a critical factor in the accidental falls of the elderly and a key 

piece in their future independence and “self-sufficiency.”124 

As physicians began calling attention to the specific physiological “failings” of 

the elderly in the causes of accidents, they provided an additional explanatory link for 

falls predominating in the elderly. As Paul Joliet’s report for the U.S. Public Health 

Service explained, “Aged individuals are highly susceptible to home accidents…The 

basic factors in this high susceptibility are impaired hearing and vision, degeneration of 

the nervous system, common diseases associated with advancing age—including mental 

illness—and the tissue and cellular impairments related to senescence.”125 Joliet also 

mentioned two further points of discussion: osteoporosis and hip fractures.126 “Hip 

fractures are involved in many of the falls among the aging. Predisposing causes are local 

osteoporosis (with advancing age) and general brittleness of bones. With reflexes slowed 

by age, muscles sometimes are caught off guard and cause sudden strain on bones.”127 

There were two steps, he explained, “essential for improving accident prevention among 

older persons in the home.” The first was to “provide them with an environment that is as 
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free as possible of hazards. The other is to help them realize their physical inability to 

carry on former activities and to appreciate the need for prudent safety precautions.”128 

The “mental and physical condition of the individual, his lack of skill in a specific 

activity, hazards of his environment, and his failure to recognize hazards,” all contributed 

to one’s ability to avoid home accidents. Common “hazards” cited included slippery 

floors and loose rugs, obstructed passageways, worn surfaces, and a lack of hand rails 

that should be addressed, as well as “sensibly styled and well-fitting shoes [to] help in 

avoiding stumbling.”129 While physicians and safety campaigns began to focus on the 

physiology of the elderly in their liability to falling at the turn of the 1960s, they 

characterized the elderly as lacking skill and in need of medical care and adult children’s 

assistance to remain self-sufficient. 

 

Falls Hurt! Turning to Injury 

Despite new attention to the physiological changes of old age and its heightened 

risks for accidents, home safety literature continued to emphasize the risks of falls to the 

family, especially the nuclear family, rather than the fatalities that predominated in the 

elderly. The 1970 “Falls Hurt!” booklet produced by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

and National Safety Council explained, “Falls result in more home accident deaths than 

any other single cause” and that “Nearly two-thirds of fatal falls occur in the home.”130 
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The pamphlet showed a striking graph documenting the sharp rise in risk at older ages, 

with those over the age of seventy-five accounting for more than half of all deaths and a 

death rate of up to twenty times younger age groups.  

FIGURE 10 
 

 
Fig. 10: Falls Hurt! Source: “Falls Hurt!” U.S. Department of Agriculture and National 
Safety Council, March 1970.  
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Despite the sharp rise of falls at older ages, these organizations recommended 

familiar environmental precautions applicable to all ages. “Rugs—Anchor them!” Use 

good lighting, keep electrical cords out of the way, “Install non-skid surfaces and grab 

bars” in bathtubs and showers, and on stairways, “[u]se gates at head and foot of stairs to 

protect toddlers,” and “[f]asten stair carpets securely.”131 The Department of Agriculture 

also advised in a section titled “Falls on the Farm” the need to cover slick floors in work 

areas with skid-resistant surfaces or paint, take care when using ladders and working on 

rooftops and lofts, and provided a detailed section on proper uses of machinery—“Never 

jump on or off equipment that is moving,” keep children off equipment and “say No!” to 

rides, and watch for obstructions such as tree limbs and low entrances that could “brush 

you off your vehicle.”132 The elderly, comprising “almost 84 percent of the victims of 

[fatal] home falls,” received a brief note at the end of the booklet on “special precautions 

for senior citizens.”133 “Know your limitations, and accept them,” the pamphlet advised, 

and avoid climbing, wear well-fitting shoes, install slip-proof surfaces in bathrooms and 

grab bars in bath tubs, and go slowly on stairs rounded out the section. “Falls hurt, as 

well as kill,” the pamphlet concluded, and explained that while deaths were a problem of 

the old, injuries were still a concern of the young.134 “The greatest number of people 

suffering disabling injuries in falls—well over a million—are those in the productive 

years, 15 through 64,” the booklet wrote. By grouping together a large proportion of the 
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population—the fifty years of mid-life—injuries from falls could be found to be higher in 

total than those over sixty-five alone (and ignored that the youngest children from birth to 

fourteen in fact had the highest injury rates). While the elderly faced the highest death toll, 

and young children experienced the greatest number of injuries, the middle years of life 

were grouped together to document the cost of falls to the economically “productive,” 

working population, and recommendations were suited to account for young adult and 

middle-aged activities and risks. The injury toll on middle-aged and young members of 

the family was used to justify the importance and extent of falls as a public health 

problem. 

 “Can you fall proof this home?” asked the National Safety Council’s 1975 

Family Safety Digest publication. The image showed a multi-story suburban home with a 

yard and a one-car garage, with many guests and family members engaging in activities 

of a middle class lifestyle. Children played in the yard, men read newspapers and fixed 

chimneys, and women cleaned kitchen fixtures. One elderly man was pictured—the 

answer key described him as “grandfather” descending unsafe stairs—but no elderly 

women were shown or described in the home safety image with eighteen individuals.135 

When they imagined the American family and their risks of home accidents, public health 

campaigns reiterated at times even excluded the people with the highest risks of fatal 

falls—old women.  

 

 
                                                
135 The answer key labeled individuals in the quiz, describing children, teenagers, several 
instances of “man” and “woman” and “housewife” as well as “grandfather,” but no 
elderly women or grandmothers were pictured or described. “Can You Fall-Proof this 
Home?” Family Safety Digest (National Safety Council, 1975): 14 and 25. 
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FIGURE 11 

 
Fig. 11: Can You Fallproof this Home? Source: “Can you Fallproof this home?” Family 
Safety Digest, 1975. 
 

Half will be Alive One Year Later: Defining A Geriatric Problem and Making Falls 

Count 

The combination of age and gender that obscured old women within “family”-

focused safety campaigns, on the other hand, made them suitable candidates for hip 

replacement surgeries and drew attention from pharmaceutical companies working to 

elevate osteoporosis awareness, ultimately linking falls to the rising tides of osteoporosis 

and fractures as major public health problems, both of which had been framed around the 
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physiologies of aging women.136 Researchers in the 1970s documented close correlations 

between falls and hip fractures, surmounting one of the difficulties of quantifying falls. A 

research team wrote in the Lancet in 1972 that the age and sex patterns of falls and 

fractures both rose sharply after age fifty-five, which they called the “post-wage-earning 

fracture pattern,” and there was a “high correlation between the two causes of death in 

both sexes [falls and fractures].”137 Given the strong links between falls and hip fractures, 

fractures provided a more convenient and medically verifiable metric for tracking falls, 

epidemiology studies frequently tracked fractures rather than falls, citing the link between 

the two. Researchers also linked fractures to “intrinsic factors” including osteomalacia 

and osteoporosis, which increased the likelihood of “elderly patients to succumb to 

fractures.”138 “The principal manifestation of osteoporosis is fracture,” wrote one 

physician in the British Medical Journal, “and three osteoporotic fracture syndromes can 

be defined.”139 The paper went on to describe fractures of the wrist, femur and vertebral 
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column that were “most common in elderly women.”140 Another study identified a close 

relationship between fractures of the long bones and mortality from domestic falls.141  

Falls served as the mechanism translating osteoporosis into fractures. A literature 

review of hip fracture epidemiology in 1980 reported that seventy to eighty percent of all 

patients with hip fractures were women, and most of these women suffered fractures that 

“result[ed] from comparatively minor falls, such as falls from a bed, a chair, or from a 

standing position.” Osteoporosis was more common in elderly women hip fracture 

patients. Of the 200,000 hip fractures that occurred each year in the United States, the 

researchers estimated that “the cost of caring for these patients is more than 

$750,000,000.”142 Furthermore, they reported that nearly one in five—approximately 

nineteen percent—of hip fracture patients died within a year. Geriatricians in the British 

Medical Journal emphasized that “falls in the elderly are not usually due to external 

hazards but reflect instability with impaired health,” and furthermore, that “any policy for 

prevention should put emphasis on the physical state of the faller.”143 In 1983, another 

geriatrician linked falls and fractures with nursing home admissions. He reported that 

approximately forty percent of elderly placed in nursing homes in a single year were 

frequent fallers, and that their susceptibility to falling had served as a primary reason for 
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admission.144 Geriatricians Laurence Rubenstein and Alan Robbins added that one-third 

of people over sixty-five living at home would fall each year, and a small percentage (ten 

percent) would suffer a fatal fall. Many more were hospitalized, and of those hospitalized, 

“only about one-half will be alive a year later.”145  

Linking falls with osteoporosis and hip fractures, and connecting both with 

increased medical costs in nursing home admissions and hospitalizations, clarified the 

economic expense of injurious and fatal falls, and brought elderly women to the center of 

a new “epidemic” of fractures, hospitalizations, and loss of mobility amounting to 

substantial medical expenses.146 The “Silent Epidemic of Hip Fractures,” wrote the FDA 

Consumer in 1988, explained that the 200,000 elderly fractured their hips each year, and 

most of them were women. “[W]omen account for 75 percent to 80 percent of all hip 

fractures, mainly because of the bone-weakening effects of osteoporosis, a disfiguring, 

often crippling condition that strikes women far more often than men.”147 Medical 

devices including complete or partial hip replacements could help older people regain 
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their function, but of those who did not regain function, the article continued, one in five 

would die within the year. A “fall is also an element responsible for most hip fractures; 

the consequences of this epidemic of falls in aged people should be examined,” the article 

concluded.148 The New York Times reported the same year on the “brutal falls” faced by 

the elderly and the rapid research emerging in geriatrics to “determine why so many 

elderly people suffer devastating falls and to identify medical and social measures that 

can curb the disastrous toll.”149 The article explained that each year, “more than 200,000 

Americans over the age of 65 fracture their hips in falls, and 20,000 to 30,000 die of 

complications.” It continued that most—more than seventy-five percent—of those who 

survive a fall did not “regain their previous mobility,” and this loss of mobility had high 

medical and social costs. “[E]xperts say the cost of direct care is $7 billion or more a 

year,” the article reported.150 Director of the National Institute on Aging, T. Frank 

Williams, added that the recent efforts in medicine challenged prior medical dismissal of 

falls in the elderly as a “major problem.” He explained, “We just used to assume it was 

old age and it was too bad, but old people fell.”151 Physicians began linking falls not only 

with bone degeneration, but also other changes in the cardiovascular system, neurological 

system, and side effects of pharmaceuticals with the “devastating,” “brutal,” and costly 

falls of the elderly.152,153 Attention of geriatricians and medical researchers to the multiple 
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underlying causes of the elderly to fall documented that it was not merely that “Grandma 

was more likely to die” from a fall, as parenthetically noted in Metropolitan Life’s 

“Home Safety Quiz” of 1940, but that the likelihood of “Grandma” to die from a fall 

could be traced to a variety of physiological conditions residing in the aging body, 

particularly osteoporosis and hip fractures, and that the disability and deaths of the “post-

wage-earning” population could amount to several billions of dollars in hospital and 

nursing care costs.  

 
Fig. 12: A Mnemonic for Falls in the Elderly. Source: Frederick T. Sherman, “The Cat’s 
‘MEOW’: A New Mnemonic for Diagnosis and Management of Falls in the Elderly,” 
Geriatrics (October 2005): 5-6. 
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Press, 2012). For more on the rise of the risk factor, see: Brandt, “The Causal 
Conundrum,” in The Cigarette Century: The Rise, Fall, and Deadly Persistence of the 
Product That Defined America (New York: Basic Books, 2007), 131-158 and on the 
shifting of disease from physical symptoms to often asymptomatic risk factors, see: 
Jeremy A. Greene, Prescribing by Numbers: Drugs and the Definition of Disease 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 6-14 and 151-188. 

EDITORIAL EDITORIAL

"MEOW" mnemonic copyright Fredrick T. Sherman, MD, MSc. Illustration by Jeft Sunlala.

Lowering or discontinuing any of
the ANTI's, especially the antipsy-
chotics, decreases the falls risk of
your older patient.

Recently, vitamin D (800 IU/d) has
been shown to decrease falls and frac-
tures. So, give all your elderly patients
the equivalent of 800 IU/d of vitamin
D either as two multivitamins or as
calcium and vitamin D combinations.
M-Mental: Older adults with deliri-
um, dementia, and depression fall
more frequently. Mental status
assessment and screening for
depression should be part of a mul-
tifactorial falls assessment.
M-Maladaptive assistive devices: Single
axis canes that are too long or, less
likely, too short, can lead to falls. The
same applies to walkers that are too
high or low. On each visit, check
canes and walkers to make sure the
rubber tips are not smooth and that
the lower section of the aluminum
cane is not loose—tighten the screw
mechanism on the shaft.

Try to avoid using a quad cane, as
these are notorious for being held
backward and getting in the path of
the ipsilateral leg.
M-Muitifocal glasses (bi- and tri-focais):
By impairing edge contrast and depth
perception, these glasses increase the
risks of falling. Advise older adults to
have two pairs of glasses, one for
reading and one for walking.
E-Eyes: Impaired vision from cataracts

and glaucoma can lead to falls. Per-
form a Snellen Eye exam on all older
patients who have difficulty reading,
watching TV, driving, or performing
any activity of daily living because of
visual impairment. If they score less
than 20/40 with their glasses on, refer
them to an optometrist or ophthal-
mologist for an evaluation. Falls and
fractures have significantly decreased
after first cataract extraction.
E-Ears: While hearing deficits have
not been correlated with either first
or recurrent falls, it's just good geri-
atric medicine to test for hearing loss
and make recommendations.
E-Ethanoi: Older adults who drink
alcohol may have a decreased risk of
developing dementia. However, mid-
dle-aged adults who continue to
drink alcohol excessively into late life
will have higher blood alcohol levels
as the volume of distribution of
alcohol (total body water) decreases
in old age. Drinking more than two
alcoholic beverages per day increases
the risk of falls. The CAGE screening
questionnaire maybe helpful.
E-Entrironment: Trips and falls from
electrical cords, poor lighting, slip-
pery rugs and clutter, and raised
door sills should be corrected as part
of any multifactorial assessment, as
well as when an older adult leaves
the hospital for home.
0-Orthostatic hypotension: While not
always shown to be a causative

factor in studies of falls, it is good
geriatric practice to take the older
adult's blood pressure in the supine
and standing positions at 1 and 3
minutes. A fall of 20 mm of mercury
is consistent with orthostatic
hypotension. Any cause of pre-syn-
cope or frank syncope can
contribute to a fall. Post-prandial
hypotension can also be a factor in a
fall. Carotid artery hypersensitivity
should be considered in all older
adults who fall.
0-OUCH! (pain): Older adults who are
in pain, fall more frequently. Then
again, narcotic use correlates with
injurious falls. Always assess for the
5th Vital Sign, especiaUy in the older
adult who has fallen, then be cautious
as you move to narcotic analgesics.
W-Weakness: Always look for lower
extremity muscle weakness (proximal
or diffuse), usually from disuse, but
also from myopathy from thyroid or
parathyroid disease, vitamin D defi-
ciency, steroids, statins, or other med-
ications, or diffuse weakness from
hypokalemia. Inability to rise from a
chair without pushing up with both
arms confirms proximal muscle
weakness. Treat the underlying
cause(s) and prescribe two types of
exercises which have been shown to
reduce falls by 14% to 40%:

• balance exercises, including Tai
Chi; and

• progressive resistance weight
training to the quadriceps.

There you have it, an easy-to-
remember mnemonic for falls in the
elderly. I have been refining it,
expanding it, and using it for the past
10 years. It works! Read the article by
Drs. Nnodim and Alexander (page
24) in this issue to find out why. B
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American Academy of Orthopaedic
Surgeons Panel on Falls Prevention. J
Am Geriatr Soc. 2001; 49(5}:664-72.
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Your Worst “Nightmare”: Fears of Falling and Awareness Campaigns  

Safety campaigns produced by the National Safety Council in the late 1980s 

reflected the invigoration of medical investigation into the causes and consequences of 

falling as physicians shifted the discourse of public health campaigns to include the 

physiology of aging bodies and their related risks. In 1985, the Institute of Medicine 

published a consensus statement, Injury in America, recommending the formation of a 

national injury research center at the CDC that would link the epidemiology and 

prevention of injuries with injury biomechanics, treatment, rehabilitation, and injury 

rather than accident research. In 1986, Congress appropriated ten million dollars for the 

new Center for Injury Prevention at the CDC. In 1992, the National Safety Council 

changed its publication from Accident Prevention to Injury Prevention, echoing the new 

emphasis on the biomechanics and physiology of injuries as well as environmental 

hazards’ relationship to the impact of falls rather than the act of flying through the air. 

The materials of the public health campaigns reflected the integration of this new 

approach, focusing on the elderly specifically, incorporating attention to “underlying 

physical illnesses,” and addressing the injuries resulting from falls as grave, even 

terrifying, problems for the elderly. The 1989 “Preventing Falls” booklet addressed the 

elderly in a “Program for Older Adults.” The pamphlet contained images of old men and 

women in their homes and explained, “falls are not a necessary part of the normal aging 

process and may instead be due to an underlying physical illness, such as diabetes or 

conditions of the heart, nervous system or thyroid. In some cases, falls can be ascribed to 
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the high number of medications which many older adults must take.”154 The pamphlet 

featured a vignette of a man on his way to the kitchen from the living room, “when 

suddenly your toe strikes an obstacle. You lose your balance and feel yourself starting to 

fall. As you do, a million fears race through your brain. What if…? Then suddenly, there 

you are on the floor…alone, helpless, and in pain.” It went on to describe that such an 

unexpected trip “may well represent one of your worst nightmares.”155 Indeed, falling, 

they explained, caused “crippling disabilities” and “the number of seniors who suffer 

fractures as a result of falls is high.” Particularly for women—for whom “your risk is 

even greater, since statistics indicate that women over 75 are most likely to suffer serious 

physical injury from a fall.”156 The pamphlet furthermore described osteoporosis as 

something that makes the bones more fragile and easily breakable. The program 

underscored the importance of addressing physiological risk factors first—getting 

medical checkups for vision and hearing, regular exercising to increase the strength of 

muscles and bones, and reducing alcohol intake that could interfere with balance—before 

describing familiar strategies of precautions in the home.  

Attention to elderly women and men, often highlighting women, was a significant 

change in the fall prevention safety programs and contributed to the reciprocally 

reinforcing attention from geriatricians and press coverage in mainstream newspapers. 

“For older people, a major tumble can end life as they know it,” wrote an article in 

                                                
154 “Preventing Falls: A Program for Older Adults,” National Safety Council, 1989, NSC 
Archives. 

155 Ibid. 

156 Ibid. 
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Newsweek in 2000.157 “For doctors, it’s a new public-health issue,” and for elderly, a 

significant fear. “That is the biggest fear of many older people,” confirmed one woman of 

“eighty-plus” years. “[T]hat fall, that big fall, that changes your life.”158 That “big fall,” 

the author wrote, “threatens like a fault line.” For some, falls meant hospitalization and 

rehabilitation. For others, falls went beyond the physiological consequences—“Many 

older people see a fall as a very symbolic marker…a growing awareness of the 

consequences of aging,” explained the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing’s 

Neville Strumpf.159 The heightened visibility of falling as a significant medical problem 

brought not only increased diagnosis, medical research, and targeted public health 

campaigns, but also its approach in focusing on the dire consequences of falling framed 

the event as a gateway into a cascade of problems, the marker of irreversible old age, 

hospitalization, rehabilitation, and death. For eighty-two year old Marianne Breuer, a slip 

in the shower was “really the beginning of the end.”160 Her daughter Ruth Stark 

explained that her mother used to play bridge and bake pastries, but bruises from the fall 

and her need for a wheelchair “shattered her self-reliance” and her “interest in just about 

everything.”161 As the elderly came to see falls as a “fault line” separating the healthy 

from the unhealthy aged and producing a cascade of events, newspapers addressed the 

issues of caregiving, surgery, and rapid mortality. 

                                                
157 Claudia Kalb, “The Meaning of Falling,” Newsweek 136, no. 24,  (Dec 11, 2000): 63-
64. 

158 Ibid. 

159 Ibid. 

160 Ibid. 

161 Ibid. 
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In 2008, a verse appeared in bus shelters in New York City. 

Your elderly mother just told you she fell 
in the bathroom 
last night at 4 A.M. 
Now what? 
 

It was an advertisement for the Visiting Nurse Service of New York, and unlike the sing-

song verses of housewives flying through the air and renditions of “Oh Give me a Home” 

at senior events four decades prior, the poem conjured a frightening scene of an old 

woman facing a serious fall, an adult child responsible for the fallout, and a visiting nurse 

service able to provide assistance. A 2008 New York Times article featured the 

advertisement, describing the “cascade of medical problems” caused by a fall in the 

elderly—an emergency room visit, hospitalization, the onset of severe disability, and the 

“end of independent living.”162 This “spiral,” the article described, was “tragic for the 

elderly patient, devastating for the family and expensive for the federal Medicare 

program.”163 Falls cost more than $19 billion overall in 2000, according to CDC 

estimates, distributed into $12 billion in hospital expenses, $4 billion in emergency room 

visits, and $3 billion in outpatient care. The elderly woman had become the center of 

family strife after a fall, causing pain, dependence, and extensive medical expenses. 

The rise of falling as a serious medical and public health problem, particularly 

centered on elderly women, reflects the transformation of a seemingly simple 

phenomenon into a meaningful event in the lives of the elderly, their families, and an 
                                                
162 Jane Gross, “Catching Seniors Before They Fall,” New York Times, (September 11, 
2008). 

163 Ibid. 
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indicator of significant changes in caregiving and medical cost. Changing from one level 

to a lower one, tripping and slipping, was characterized as common, mundane, and 

universal well into the third quarter of the twentieth century, while safety organizations 

focused on the risks of younger members of the “family” while obscuring and trivializing 

fatal falls in the primary victims of old women. This simplification of the problem by life 

insurers and safety organizations reflected deeper social and cultural issues—the 

trivialization of women’s domestic labor, the marginalization of elderly women from 

images of ideal American families, home safety campaigns depicting the nuclear family, 

and public health literature that contributed to the prioritization of young and middle-

aged family members and patronization of the old.  

While falls were long recognized as a problem particular to women, they only 

began to be framed as a “women’s health issue” at the end of the twentieth century, and 

this remained incomplete. Rising diagnoses of osteoporosis and pharmaceutical 

marketing of hormone replacement therapy linked falls to their treatments and to the end 

of reproduction, with osteoporosis understood to be a “post-menopausal” condition. This 

brought increased attention to the bodies of old women, but the increasing susceptibility 

of both men and women to fatal falls and fractures in old age complicated the ability to 

define the problem solely with respect to gender. Women predominated in fatal falls—

comprising approximately two-thirds of all hospitalizations from them—but men’s risks 

of fatal falls nevertheless increased significantly over their life course.  

The problem of falls in the twenty-first century has been characterized through 

medical concerns of osteoporosis, hip fractures, and nursing care, while the full extent of 

the social and cultural problem has been far-reaching—characterized by fears of falling, 
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the trivializing of domestic labor coupled with the erasure of old women, and the 

paradoxical myth of “independent” living sold as the highest aim for old age while falling 

alone became one of the elderly’s most deeply feared risks. The fear-based framing of 

fall prevention that emerged at the end of the twentieth century created a new fault line 

for aging, a signal of growing old and of rising vulnerability. Framed as the burden of an 

aging population and a sign of irredeemable decline, falls and their injuries exposed the 

elderly not only to physical risks, but also to an identity as old, as vulnerable, as needing 

protection, and as at risk of losing their decision-making powers and their living 

conditions. “Independent” old age, often held out by public health organizations, 

retirement communities, and the AARP as part of “healthy aging” reflected a conception 

of independence that relied on the integral work of younger women, adult children, 

nurses, doctors, and even helpful strangers in order to maintain “self-sufficiency.” 

Furthermore, as fall prevention campaigns increasingly focused on the elderly and their 

risks of falling, they paradoxically featured falling at home as the “worst nightmare” of 

an old person living “alone.” The challenge of accidental falls persisted, and while 

elderly women began sharpening into focus as the center of the problem in the late 

twentieth century, they revealed the costs of aging bones and bodies, and were held out as 

the signal of a coming plague on an aging nation. Old women’s bodies were ignored, 

until they became a harbinger of decline. 
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Chapter Three: Appearances. 
 

Wrinkles Over Time: Women’s Faces and the Pursuit of ‘Ageless’ Skin 
 
 

“To keep young is the desire of every woman, and the wish is a pardonable one,” 

wrote the Ladies’ Home Journal in 1890. “The world-at-large loves the sight of a 

youthful woman.”1 In the late nineteenth century, a variety of publications attested to 

women’s concerns about their aging faces, their “dread” of their wrinkles, and their 

“sadness to see the disintegration” of “all that charm.”2 Meanwhile, the earliest editions 

of Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and Ladies’ Home Journal advertised products to address 

these problems. Creams and powders promised to erase wrinkles and keep complexions 

youthful, while massage systems claimed to “rub out wrinkles” “overnight!”3 

Newspapers ranging from the Boston Globe to the New York Times included advice 

columns from “beauty students” and advertisements that promised to remove wrinkles, 

sagging skin, and other markers of aging. Physicians weighed in on occasion, but more 

often to dismiss wrinkles as trivial, beauty treatments as dangerous, and cosmetics as 

products best left alone. One “eminent physician” even suggested weight gain: “The 

advice I should give a thin woman for wrinkles would be a two-word sentence: ‘Get 

fat.’”4 “Fat women are not only better looking, but younger looking,” he explained. 

                                                
1 Article 3, No title. Ladies’ Home Journal (October 1890): 10. 

2 “The Wrinkle,” Harper’s Bazaar (October 7, 1893): 26 and 40. 

3 “Rubbing Out Wrinkles: Diane de Morny’s Remedies for Old Crow’s Feet,” Boston 
Globe (June 9, 1895). 

4 “Premature Wrinkles,” Austin Daily Statesman (September 29, 1893).  
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Otherwise, feminine expressivity was to blame: “Nine out of ten women talk with their 

faces. They frown and scowl when they ought to use adjectives.”5 

Yet, by the end of the twentieth century, board-certified dermatologists had 

developed proprietary products to “reduce the visible signs of aging,” marketed in 

mainstream magazines and sold exclusively through doctors’ offices. They conducted 

randomized controlled trials to test wrinkle-fighting agents and sharpened their claims 

about anti-aging “active” ingredients. Researchers and consumer product companies alike 

described healthy skin care regimens incorporating claims of both skin cancer and 

wrinkle prevention, aligning health and youth in powerful new ways. As medical 

professionals redefined wrinkles from a product of muscular contractions and “senile 

atrophy” into a preventable and partially reversible condition caused by ultraviolet 

radiation, they framed women’s concerns about wrinkles not as a cultural problem of 

ageism but as a physiological problem awaiting technical solutions.6  

While the skin of both men and women wrinkles over time, cultural mandates for 

smooth, unwrinkled skin have been uniquely pervasive in women’s lives. Beauty culture 

has emerged as a defining experience of twentieth-century girlhood and womanhood, and 

youth a central element of this beauty culture.7 As women have sought remedies for their 

                                                
5 “Premature Wrinkles,” Austin Daily Statesman (September 29, 1893). 

6 On framing disease, see: Charles E. Rosenberg and Janet Golden, eds. Framing 
Disease: Studies in Cultural History (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 
1992).  

7 Historians have acknowledged the premise of youth as a prerequisite for beauty in 
women, although less attention has been devoted to the ways aging is feared differently at 
different ages, and how anti-aging is pursued differently over the life course. For a 
sampling of historical analyses of modern American beauty culture, see: Kathy Peiss, 
Hope in A Jar: The Making of America’s Beauty Culture (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2011), Lois W. Banner, American Beauty: A Social History Through 
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wrinkled skin, medical specialties including dermatology and plastic surgery have re-

oriented around anti-aging procedures targeting women, and new surgeries have been 

developed in ophthalmology and otolaryngology to address wrinkled eyes, ears, and 

throats.8 Women have negotiated the moralizing forces of American society, faced 

aggressive marketing to keep their skin wrinkle-free, and engaged with physicians and 

health professionals in developing, testing, and purchasing treatments for their aging 

faces. By examining the medical and cultural pressures to wage war on wrinkles, this 

chapter illustrates how the demands placed on women to fight the lines on their faces 

have been deeply embedded in cultural concepts of femininity, beauty, and age. 9 

                                                                                                                                            
Two Centuries of the American Idea, Ideal, and Image of the Beautiful Woman (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1983) and Joan Jacobs Brumberg, “Perfect Skin,” in The Body 
Project (New York: Vintage Books, 1997), 57-94. On plastic surgery, see: Elizabeth 
Haiken, Venus Envy: A History of Cosmetic Surgery (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1997), 131-174 and Sander L. Gilman, Making the Body Beautiful: A 
Cultural History of Aesthetic Surgery (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999). For 
a classic critique of the beauty industry, see: Naomi Wolf, The Beauty Myth: How Images 
of Beauty Are Used Against Women (New York: William Morrow, 1991). For a recent 
critique of plastic surgery as a source of ageism, see: Margaret Morganroth Gullette, 
“Plastic Wrap: Turning Against Cosmetic Surgery” in Agewise: Fighting the New Ageism 
in America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 103-123. These examples 
focus on white, middle class women’s beauty ideals. Youth remained an implicit 
foundation of beauty and ageism was an organizing principle across ethnicity, even while 
experiences, priorities, and narratives of aging skin differed in other ways. See, for 
example: Tiffany M. Gill, Beauty Shop Politics: African American Women’s Activism in 
the Beauty Industry (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2010), Ava 
Purkiss, “Beauty Secrets: Fight Fat: Black Women’s Aesthetics, Exercise, and Fat 
Stigma, 1900–1930s,” Journal of Women’s History 29 no. 2 (Summer 2017): 14-37, and 
Bette J. Dickerson and Nicole Rousseau, “Ageism through Omission: The Obsolescence 
of Black Women’s Sexuality,” Journal of African American Studies 13 (2009): 307-324.  

8 Joan Jacobs Brumberg has demonstrated the heightened medical and cultural attention 
to acne in adolescent women, even while both women and men experience pimples. 
Brumberg, “Perfect Skin,” in The Body Project, 57-94. 

9 Historians of aging have focused on old age as class produced by particular social 
changes and as a life stage negotiated through American culture, but have paid less 
attention to the ways age and gender have intersected and mutually constituted one 
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Wrinkle-fighting permeated advertisements for soaps, color cosmetics, skin care, 

sun care, prescription products and surgical procedures, but did not target all women 

equally, and women did not experience the pressures to erase wrinkles in homogenous 

ways. Mainstream literature, women’s magazines and periodicals, and medical 

publications targeted middle class white women who could afford to fix their wrinkles, 

rather than the most wrinkled—the oldest old or the poorest outdoor laborers known for 

weather-beaten skin—and these middle class, white women are the focus of the sources 

examined in this chapter. Furthermore, while acne and skin lightening have dominated 

adolescent beauty concerns, wrinkle-fighting began shortly after adolescence—women in 

their mid-twenties looking to the future, and moreover, women in their forties, fifties, 

sixties, and continuing through their seventies, eighties, and nineties, even while these 

groups were often collapsed and obfuscated into the category of the “woman over forty,” 

or the “older woman.”10 Examining wrinkle fighting in older women’s beauty culture 

illuminates not only the deeply ageist foundations of the cosmetics industry, but also the 

                                                                                                                                            
another. See, for example: Haber, Beyond Sixty-Five, David Hackett Fischer, Growing 
Old in America, and Cole, The Journey of Life. Where scholars have analyzed gender, 
they have emphasized masculinity and old age (rather than femininity). Jesse Ballenger’s 
Self, Senility, and Alzheimer’s Disease for example, examines societal expectations for 
male productivity that heightened tensions between senility and notions of masculinity in 
the late twentieth century. Hyung Wook Park has documented the centrality of (white, 
middle class) men to scientific of longevity and healthy old age. W. Andrew 
Achenbaum’s Shades of Gray notes the distinctiveness of gender, race, and class in 
altering experiences of old age, but these categories do not become central to his 
investigation.  

10 Historians have examined the importance of white skin, and clear, acne-free skin, but 
have largely taken for granted the importance of youth—smooth, wrinkle free skin—as 
central to beauty in women’s complexions. On acne, see: Brumberg, “Perfect Skin,” The 
Body Project, 57-94. On skin bleaching and tanning and their associations with leisure, 
see: Sally Dunne Romano, “Dark Side of the Sun: Skin Cancer, Sunscreen, and Risk in 
Twentieth-century America,” PhD Dissertation, Yale University, 2006, 33-67. 
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double standards in which young women’s use of cosmetics to assert their sexuality was 

rationalized as playful and liberating, but older women’s use was condemned as 

unnatural, improper, and even desperate.11 

Examining the rise of investigative dermatology and emergence of radiation 

research, the financial partnerships forming between clinical researchers and the 

cosmetics industry, and the powerful alignment of wrinkles with skin cancer prevention, 

this chapter situates the transformation of wrinkles into a medical problem amidst 

changing beauty norms. Against a backdrop of historically contingent medical and 

cosmetic industry change, wrinkle-free skin remained the central preoccupation of white, 

middle class women’s beauty culture, and reflected persistent social, medical, and 

cultural problems with women’s aging faces.  

 

Anatomy of a Wrinkle 

In 1897, the thirteenth edition of Henry Gray’s Anatomy described wrinkles as a 

product of muscles acting upon the skin and membranes moving within the body. “The 

frontal portion of the muscle [occipito-frontalis] raises the eyebrows and the 

skin…throwing the integument of the forehead into transverse wrinkles,” the text 

explained.12 “In the ordinary action of the muscles, the eyebrows are elevated…thus 

giving to the face the expression of surprise: if the action is more exaggerated, the 

eyebrows are still further raised, and the skin of the forehead thrown into transverse 
                                                
11 For example, in an astute analysis of American beauty culture, Kathy Peiss argues that 
women, implicitly young women, used cosmetics to declare their freedom, identity, and 
sexual allure. Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 4-8. 

12 Henry Gray, Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical 13th English Edition, Ed. T. Pickering 
Pick, (Philadelphia and New York: Lea Brothers & Co., 1897), 393. 
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wrinkles, as in the expression of fright or horror.”13 “The Corrugator supercilii draws the 

eyebrow downward and inward, producing the vertical wrinkles of the forehead. It is the 

‘frowning’ muscle, and may be regarded as the principal agent in the expression of 

suffering.”14 Finally, the “Pyramidalis nasi draws down the inner angle of the eyebrows 

and produces transverse wrinkles over the bridge of the nose.”15 Wrinkles, however, were 

not limited to the face: on the sole of the foot, where the flexor brexis digitorum, bound 

down by the plantar fascia, was “not very apparent” but threw the thickened skin of the 

sole into “numerous wrinkles.”16 “Furrows” were noted in places such as “opposite the 

flexures of the joints” and “exceedingly fine, intersecting at various angles” “on the back 

of the hand.”17 In addition, “wrinkles” could be found within the vascular system. On the 

“inner coats” of the arteries, “a fine, transparent, colorless structure which is highly 

elastic, and is commonly corrugated into longitudinal wrinkles.”18 William Allen Pusey’s 

comprehensive Principles and Practice of Dermatology also described: “wrinkles…occur 

on the face in the expression of emotion” and in old age, “the furrows of the skin become 

exaggerated from shrinkage in the amount of subcutaneous fats.”19 Wrinkles could also 

appear on the tongue due to a condition called “Furrowed Tongue” and on scars on the 

                                                
13 Ibid, 393. 

14 Ibid, 396. 

15 Ibid, 399. 

16 Ibid, 536. 

17 Ibid, 90. 

18 Ibid, 80. 

19 William Allen Pusey, The Principles and Practice of Dermatology: Designed for 
Students and Practitioners (New York: Appleton, 1911), 4-5. 
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body due to syphilitic lesions. Richard Lightburn Sutton’s Diseases of the Skin reiterated, 

“Superficially, the skin is marked by frequent tiny wrinkles and furrows, and abundant 

numbers of minute openings or ‘pores,’ by which the underlying glands communicate 

with the surface. On the palms, soles, and flexor aspects of the fingers and toes numerous 

permanent ridges, the cristae cutis, occur.”20 Tiny wrinkles characterized the normal 

anatomy and physiology of the skin, as well as specific lesions (such as La Perleche, 

characterized by red borders, thickened membranes, and wrinkles in the corners of the 

mouths often found in children, and the deep, longitudinal furrows and wrinkles of 

Furrowed Tongue). Infants affected by syphilis were described as “emaciated and feeble, 

with thin, wrinkled skins and wizened, senile faces.”21 Sections on “Senile atrophy” 

offered cursory discussions of wrinkles. The “Senile changes in the skin” that were 

seldom “pronounced before the fiftieth year” (although in occasional instances they were 

present “comparatively early in life”) included “the loss of subcutaneous fat” and skin 

that was marked by “yellowish or brownish in color, thin, harsh and inelastic.”22 

Wrinkles characterized a variety of conditions and wherever muscles, joints, and arteries 

moved, wrinkles could be found. 

In popular culture, however, discussion of wrinkles focused on those on the face, 

and in women. “Every woman dreads her wrinkles,” wrote Harper’s Bazaar in 1893. “If 

they are not such a source of anxiety to men, it is because men have not been reared from 
                                                
20 Richard Lightburn Sutton, Diseases of the Skin, 2nd Ed. (St. Louis: Mosby, 1917), 19.  

21 Ibid, 982, 970, 712. 

22 Sutton, Diseases of the Skin, 450. Similar discussions appeared in Henry Stelwagon, A 
Treatise on Diseases of the Skin for Advanced Students and Practitioners, 8th Ed. 
(Philadelphia: Saunders, 1916) and Jean Darier, A Textbook of Dermatology 
(Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1920). 
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the cradle with the understanding that it is their business to charm.”23 With men, the 

article continued, “if wrinkles come he does not care.”24 Often men did not “recognize 

them; if he does see them, it is commonly but with the regret with which he feels in other 

ways that he is growing old.”25 However, a woman’s wrinkles produced a specific affront 

to her womanhood. “With a woman it is necessarily otherwise,” the author continued, “it 

is often a duty to be an agreeable object to the eye, a pleasing part of the environment; 

and as far as beauty was her prerequisite from the beginning, as far as there were rosy 

cheeks and glowing eyes and white brow and curving lips to her portion, it gives her a not 

unreasonable sadness to see the disintegration of all that charm.”26  

At the turn of the twentieth century, the “prerequisites” of beauty were 

communicated through nationally circulated publications. Improved literacy, reduced 

production costs, and mass circulation of periodicals had expanded print culture into a 

ubiquitous element of American beauty culture.27 At the close of the Civil War there 

                                                
23 “The Wrinkle,” Harper’s Bazaar (October 7, 1893), 26. 

24 Ibid. 

25 Ibid. 

26 Ibid. Extensive historical scholarship has delineated the ways women have set, 
responded to, and redefined beauty ideals, used them for their own economic gain, faced 
pressures put in place by patriarchal norms, and defined themselves through and against 
ideals of beauty. As numerous historians have demonstrated, beauty—in its many 
forms—has been a persistent and pervasive expectation of womanhood, and youth a 
persistent and pervasive component of women’s beauty. While David Hackett Fischer 
argued that the elderly (particularly men) were venerated in colonial America, I have yet 
to find an example in which old, wrinkled women were described publicly as beautiful. 

27 On the revolution in women’s magazines and turn of the twentieth century print 
culture, see: Mary Ellen Waller-Zuckerman, “‘Old Homes, in a City of Perpetual 
Change’: Women’s Magazines, 1890-1916,” The Business History Review 63, no. 4 
(Winter 1989): 715-756 and Richard Ohmann, Selling Culture: Magazines, Markets, and 
Class at the Turn of the Century (London and New York: Verso, 1996).  
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were 700 magazines in circulation; by 1905, 6,000 different magazines reached nearly 64 

million Americans—three-quarters of the U.S. population—and the average American 

family subscribed to four publications.28 Developments in production techniques, the rise 

of photoengraving, and the adoption of inexpensive glazed paper also enabled 

newspapers and magazines to produce high-quality images, illustrations, and fashion 

plates in their periodicals—Harper’s, Scribner’s, and The Century were all lavishly 

illustrated—ultimately bolstering beauty product advertisements and linking beauty 

ideals with consumption.29  

Advertisements indicated key elements constituting women’s beauty or “charm” 

and made explicit connections between unwrinkled skin and beauty. The cosmetic line 

“Bloom of Youth” promised women of forty-five that their creams would make them 

look twenty-five again, while others advertised that their creams would make mothers 

look like their daughters.30 “Mother or sister?” asked Pompeian Massage Cream in an 

advertisement running across women’s magazines including Vogue, Ladies’ Home 

Journal, Redbook, and Good Housekeeping between 1908 and 1912. “Wrinkles and 

                                                
28 Jennifer Scanlon, Inarticulate Longings: The Ladies’ Home Journal, Gender and the 
Promise of Consumer Culture (New York: Routledge, 1995), 10–16; Carolyn Kitch, “The 
American Woman Series: Gender and Class in The Ladies’ Home Journal, 1897,” 
Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly 75, no. 2 (1999): 243–62. 

29 On photoengraving see: Waller-Zuckerman, “Women’s Magazines,” 723-724 and 
Kathleen Brady, Ida Tarbell: Portrait of a Muckraker (New York: Seaview/Putnam, 
1984), 65 and 92. In addition, some publishing companies shared ownership with 
cosmetics companies, providing an efficient advertising channel. For example, David 
Hall McConnell, founder of the California Perfume Company, purchased Union 
Publishing House and distributed newsletters with advertisements for the California 
Perfume Company in the 1880s and 1890s. The company was later renamed Avon 
Products, and remains one of the largest beauty companies in the world.  

30 Bloom of Youth, c. 1870, in Peiss, Hope in A Jar, 11. 
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Saggy Skins are kept away many years by an occasional Pompeian massage,” because “a 

woman need not lose her fresh, girlish beauty when she becomes a mother.”31 The 

California Perfume Company, later known as Avon Products, recommended a “plentiful 

use of massage cream, the kind that feeds the skin, and massage are the best cure for 

wrinkles.”32 The company instructed women, “Each wrinkle has its own peculiar motion, 

up from the chin, to cure the sagging around the mouth, gently down on the forehead for 

the horizontal wrinkles, across for the vertical wrinkles, a rotary motion for crow’s-

feet.”33 In addition to massage, creams, and soaps, the company reminded women, “It is 

every woman’s duty to keep young looking as long as possible,” and that she ought to 

“Get plenty of sleep. Nothing lines the face like nights of wakefulness.”34 While icons of 

female beauty vacillated from the voluptuous Victorian to the lithe flapper, and while 

beauty entrepreneurs such as Madame C.J. Walker and Annie Turnbo Malone negotiated 

images of female beauty outside of middle class, white ideals, youth remained a critical 

element of beauty, and beauty a central part of femininity.35Turn of the twentieth century 

print culture created a powerful guiding force for women’s appearances just as women 

began looking to newspapers and magazines to learn how they should look and how to 

accomplish it. 

                                                
31 The advertisement ran in national magazines including Vogue 32 no.19 (November 5, 
1908): 769, Ladies’ Home Journal 29 no.10 (October 1912): 74, Redbook 12 no.1 
(November 1908): 183, and Good Housekeeping 55 no.3 (September 1912): 87. 

32 CP Outlook, V, no. 11 (February 1910), Avon Products, Published Collections 
Department, Hagley Museum and Library, Wilmington, DE. 

33 Ibid. 

34 Ibid. 

35 On Annie Turnbo Malone and Madame C.J. Walker, see: Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 61-96. 
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Although magazines, newsletters, and women prioritized youth and even 

indicated that “every woman” dreaded her wrinkles, adolescent women paid very little 

attention to them, publicly or privately, focusing instead on acne and skin whitening.36,37 

In her analysis of adolescent women, Joan Jacobs Brumberg found that pimples filled the 

pages of young women’s diaries, led them to physicians, and resulted in a range of 

therapeutic attempts from iron injections and X-ray therapies to cutting bangs to conceal 

pimples on the forehead.38 Medical textbooks wrote that acne vulgaris, occasionally 

called acne adolescentium, often struck during youth: “Chlorotic, anemic girls are 

especially predisposed; also boys, probably more than girls, during the period of puberty 

(sixteen to twenty years), when the beard begins to grow,” explained German 

dermatologist Franz Mracek’s Atlas and Epitome of Diseases of the Skin, translated by 

the esteemed Henry Stelwagon.39 “Acne vulgaris is essentially a disease of puberty,” 

wrote English surgeon and skin disease specialist, Sir Malcolm Alexander Morris in 

Diseases of the Skin in 1910, as the sebaceous or oil glands underwent rapid development 

in individuals between twelve and twenty-five years.40 “Comedones [“blackheads”] may 

                                                
36 “Every woman dreads her wrinkles” in “The Wrinkle,” Harper’s Bazaar (October 7, 
1893), 26. For more on adolescent women’s concerns of acne, see: Brumberg, Body 
Project, 57-94. On skin whitening, see: Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 40-52 and Romano, “Dark 
Side,” 33-67.  

37 Eminent psychologist G. Stanley Hall was among those who popularized the term 
“adolescent” through his seminal work, Adolescence, published in 1904.  

38 Brumberg, “Perfect Skin,” 68-72. 

39 Franz Mraček, Atlas and Epitome of Diseases of the Skin, 2nd edition, transl. and ed. by 
Henry W. Stelwagon (Philadelphia and London: W.B. Saunders Company, 1905), 46.  

40 Malcolm Alexander Morris, Diseases of the Skin: An Outline of the Principles and 
Practice of Dermatology, 4th edition (New York: William Wood and Company, 1909), 
406. 
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occur at any age, but they usually develop during the adolescent period of life,” reiterated 

American dermatologist Richard Lightburn Sutton’s Diseases of the Skin the following 

decade.41 Popular periodicals also explained, with “Acne…its victims are usually young 

people of both sexes, whose looks it injures precisely at the time of life when they are 

most sensitive about their appearance.”42 Mothers occasionally fretted over their young 

daughters’ skin and the appearance of wrinkles rather than pimples, but on the whole, 

wrinkles received very little attention in girls and adolescent women; instead, acne was 

the central concern.43  

By their mid-twenties, however, women began to express concerns about the lines 

etching into their faces. “I sat one day in front of the mirror,” wrote Ethel, a woman 

nearing the end of her debutante days, when something “startled me – a wrinkle, two 

wrinkles, horrid wrinkles, not little ones, but quite big; not wrinkles of fun and laughter, 

but up and down and between my eyebrows, cross, bad-tempered creases.” “I was getting 

old; that must be it!”44 “To be sure,” Ethel thought, “I was only about that age when the 

‘rosebud debutantes’ call us ‘old girls,’ and we still feel young,” but “how could anyone 

                                                
41 Richard Lightburn Sutton, Diseases of the Skin (St. Louis: Mosby; 1919), 827. 

42 “Acne,” Youth’s Companion 87, no. 19  (May 8, 1913): 252. 

43 Margaret Kroesen, for example, concerned about the lines on her fifteen-year-old 
daughter’s forehead, developed a mask-like adherent to be worn overnight. She turned 
the adherents into a business, the Beauty & Personality Compnay, which is still in 
operation selling its anchor product, Frownies, today. For other further analysis of 
women entrepreneurs using cosmetics advance their own status, see: Peiss, Hope in A 
Jar, 61-96. 

44 “Youth’s Department: The Lesson of the Wrinkles” New York Observer and Chronicle 
(December 10, 1896): 74. 
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be young with two such lines between her eyes?”45 Ethel considered her friends. One of 

twenty-five had “lots of lines on her forehead” and another was a “bride” whose visible 

signs of dissatisfaction “cover[ed] the pretty piquant face with a constant cloud.” Her tea 

partner, an “old lady” from Paris, warned her, “before I was thirty the habit of showing 

my discontent had marked me for life.” Ethel recounted that now the old woman’s 

forehead was a “mass of lines” that made her look like a “wicked old witch.”46 The 

woman cautioned Ethel not to let chagrin and sorrow “mark your face with lines” lest she 

have a similar future of a “loveless old age, with only people you can give money to to 

care for you.”47 Ethel sublimated her concerns, ultimately resolving to worry less, “be full 

of light,” and envisioned the Virgin Mary to remind herself that beauty is meant to 

“glorify God” and one must not “allow ennui of spirit stamp our faces.”48 

“Her first wrinkles, she knows, are only the scouts doing picket duty for the whole 

army of disorganization,” Harper’s Bazaar had warned its readers.49 “Of course time 

must at last do its telling work; the muscle will cease to take its nourishment, will relax, 

will loosen; the wrinkle will follow.”50 This very process left Margaret DeLand dismayed 

to find her once-young face transformed in the mirror. “There are gradual intimations that 

we are not as young as we were, and there are abrupt ones,” she wrote in 1905. “Probably 

                                                
45 Ibid. 

46 Ibid. 

47 Ibid. 

48 Ibid. 

49 “The Wrinkle,” Harper's Bazaar (Oct 7, 1893); 26, 40. 

50 “The Wrinkle,” Harper’s Bazaar (October 7, 1893): 26. 
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every woman over forty-five has known the start of astonishment and dismay that comes 

with that glance—a creased and tired complexion, dull eyes, wrinkled throat, well! these 

symptoms need not be catalogued, they are too unpleasant.”51 The stamp of time on the 

skin was troubling, but the efforts required to stave it off were also draining. “Oh, the 

struggles of the poor Body to keep young! The pulling out of gray hairs, the facial 

massage; alas! even the unpleasant secrecy of cosmetics,” she remarked. Yet, she urged 

women to heed the warning lines on their faces by turning to care for the “neglected 

spirit,” and guard against the “Soul shrivel[ing] under the snow of real age.”52 “All these 

tiresome, and even vulgar, struggles are against mere material age,” and they “are worse 

than useless if the knowledge never gets away from the looking-glass.”53 Her response to 

the specter of old age was to advance the spirit, to stay interested in life’s events and 

activities, and to devote her thoughts to the soul.54  

For women past the “allotted age of three-score and ten,” public writing tended to 

ignore or stereotype old women, while children’s narratives instructed youngsters not to 

be repelled by their grandparents’ wrinkled faces. Although there was no shortage of 

“older” women—in 1900, there approximately 8.5 million women over forty, comprising 

twenty-three percent of all women in the U.S., and 1.7 million of them were over sixty-

five—periodicals and advertisements collapsed and obfuscated nearly all “older” women 

                                                
51 Margaret DeLand, “The Wickedness of Growing Old,” Harper's Bazaar 39 no.2 (Feb 
1905): 0-4, quotation on 3.  

52 Ibid. 

53 Ibid. 

54 Joan Brumberg has demonstrated the importance of Christian morality—good works 
and not just good looks—as a counterweight to cultural pressures focused intensely on 
the flesh. Brumberg, The Body Project, 15 and 22. 
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into ambiguous categories such as “over forty,” the “older woman,” and, later, “whatever 

age you happen to be when you stop counting birthdays.”55,56  

 

Navigating Between Scylla and Charbdyis: Older Woman’s Beauty in the Early 

Twentieth Century 

Although women may have publicly advocated sublimating their bodily concerns 

to spiritual advancement, the print industry told them they could do otherwise.57 “In this 

enlightened twentieth century no woman with money and brains need look old until she 

has long passed the allotted ‘threescore and ten,’” explained one author in 1905.58 For the 

older woman, however, the path of acceptable effort and outcome was narrow. To avoid 

being “put up on a shelf,” the older woman must neither ignore nor “slavishly follow the 

commands of fashion.”59 She must be stringent about detail—colors and styles were now 

“unforgiving” on her, and she must be meticulous about her hair, clothing, and exercise. 

                                                
55 Vital Statistics, Bureau of the Census, United States Life Tables, Table No. HS-3. 
Population by Age: 1900 to 2002. Historical National Population Estimates, National 
Intercensal Tables, PE-11, available at: https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-
series/demo/popest/pre-1980-national.html. Populations of women and men over the age 
of sixty-five were roughly equal in 1900, and those over sixty-five comprised 
approximately four percent of the U.S. population. 

56 “The Gospels of Beauty: No. XII: After Forty,” Vogue 79 no. 12 (Jun 15, 1932): 38, 
39, 84. 

57 On the discursive shifts of anti-aging rhetoric from morality to commercial savvy in 
British fin de siècle print culture, see: Jessica P. Clark, “‘Clever Ministrations’: 
Regenerative Beauty at the Fin de Siecle” Palgrave Communications 3 no. 47 (December 
12, 2017). 

58 Helen Oldfield, “Men Prefer Roses to Rosebuds,” Washington Post (April 30, 1905): 
G7. 

59 “Beauty: The Woman Over Forty,” Vogue 42, no. 7 (October 1, 1913): 92. 
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“If a woman has passed a certain age and finds it necessary to rouge, let it be after 

candlelight; let her costume be perfect, her toilette finished to the last thread—then only 

is it safe to rouge,” wrote readers in the Baltimore Sun in 1912.60 She must navigate 

“Between Scylla and Charbdyis,” explained Vogue’s “Beauty Gospels” in 1913, but the 

“matronly woman can easily guide herself between the extremes, if she has a clear 

perception of her own needs.”61 For example, in color cosmetics, “the woman of years 

should make no mistakes…What was becoming to her youth is most certainly not 

becoming after forty or forty-five.”62 Pale purples and blues were unacceptable for 

women with white, gray, or faded hair: “These shades belong only to radiant youth; to the 

features of a woman well along in years they invariably give a pinched, a ‘lean and 

hungry’ look.” Lines on the face were affected by hair positioning: gray hair should be 

worn atop her head like a crown, otherwise “worn low, about the face or the ears and on 

the neck, it offers no contrast to a faded complexion and draws attention to the drooping 

lines of the face; in fact, it seems to make lines, since the whole effect is a sagging 

downward, and this adds years to appearance.”63 Even as makeup slowly gained 

acceptance among young women, rigid standards remained for the “older” woman. “The 

older woman must be meticulously careful of her grooming,” wrote reporter Viola Paris 

in the Washington Post in 1926. “Gay youth may sometimes be excused a certain amount 

of carelessness—though even youth is unwise to presume on such leniency—but middle 

                                                
60 “Should Women Paint?” Baltimore Sun (August 25, 1912). 

61 “Beauty: The Woman Over Forty,” 92. 

62 Ibid. 

63 Ibid. 
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age must make up in scrupulous grooming and shining daintiness what it lacks in innate 

freshness.”64 Furthermore, she should experiment “cautiously” with the “less vivid shades 

of rouge and lipstick, remembering that gray or white hair often demands more color than 

the blond or brown hair that she used to view in the mirror.”65 Following these guidelines 

with utmost care, a woman could “take at least five years from her seeming age.”66 Paris 

also warned that in fashion as in makeup, women past a certain age needed to be 

“ruthless.” “Many older women were attracted by the corsetless fad of a few years ago,” 

she continued. “To such a woman I would say: be ruthless with yourself…force yourself 

to see yourself as you are; compare yourself with the girls whom you see on the street. 

Then go away and—don’t do likewise. For you, alas, can’t afford it.”67  

Historians have charted the democratization of beauty in the early twentieth 

century—that every woman had the right, duty, and opportunity to pursue her best 

looks—yet, the entirety of an “older” woman’s beauty regimen was consumed by “taking 

years off” her appearance.68 Young women could use cosmetics to declare sexual 

maturity and assert their independence, at the potential expense of appearing “tawdry,” 

but given the integral nature of youth to beauty, older women faced stringent standards 

                                                
64 Viola Paris, “Where the Older Woman Goes Wrong: Ten Mistakes in Beauty That the 
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65 Ibid. 

66 Ibid. 

67 Ibid. 

68 On democratizing beauty, see: Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 121-136 and Marlis Schweitzer, 
“‘The Mad Search for Beauty’: Actresses' Testimonials, the Cosmetics Industry, and the 
‘Democratization of Beauty,’” Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 4, no. 3 
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and an all-encompassing aim of shaving years off of her appearance. Each choice was 

based on the effect of adding or subtracting years from her appearance. If a woman 

managed to navigate the thin line of cosmetics use—meticulous, savvy, “ruthless,” and 

investing just the right amount of money and time to look “younger”—the “older 

woman” was promised that she might, for a while, maintain a “dignified charm,” take 

five years off her appearance, or even “overshadow the poor little ingénue.”69 The 

“democratization” of beauty came at a price—one particularly costly to women who 

desired to follow social norms of beauty as they aged. New standards, additional 

products, more exacting uses of those products met the aging woman. Beauty and old 

age, even hints of old age, were fundamentally at odds: for a woman to remain beautiful, 

she must not grow old; but if a woman grew old, she must work ever more meticulously 

to shave years off her appearance for diminishing returns. 

 

Eliminating “Evil”: Medical Responses to Cosmetic Pursuits  

Turn of the twentieth century dermatologists disparaged the “frivolous subject of 

makeup and hairdressing and removing wrinkles,” explaining that wrinkles were not 

painful or life threatening, and were “secondary” to their concerns.70 Physicians 

interceded, however, when poisonous cosmetics or surgical problems put women’s health 

and safety at risk. They made house calls when women experienced lead palsies 

including “drop hand” or “mysterious paralysis” of their faces, skin reactions from 

mercury-laden products or corrosive face washes, “severe shock” from new beauty 
                                                
69 Oldfield, “Men Prefer Roses.” 

70 Review of “The Boudoir Companion,” Journal of the American Medical Association 
XXXVI no.21 (May 25, 1901):1487. 
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treatments such as electricity, and a range of other symptoms eventually traced to harmful 

cosmetics or dangerous beauty practices.71 In 1870, Metropolitan Bureau of Health 

chemist Charles F. Chandler published a report on dangerous chemicals in lotions, 

enamels, powders, and hair tonics, including the presence of mercury and lead acetate, 

known to cause fatigue, weight loss, gastrointestinal and neurological symptoms, and 

even death in women.72 Liquid preparations and white powders had the highest 

concentrations of “mineral poisons,” including lead and mercury, and reports of lead 

contamination continued into the 1930s.  

Invasive attempts to remove wrinkles through injections and surgeries also 

attracted clinical rebuke, particularly in cases of death and disfigurement, and case 

reports on particular substances were published in medical journals and incorporated into 

dermatology textbooks.73 Paraffin, a white or colorless waxy substance derived from 

petroleum, became increasingly common in the early twentieth century as beauty 

specialists and the occasional surgeon began experimenting the substance to smooth out 

wrinkles. The material plumped and filled out hollows and folds, but also had a tendency 

to migrate, and in rare cases, caused inflammation and fibrous growths several months 
                                                
71 Clifford Mitchell, “Physiological Chemistry: The Use of Cosmetics” American 
Observer Medical Monthly (July 1, 1880): 321 and “Rubbing Out Wrinkles,” Boston 
Daily Globe (June 9, 1895): 29. 

72 Laird’s “Bloom of Youth” in particular was linked with three women’s deaths due to 
lead poisoning in 1869, but did not test positive for lead at the time of report the 
following year. H.W. Woltman, “Lead Poisoning from Face Enamel,” Journal of the 
American Medical Association 79 (Nov 11, 1922): 1685.  

73 Paraffin wax had been injected as early as 1899 as a testicular prosthesis, and the 
substance became more widely used in the first two decades of the twentieth century, 
injected into faces and breasts to plump the skin. After the First World War, paraffin wax 
injections declined while other plastic surgery procedures and cosmetics use expanded. 
Haiken, Venus Envy, 20-28. 
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after injection. In 1906, for example, Cincinnati physician Meyer L. Heidingsfeld 

recorded two cases in which paraffin had been injected by “quacks,” “self-styled 

dermatologists,” and other “female beautifiers” for the removal of wrinkles or hollows 

about the face and neck.74,75 One woman was left “disfigured by some unsightly lumps 

situated beneath each eye, at the angles of the mouth… which varied in size from a pea to 

a large English walnut,”76 while the other ended up with an “elongated yellowish red, 

glistening mass, closely adherent to the skin and resembling a keloid in its gross 

appearance.”77 The American Medical Association reported that “a few cases are coming 

to light which indicate a possible accident from the use of paraffin for prosthetic 

purposes” citing Heidingsfeld and a similar case reported to the Chicago Dermatological 

Society, resulting in “tissue overgrowth” and “deformity.” The AMA stated, “These 

accidents suggest that before one uses paraffin for the relief of trivial troubles like 

wrinkles he should ponder the possibility of an untoward result,” and concluded that it 

was “exceedingly questionable,” even unjustifiable, for paraffin to be used “for the 

treatment of slight cosmetic troubles.”78 Dermatology textbooks incorporated 

                                                
74 M.L. Heidingsfeld, “Histo-Pathology of Paraffin Prosthesis,” Journal of Cutaneous 
Diseases (November 1906): 513-520. 

75 In a crowded medical marketplace, physicians targeted beauty specialists, “self-styled 
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76 Ibid, 515. 

77 Ibid, 516. 

78 “A Remote Danger of Paraffin Prosthesis,” Journal of the American Medical 
Association XLVIII no.2 (May 18, 1907):1682-1683. 
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Heidingsfeld’s cross-sections of the resulting tumors at the injection sites and explained 

the “considerable vogue” of paraffin on rare occasion produced “disfigurements…so 

incomparably worse than the original defects [of wrinkles and depressions about the face] 

that the possibility of the accident renders unjustifiable attempts at paraffin prosthesis for 

the correction of trivial facial defects.”79 In addition to paraffin, beauty specialists and 

surgeons were beginning to experiment chemical pastes and peels and various techniques 

for altering the nose and other features. Although plastic surgery was neither a medical 

specialty nor a significant cultural phenomenon prior to the 1920s, surgeons and those 

without formal medical training developed an expanding arsenal of operations and 

injections to remove wrinkles and reshape faces, inciting clinical concern in response to 

their risks.80 

As cosmetics became “the mode” the 1910s and increasingly in the 1920s, 

dermatologists lamented the rise of dermatoses—skin reactions—to the products. A panel 

of physicians gathered in 1924 to discuss the “great and alarming increase in the 

dermatoses due to these various cosmetics” and “along with this a coincident increase in 

the dangers due to their use.”81 “What was once considered poor form is now the mode 

with the average woman,” the panel chair explained. “Most women paint; all of them use 

powders of different types,” he said, and questioned, “What shall we as a section and as 
                                                
79 William Allen Pusey, The Principles and Practice of Dermatology: Designed for 
Students and Practitioners, 2nd ed., (New York and London: D. Appleton and Company, 
1911), 865-867 and William Allen Pusey, The Principles and Practice of Dermatology: 
Designed for Students and Practitioners, 3rd ed. (New York and London: D. Appleton 
and Company, 1917), 1008-1010. 

80 Haiken, Venus Envy, 19-22. 

81 H.N. Cole, “The Dermatoses due to Cosmetics,” Journal of the American Medical 
Association 82 no. 24 (June 14, 1924): 1909. 
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physicians do to alleviate this evil?”82 The physicians discussed the “poisonous 

preparations” including lead, mercury, arsenic or paraphenylendiamin as well as the 

range of bacteria that made their way into creams, powders, lipsticks, rouges, and hair 

dyes. They described women with eyes swollen shut, facial tumors, chemical burns, 

disfigurement, and death as a result of poisonous cosmetics.83 Many were convinced that 

women would not purchase such harmful products knowingly—“if the public were 

conversant with these facts, how long would it take for the sales to drop enormously?”84 

Although the “esthetics of cosmetics are the concern of the physician only secondarily,” 

they concluded, “we should do everything in our power to call to the attention of the 

public the damage resulting from their use.”85 The following year, the American Medical 

Association reiterated, “It is hardly our place to discuss the esthetic side of cosmetics,” 

but “we continue to see patients who have had wrinkles or sunken areas in the face or 

neck ‘filled out’ with some foreign material, usually paraffin… we believe that all of 

them have serious trouble at some time…Nature’s attempt to wall off the foreign material 

by fibrosis causes the disfiguring masses.” 86 Cauterizing agents such as phenol (carbolic 

acid), were painted over the face and neck “with the idea that the resultant superficial 

                                                
82 Ibid. 

83 Examples of cosmetic-related death and disfigurement in this period abound. Kathy 
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84 Cole, “The Dermatoses due to Cosmetics,” 1909. 
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fibrosis would remove the wrinkles,” and had already resulted in two deaths.87 They 

discussed the duties of the medical profession to address topical and surgical wrinkle-

removing dangers, and encouraged legislation prohibiting the use of harmful chemicals 

and restricting the practice of “unlicensed charlatans and beauty specialists.” The editor 

of Hygeia, the American Medical Association’s popular magazine, also explained that 

public education should be a priority as he was “flooded constantly with requests for not 

negative information but positive information.”88 Women wanted to know what products 

they could use safely, he explained. Finally, another physician advocated for the 

eradication of the practice as a whole, suggesting, “have somebody set the style of going 

without cosmetics.”89 Physicians advocated for legislation, education, and eradication—

regulating non-physicians and cosmetic ingredients, educating the public on the dangers 

of cosmetics, and even eradicating the practice of beautifying and wrinkle removal. 

Wrinkles, in their view, were only a health problem insofar as cosmetics and surgeries 

produced risks of death or disfigurement to women’s health. 

The products available for fighting wrinkles, however, continued to soar—

toiletries and cosmetic sales rose from approximately $40 million in 1914 to $378 million 

in 1929.90 By 1930, women could choose from three thousand different types of powder 
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88 Ibid, 2002. 
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90 Statistics from the Toilet Goods Association, in Louis Bader and Sidney Picker, 
Marketing Drugs and Cosmetics (New York: Van Nostrand, 1947), 7 and Geoffrey Jones, 
Beauty Imagined: A History of the Global Beauty Industry (Oxford: Oxford University 
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and hundreds of rouges and lipsticks.91 Women could buy cosmetics in high-end salons 

and department stores, as well as ten-cent variety stores and through door-to-door sales.92 

Individual brands and product lines also expanded—J. Walter Thompson, emerging 

leader in the “Madison Avenue” advertising industry, led a campaign for Pond’s, 

increasing sales of its face creams from $307,000 to $1.6 million between 1916 and 

1923.93 The company marketed a cold cream for nighttime cleansing and a vanishing 

cream for daytime, and both were featured in advertisements describing their properties 

in acquiring a “fresh, dainty complexion,” fending off “Cold, Wind, Dust, Fatigue, 

Time…working to mar one’s beauty” and creating “the most charming and youthful 

complexions imaginable.”94 Elizabeth Arden launched her high-end beauty company in 

1910 and placed her first cream, the Venetian, in department stores in 1914. The 

Venetian marketed that “paying the price” of beauty would help women to “look many 

years younger than you really are!”95 As the advertising industry flourished, mergers of 
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soap, pharmaceutical, and cosmetics companies formed large business conglomerates that 

sold toiletries and cosmetics to mass markets.96  

Women sought advice to parse through the myriad of products at their fingertips. 

One central source of information on cosmetics became the consumers’ rights 

organization, Consumers’ Research Inc. Founded as the Consumers’ Club in 1927 by 

Frederick J. Schlink, the club was incorporated in 1929 and became the first national 

testing and ratings organization for consumer products.97 Schlink had worked at the 

United States Bureau of Standards and American Standards Association, and concerned 

about advertising integrity, set out to “develop an art and a science of consumption by the 

use of which ultimate consumers may defend themselves against the aggressions of 

advertising and salesmanship.”98 The Club produced the Consumers’ Club Commodity 

List in 1927 and subsequently the Consumers’ Research Bulletin and Annual Handbooks 

of Buying, which provided testing reports and product recommendations for shoppers on 

how to best spend their money. The 1929 Annual Handbook of Buying included 

cosmetics, but women clamored for more information, writing to the organization for 
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advice on particular brands. Mary Catherine Phillips, an employee at Consumers’ 

Research, responded with Skin Deep in 1934, which became a landmark guide and a 

bestseller helping women sort through false claims and get the best value for their money. 

“In one of the Consumers’ Research Handbooks of Buying,” she explained, “the 

treatment was not sufficiently detailed to satisfy numerous women readers, who wrote 

letters in great number to the authors asking for advice on this or that particular brand 

which had not been mentioned.”99 “Skin Deep is, in part, an attempt to meet the need so 

clearly expressed in these requests.”100 In a vast beauty market, the book provided a 

practical guide evaluating a range of products and providing recommendations for the 

ones considered safe and well-priced. It provided lists of known dangers in bleaching 

agents, depilatories, hair dyes, and astringents, as well as “safe” products in these 

categories alongside sunburn preventives, and “specialized” products such as facial 

masks and hormone creams. It warned women of heavy metals in face powders and 

lipsticks and steered women away from particularly outlandish claims made about the 

benefits of turtle oil and mud masks. Phillips acknowledged the difficulty women faced 

in understanding products when even “a magazine like Vogue or a Fifth Avenue, New 

York, store like Lord & Taylor accepted the advertising and carried the merchandise” of 

harmful, even deadly cosmetics.101 “This air of mystery and burning of incense before the 

Altar of Beauty is probably what exasperates so thoroughly the learned dermatologists 

and doctors who have written wisely but in a somewhat superior fashion on the subject of 
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cosmetics,” she wrote. “Many doctors say that the face had best be washed with soap and 

water and left alone,” however, “This pooh-poohing attitude, therefore, tends to put her [a 

woman] on the defensive and in a state of mind where she is eager to believe the trade 

puffs of the newspaper and magazine cosmetic columns.”102 Skin Deep did not impugn 

cosmetics but aimed to help women understand advertising claims, the dangers of certain 

ingredients, and determine how and on what to spend their money. “Those credulous 

women who will still insist upon pursuing the Fountain of Youth in drug stores and 

beauty parlors need read no further,” the book explained.103 It would provide “a 

knowledge of the ingredients of cosmetics and their limited functions” so women could 

choose to purchase products of value to include in their “carefully applied makeup,” or 

avoid glittering bottles with worthless or harmful ingredients.104  

Skin Deep relied on studies conducted by external researchers, physicians 

publishing in medical journals, and employees of state boards of health, and also 

conducted in-house testing using Consumers’ Research staff as volunteers.105 The book’s 

critiques focused on product ingredients, safety, and relative value within a product 

category, but did not question specific claims of youth used to entice women to purchase 

the products. For example, Consumers’ Research volunteers tested sunburn preventives, 

watched their arms turn “shades of red and pink,” and determined for many of the 

                                                
102 Phillips, Skin Deep, 6-7. 

103 Ibid., 5. 

104 Ibid., 5, 7, 17. 

105 For medical reports included in Skin Deep, see: R.M.B. MacKenna, British Medical 
Journal (May 17, 1930). On Lash-Lure, see: Phillips, Skin Deep, 53-54 and Samuel 
Ayres and Nelson Paul Anderson, “Acne Rosacea,” Journal of the American Medical 
Association (March 4, 1933). 
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products, “one might as well throw the dollar, which is the cost of a bottle, into the waste 

basket in the first place.”106 For sun formulations, they deemed Noburn and Skol “were 

most effective,” and Elizabeth Arden’s Sunburn Cream, Dorothy Gray’s Sunburn Cream, 

and to a lesser extent, Helena Rubinstein’s sunproof cream, “will probably be effective in 

preventing sunburn in most cases.”107 They failed to note, however, that many of the 

products included not only claims to sunburn prevention but also claims to youth. Helena 

Rubinstein advertised her sunproof cream in Vogue’s July issue, among others, the year 

Skin Deep was published, claiming it “neutralizes actinic rays which burn, age the 

skin.”108 Helena Rubinstein also advertised the sunproof cream alongside an herbal 

cleansing cream that infused “new youth” into the skin, another called the “Youthifying 

tissue cream” for squint lines, and a water lily lipstick that claimed to restore “softness 

and lustre of youth in the lips.”109 Lipsticks such as the Angelus Rouge Incarnat were 

endorsed by Consumers’ Research as safe and “free of metals” while they published 

advertisements claiming their lipstick would create a “virginal modesty” and the look of a 

“jeune fille.”110 Skin Deep also addressed a few “specialized creams” claiming to 

“remake old, used faces overnight into brand new ones.” “Remember the mud clay facial 

                                                
106 Ibid, 108. 

107 Ibid, 109. Consumers’ Research followed L. Stambovsky’s protocol for skin testing 
strips on the arm and placing under a quartz mercury-vapor lamp, and whose arms turned 
a “variety of stripes of different shades of red and pink,” 107. 

108 Advertisement for Helena Rubinstein, Vogue 84 no. 1 (July 1, 1934): 65. 

109 Indeed, half of the cosmetics advertised in the issue proffered claims to restore youth, 
“melt” age lines, or create a “virginal modesty” “jeune fille.” Advertisements for Helena 
Rubinstein, Junis Facial Cream, Angelus Rouge Incarnat, respectively, Vogue 84 no. 1 
(July 1, 1934): 65, 67, 14.  

110 Phillips, Skin Deep, 50 and Angelus Rouge Incarnat, Vogue 84 no. 1 (July 1, 1934): 14. 
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packs that burst upon the gaze of the waiting feminine world some ten years ago and 

were to achieve such miraculous results?” 111 The “very expensive mud” left “the same 

face unchanged,” but “on the whole it was comparatively harmless compared with some 

of the preparations you are urged to use.”112 Phillips emphasized that the “need for being 

cautious in the use of cosmetics, however, does not obligate one to give up the use of all 

cosmetics…little harm will come from the use of ordinary cold cream, face powders, 

talcums, and rouge.”113 She continued, “Cold creams, particularly those of the lanolin 

type, are efficacious in lubricating the skin when it is inclined to be excessively dry or 

chapped…To cold cream, face powder, talcum, and rouge, add toilet lanolin for the 

hands, a mild toilet soap, and you have a group of beauty preparations that can probably 

be used with impunity.”114  

Yet, even cold creams and toilet soaps marketed their youth-giving properties and 

these particular claims proceeded largely unchecked in a terrain of sensational advertising 

and potentially disfiguring products. Evaluating toilet soaps, Consumers’ Research tested 

for water content, salt, free fatty acids, free alkalis, rosins, and other finely ground 

materials and compared prices in a given category, but did not evaluate their claims about 

youthful skin. They tested Ivory Soap’s claim of being “99-44/100% Pure,” and found 

impurities slightly above their promise of 1.1 percent, but recommended the product 

                                                
111 Phillips, Skin Deep, 126. 

112 Ibid, 126, 130. 

113 Ibid., 12-13. 

114 Ibid, 12-13. 
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anyway.115 That year, Procter & Gamble ran an advertisement for its Ivory Flakes Soap, 

showing a woman looking into a hand mirror exclaiming, “A Wrinkle! I’m getting old!” 

and warning, “But Lady, ‘dishpan hands’ make you look older than a wrinkle does.” 116 

The advertisement continued, “Middle-aged hands’ often make people add three to five 

years to your age…yet it’s easy to guard against those criss-cross wrinkles on your 

knuckles.” It promised a “gentle Ivory bath” as the solution to “keep your hands 

young.”117 Skin Deep nevertheless endorsed: “Ivory Soap is a good, first-rate, 

economically priced soap.”118 Colgate Palmolive, which also received Skin Deep’s 

supportive review, similarly advertised, “A Wife can blame herself if she loses love by 

getting ‘middle-aged’ skin…Palmolive is made with olive and palm oils…for dry, lifeless 

skin.” The campaigns of these consumer product conglomerates circulated in national 

newspapers and magazines in the 1920s and 1930s, and developed enough familiarity 

with the term “middle-aged skin” and “dishpan hands” that by 1945, women signed off 

sartorially from beauty advice columns as “just another housewife with dishpan 

hands.”119 While the fanciful claims of “very expensive mud” and the “do-or-die 

cosmetic suggestions of the Arden-Gray-Rubenstein skin-beauty virtuosos” attracted 

critical attention, quotidian toilet soaps also marketed their products on the foundations of 

                                                
115 Phillips, Skin Deep, 163-4. 

116 Ivory Soap, Procter & Gamble, 1937, Duke Ad*Access Digital Collection, Duke 
University. 

117 Ibid. 

118 Phillips, Skin Deep, 163-4. 

119 Evelyn Swann, “The Feminine Viewpoint” New Journal and Guide [Norfolk, VA] 
(November 10, 1945), A21. 
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youth as a critical component to beauty and femininity.120 They, too, shaped women’s 

understanding of beauty and contributed their desires to “experimen[t] with their ring-

around-the-rosey procedures all this time,” and in doing so, to “spen[d] a small 

fortune.”121 Skin Deep provided a practical guide to “protecting the unwarned women 

who are not aware of the hazards involved in the use of certain cosmetics”122 and shored 

up the pocketbooks of many others to “go back to my good old soap,”123 yet claims of 

youthful, unwrinkled skin pervaded the marketing claims of even trusty old soap.  

                                                
120 Letter from Miss Helen Steiner on January 7, 1935, Consumers’ Research, March 20, 
1935, Box 62, 1934-1935, Consumers’ Research Inc., 1910-1983, Special Collections 
and University Archives, Rutgers University Libraries, New Brunswick, NJ. Hereafter 
CRI, Rutgers University. 

121 Letter from Miss Helen Steiner to Consumer’s Research, January 7, 1935, Box 62, 
1934-1935, CRI, Rutgers University. 

122 Phillips, Skin Deep, 132-3. 

123 Letter from Margaret P. Weber to Consumers’ Research, March 20, 1935, Box 62, 
1934-1935, CRI, Rutgers University. 
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Fig. 13: A Wrinkle! I’m Getting Old! Source: Ivory Soap Advertisement, Procter & 
Gamble, 1937, Ad*Access, Duke University. 
 

Irvin Haas Blank and the Rise of Dermatology Research 

Skin irritations from toilet soaps—hand dermatitis—attracted medical attention 

from researchers and provided a new product category of investigation for a field turning 

its focus to basic sciences and clinical research. In the 1930s, American dermatologists 

faced a competitive marketplace and sought to increase disciplinary status within medical 

institutions.124 They articulated the importance of developing original research 

                                                
124 In the second half of the nineteenth century, U.S. physicians traveled to England, 
France, and later Germany and Austria to train in dermatology, returning to establish 
hospitals, dispensaries, medical societies, and university positions in the United States. In 
Boston, James Clarke White delivered a series of six “university” lectures in 1863, 
opened the first ward for skin diseases in North America in 1870, and in 1871 
Massachusetts General Hospital established a dermatology service and Harvard Medical 
School established a chair of dermatology, and White was appointed to both. In 
Philadelphia, Louis Duhring established an esteemed tradition of dermatology at the 
University of Pennsylvania, and dermatologists in New York City founded the New York 
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contributions exemplified by European investigative traditions and established three of 

the major professional dermatology societies during the decade—the American Board of 

Dermatology in 1932, the American Academy of Dermatology in 1938, and the Society 

for Investigative Dermatology with its accompanying journal in 1938. In the inaugural 

issue of the Journal for Investigative Dermatology in February of 1938, the editors 

explained, “a new Dermatologic Society and Journal, placing special emphasis on 

investigative work, as contrasted with purely clinical reports, would not only have a 

place, but would be calculated to enable American Dermatology and Syphilology to 

occupy its merited high position among medical specialties.”125 The editors welcomed 

“all experiments and studies in syphilology and venereology and skin studies in all fields 

of medicine and the allied sciences” to “demonstrate the fact that dermatology has 

emerged from a state of purely morphologic, static and dead description and 

classification” and into “a living, integral part of modern medicine…not only 

                                                                                                                                            
Dermatological Society in 1869, which met in the home of Henry Bulkley and is the 
oldest dermatological society in continuous existence, and the American Dermatological 
Association was organized seven years later. On research traditions and training in 
dermatology, see: John T. Parrish and Lawrence C. Crissey, The Dermatology and 
Syphilology of the Nineteenth Century (New York: Praeger, 1981). On the specialization 
of dermatology and venereology, particularly from an international perspective, see: 
George Weisz, “Medical Directories and Medical Specialization in France, Britain, and 
the United States,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 71 no. 1 (Spring 1997): 23-68. 
Also see: Mark C. Valentine, “The Beginnings of Dermatology: A Brief Review,” 
Dermatology Nursing 11 no. 1 (Feb 1999): 25-33. In addition, interest in industrial 
dermatitis dated back to the mid-nineteenth century: Ray O. Noojin, “Brief History of 
Industrial Dermatology,” AMA Archives of Dermatology and Syphilology 70 no. 6 
(December 1954): 723-731. 

125 “Announcement,” Journal of Investigative Dermatology, 1, no. 1 (February 1938): 1-3. 
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indispensable to modern dermatology and dermatologists, but also an invaluable asset to 

every branch of medicine and medical science.”126,127  

One of the first professional investigative dermatology researchers in the United 

States was Irvin Haas Blank, who began a sixty-year career with Harvard Medical School 

and Massachusetts General Hospital in the mid-1930s, served on the editorial board of 

the Journal of Investigative Dermatology (1956-1961) and the American Medical 

Association’s Committee on Cosmetics (1951-1962). After completing his undergraduate 

degree in chemical engineering and earning his PhD in bacteriology both from the 

University of Cincinnati, Blank left for Boston to begin a research fellowship in botany at 

Harvard University in 1934. Two years later, he became a Research Fellow in 

Dermatology at Harvard, and his position at the Department of Dermatology became its 

first industry-funded fellowship, supported by the National Oil Products Company.128 

Blank also affiliated with the Massachusetts General Hospital as a Research Fellow in 

Dermatology in 1938. Known for his contributions to clinical understanding of skin 
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127 Despite the shared roots of dermatology and venereology, Allan M. Brandt has shown 
that certain venereal diseases such as syphilis moved between dermatology and urology 
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permeability and pH, the development of the modern surgical scrub, and called the 

“father of moisturizers” by the Society of Cosmetic Chemists, Blank fostered 

partnerships with the cosmetics industry, participated extensively in professional 

societies, and conducted wide ranging research that in many ways reflected the changing 

preoccupations of investigative dermatology over the course of the twentieth century.  

Blank’s early research focused on analyzing changes in the pH of the skin, the 

effects of detergents on the skin, skin allergens, and the role of the stratum corneum (the 

outer layer of the skin) in barrier functions. He conducted tests on the use of sulfated oils 

as cleansers, the action of lauric and oleic acids on the skin, and the effect of ointment 

bases on the skin, and published on the ways they altered the pH of the skin and created 

irritation, or dermatitis.129 In 1942, he wrote to Lever Brothers, Colgate Palmolive, 

Procter & Gamble, and forty-four other cosmetics and consumer products companies to 

conduct skin tests using their soaps.130 He applied to display the results in the Scientific 

Exhibit at the American Medical Association meeting in Chicago in June of 1942. While 

Blank relied on industry cooperation to furnish samples for his patch tests, several 

companies eagerly complied, sending Blank cutaneous detergents and offering additional 

samples to address other product categories. Procter & Gamble, for example, sent three 

                                                
129 Irvin Haas Blank Raw Laboratory Research Data, Notebooks, Box 1, Irvin Haas Blank 
Papers, HMS c 160, Center for the History of Medicine Francis A. Countway Library of 
Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA (hereafter cited as Blank Papers, HMS). 

130 Blank’s correspondence list for the exhibit included forty-four cosmetics, consumer 
products, and pharmaceutical companies, including Procter & Gamble, Colgate 
Palmolive, Westwood Pharmaceuticals, Lever brothers, Almay Pharmaceuticals, Smith, 
Kline and French laboratories, Ciba Co., Merck & Co., Bristol-Meyers Co., Jergens, 
Stiefel, Yardley & Co., Duke Laboratories, Dorothy Gray, Helena Rubinstein, Luzier’s 
Inc., Marcelle, Elizabeth Arden. Irvin Haas Blank Papers, “Addresses to Which Letters 
Were Sent,” Box 9, Blank Papers, HMS.  
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samples of cutaneous detergents, including one outside of Blank’s request that 

nonetheless “may be of interest to you” and asked for reprints of his recent article in 

JAMA. Almay sent samples and encouraged Blank, “please don’t hesitate to call upon us” 

with any further requests.131 Stiefel Medicinal Soaps did not have products that fit 

Blank’s request but encouraged “we would be only too glad to furnish a representative 

display of any of our products which may be of interest to you” and wanted to “assur[e] 

you of our desire to cooperate with you in any way possible.”132 Blank used the samples 

to conduct patch tests, a method disseminated in dermatology circles in the late 

nineteenth century, elaborated and standardized throughout the following decades, to 

determine changes in the skin’s pH and resulting irritation of the skin from the use of 

different soaps.133 The AMA accepted his exhibit but refused to display the product’s 

packaging alongside the skin tests, concerned that the “exhibit should not serve as puff 

for any one product.”134 The AMA Committee allowed packaging information to be 

                                                
131 Alfred S. Woititz to Irvin H. Blank, May 13, 1942, AMA Exhibit Correspondence, 
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132 A.C. Steifel to Irvin H. Blank, April 7, 1942, AMA Exhibit Correspondence, Box 9, 
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included in reprints distributed in conjunction with the exhibit—Blank promptly sent the 

director of the Venereal Disease Research Laboratory of the U.S. Public Health Service, 

R.C. Arnold, reprints of his exhibit complete with the packaging information for Ivory 

Soap.135  

  

                                                
135 Letter from R.C. Arnold to Dr. I. H. Blank, June 25, 1942, AMA Exhibit 
Correspondence, Box 9, Blank Papers, HMS. 
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FIGURE 14 

       

 
Fig. 14: Patch Tests of Cutaneous Detergents. Source: AMA Exhibit, June 23-25, 1942, 
Blank Papers, HMS. 

 
Following the AMA exhibit, Blank developed lasting relationships with several 

cosmetics and consumer products companies emphasizing the role of emollients on the 

skin, Vitamin A in controlling acne, and antibacterial activity of particular compounds on 
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the skin. He brought company researchers and representatives to tour his facilities at 

Harvard and solicited financial partnerships with Colgate Palmolive, Johnson & Johnson, 

Helena Rubinstein, and White Laboratories. When he joined the American Medical 

Association’s Committee on Cosmetics in 1951, and rewrote the guidelines in 1955, he 

emphasized tailoring the new statement to a more congenial relationship with the 

industry. “I am convinced that one of the reasons that our committee has not been as 

effective as it might have been has been the lack of cooperation and respect that the 

cosmetic industry has manifest,” he wrote to AMA Committee on Cosmetics Secretary, 

Veronica Conley, in 1955. “If the committee got an original bad start with the industry, 

perhaps one of the things the cosmetic manufacturers disliked was the statement of 

objectives. We now have a chance to make a new statement… an attempt should be made 

to word that statement so that it will not alienate the industry. I believe this can be done 

without having to compromise ourselves.”136 

Blank prioritized communication between investigative dermatologists, clinical 

dermatologists, basic sciences researchers, and the cosmetics industry. In 1956, Johnson 

& Johnson researcher James W. Bothwell wrote to Blank expressing his interest in the 

research presented at the Society for Investigative Dermatology’s annual meeting. “I 

understand that the Society for Investigative Dermatology are not of a public nature but 

that investigators in the field can be issued invitations,” Bothwell wrote. “I feel that by 

listening to the papers and discussions of those seriously interested in learning about the 

more basic principles of dermatology, I can get a clearer picture of the present knowledge 

                                                
136 Irvin H. Blank to Veronica Conley, April 29, 1955, AMA Committee on Cosmetics, 
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and limitations.”137 He also noted, in other words, that time is money: “By the time the 

papers are printed in the Societies Journals, the information is often many months old. It 

is frustrating to have to wait several months to find out what has already become general 

knowledge.”138 Blank, newly appointed to the editorial board of the Journal for 

Investigative Dermatology, ensured Bothwell he would be welcome at the conference and 

that the Society’s meeting was not closed to the public. Blank encouraged Bothwell to 

join the Society for Investigative Dermatology as a member and invited Bothwell to visit 

his laboratory in Boston. Two years later, in 1958, Blank was awarded the Society for 

Cosmetic Chemists Fifth Special Award for his work on the hydration of the skin. 

Professor of Dermatology Leon Goldman of the University of Cincinnati presented Blank 

with the award, acknowledging his moniker as the “father of moisturizers” and reminding 

the audience of cosmetic chemists, “For you, his active membership and active 

participation in the Committee on Cosmetics of the American Medical Association is of 

great interest and importance.”139 In his acceptance speech, Blank acknowledged his 

hard-working technicians, research assistants, colleagues, and friends. He also 

emphasized the need to smooth the “existence of an uneasy relationship between 

dermatologists and cosmetic chemists,” referencing a recent interchange in a trade 

journal. An unsigned note had stated that the “relation between chemists and 

                                                
137 James W. Bothwell to Irvin H. Blank, April 13, 1956, Box 7, Johnson & Johnson, 
Blank Papers, HMS. 

138 Ibid., Bothwell to Blank, April 13, 1956. 

139 Blank was awarded the Fifth Special Award in 1958, and presented the certificate and 
prize at an award ceremony held on May 9, 1959. The ceremony proceedings were 
published in the Journal of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists, 10 no. 5 (July 1959): 359-
368. Quote on 360.  
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dermatologists in cosmetics remains an uneasy one, aggravated more often than eased 

when there is direct contact between the two. The dermatologists… are prone to assume 

the customary physician’s stance of infallibility,” while the “chemists in the cosmetic 

industry have welcomed the interest of dermatologists and gone out of their way to invite 

this interest.”140 Blank used the remainder of his acceptance speech to address these 

tensions in hope that “some improvement will result.” He explained, as a researcher 

trained in bacteriology and botany, “I am neither a dermatologist nor a cosmetic chemist, 

so, hopefully I can look at this statement through neutral eyes.”141 He urged 

communication and research: “Let us all work together to build up bigger and more 

sturdy foundations—cosmetic chemists, biochemists, physical chemists, biologists, 

dermatologists, management, advertising copywriters. Let us open all possible channels 

for free communication.”142 He emphasized that communication between parties would 

facilitate “enlarging this body of sound basic facts.” Ultimately, he concluded, “From 

such communication ideas originate; profit comes to all.”143 Blank’s conclusion left open 

to interpretation the meaning of “profit”—the benefits of idea generation, development of 

“sound basic facts,” alleviation of human suffering and individual concerns, and of 

course, the potential financial gains from timely knowledge, rather than information 

already “several months old.”144  

                                                
140 Irvin H. Blank, “Water on Troubled Skins,” Journal of Cosmetic Science 10 no. 5 
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141 Ibid., 363. 

142 Ibid., 366. 

143 Ibid. 

144 As noted by Bothwell in his correspondence with Blank. 
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Profits would, indeed, come to many, but not only through the communication 

encouraged by the “father of moisturizers.” A new orientation to the sun, and the 

reconfiguration of wrinkled skin as a product of its rays, would join researchers, 

clinicians, public health officials, cosmetic chemists, industry managers, and advertising 

copywriters in a profoundly aligned message of health, consumption, and anti-aging.  

 

From Senile Elastosis to Photoaging: Ultraviolet Radiation, Sunscreens, and “Premature 

Aging”  

In 1957, the year before Blank was awarded the Society for Cosmetic Chemists 

Special Award, Herbert Z. Lund and Robert I. Sommerville, published a research article 

substantiating the effects of the environment—specifically the sun—on aging skin. “It 

has long been recognized that basophilic degeneration is a characteristic of the exposed 

skin…and not related to aging alone,” they wrote, but prior research had not produced 

data supporting claims of “weathering” on the skin.145 They also noted that despite 

acknowledgement of weathering effects, the “common impression persists that it is a 

senile change.”146 Lund and Sommerville’s research set out to “substantiate older 

observations in regard to the anatomic distribution of the alteration” and to “add data 

which strongly suggest that prolonged exposure to sunlight is probably the most 

important factor in the development of basophilic degeneration of the skin.”147 They 

examined 502 biopsies of skin from subjects across a wide range of ages and 
                                                
145 Herbert Z. Lund, Robert L. Sommerville, “Basophilic Degeneration of the Cutis,” 
American Journal of Clinical Pathology 27 no. 2 (February 1957): 183.  

146 Ibid., 183. 

147 Ibid. 
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demonstrated that areas exposed to wind, cold, rain, heat, and humidity but not the sun—

such as the palms of the hands, inner arms, and other shaded areas—did not experience 

the same changes as skin specifically exposed to the sun. Lund and Sommerville 

concluded that the term “senile elastosis” or “senile degeneration” should be removed 

from medical lexicon and replaced with basophilic or “solar elastosis” to reflect the role 

of the sun in the etiology of the skin’s changes.  

Indeed, many of the well-respected and prolific radiation researchers published 

extensively on both carcinogenic effects and aging effects of sunlight on the skin during 

the late 1950s and throughout the following decade. In 1959, J. Graham Smith and Albert 

I. Lansing supported that “elastosis,” changes in the elasticity of the skin, including 

thickening or shrinkage, bunching of collagen fibers, and the development of wrinkles, 

“is directly proportional to the degree of solar exposure.”148 They reiterated a 

recommendation to change senile to solar elastosis. An expanding roster of researchers in 

the early 1960s further characterized the effects of sunlight on the skin, expanding upon 

critical inquiries into ultraviolet radiation set in motion during and after the Second 

World War.149 Eminent dermatology researcher John M. Knox and a research team at 

                                                
148 J. Graham Smith and Albert I. Lansing, “Distribution of Solar Elastosis (Senile 
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149 Radiation research surged during and after the Second World War due to several 
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Baylor University College of Medicine, for example, emphasized that the “ultraviolet 

rays of sunlight causes premature aging” and delineated its features: “Gross changes in 

actinically [sun] damaged skin are: a dry, coarse, leathery appearance; laxity and 

wrinkling; and various pigmentary changes.”150 They explained, “Factors contributing to 

aging and premature aging of the skin have not received adequate attention. There is now 

considerable evidence that sunlight is responsible for most of the visible degenerative 

changes that occur with the passage of time.”151 The same year, J. Graham Smith, Eugene 

Davidson, and Richard Clark published their research in Nature detailing the elastic 

changes in “Chronically sun damaged skin (actinic elastosis).”152 Farrington Daniels 

reiterated the role of UV radiation on aging skin in 1964: “We note that many of the 

changes seen in the aging skin are also produced or aggravated by ionizing radiation or 

by the ultraviolet radiation of which is a particular concern to our discussion” and “we 

have pointed out that some of the changes in older skin, particularly that of senile 
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elastosis, apparently are radiation effects and not pure aging effects.” He added, “much of 

the evident aging of the skin can be avoided in white-skinned subjects by a decrease in 

solar exposure.”153 Smith and Finlayson emphasized that changes “commonly believed to 

be due to aging are primarily the effects of repeated damage to the skin from the sun.”154 

As researchers expounded on connections between and characteristics of UV exposure 

and wrinkles, they created new knowledge about wrinkled skin and provided an 

environmental underpinning for its development.  

In 1969, dermatologist Albert M. Kligman asserted in JAMA, “Sunlight, not 

innate aging, is mainly responsible for the worst manifestation of senile skin.” He 

reported that the effects of UV light and the severity of changes on the skin were an 

“indicator of sunlight damage,” rather than “intrinsic” aging.155 Kligman also reported 

that the “harmful effects of sunlight begin early and may be severe by the age of twenty,” 

and that the “final stage is one of incredible connective-tissue disorganization which 

culminates a long process of growth and decay of the elastic tissue predominantly.” 

Later-onset damage to elastic fibers reflected “punishments” for too much time in the 

sun, he concluded, and he recommended “early and pervasive education” for the joint 

risks of “skin cancer and precocious aging.”156 

                                                
153 Farrington Daniels, “Sun Exposure and Skin Aging,” New York State Journal of 
Medicine 64 (August 15, 1964): 2066-2069. 

154 J. Graham Smith, Jr. and G. Rolland Finlayson, “Dermal Connective Tissue 
Alterations with Age and Sun Damage,” Journal of the Society of Cosmetic Chemists 16 
(1965): 527-535. 

155 Albert M. Kligman, “Early Destructive Effect of Sunlight on Human Skin,” Journal of 
the American Medical Association 210 no. 13 (December 29, 1969): 2377. 

156 Ibid., 2380. On the changing nature of risk and the challenges of multi-causality, see: 
Brandt, The Cigarette Century, 105-208. 
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The paired risks and coincident research of skin cancer and aging from UV 

radiation allowed dermatologists and researchers to link healthy skin and young skin in 

new ways. As Kligman argued in 1969 and continued to emphasize in the following 

decades—wrinkled, mottled, old-looking skin reflected changes affiliated with UV 

radiation and therefore indicated damage and degeneration. “Aged skin is diseased skin,” 

he reported in JAMA in 1969, “which is in large measure preventable for those at risk.”157 

Kligman also focused his research on age-related changes in skin because, he claimed, 

“skin cancer… afflicts a minority, is curable, and by itself might be a sufficient argument 

to undertake an educational program warning against unrestrained exposure to sunlight. 

The fact is, however, that most persons are more fearful of the cosmetic adversities of 

aging than of cancer.”158,159 Kligman’s comment likely reflected the curable non-

melanoma skin cancers—basal cell and squamous cell carcinomas—that were found to 

                                                
157 Emphasis original. Kligman, “Early Destructive Effect of Sunlight,” 2377. 

158 Kligman, “Early Destructive Effect of Sunlight,” 2380. 

159 The procedure of scraping and cauterizing the area, known as curettage and 
dessication, was found to have between a ninety-five and a ninety-six percent cure rate in 
the 1960s, and some physicians attributed anything less than ninety-five percent to 
physician error. J.M. Knox, T.W. Lyles, E.M. Shapiro, and R.D. Martin, “Curettage and 
Electrodesiccation in the Treatment of Skin Cancer,” Archives of Dermatology 82 
(August 1960):197–204, Theodore A. Tromovitch, “Skin Cancer: Treatment by Curettage 
and Desiccation,” California Medicine 103 no. 2 (August 1965): 107-108. Statistics on 
basal and squamous cell carcinomas were not consistently tracked at the time, but were 
believed to account for the majority of skin cancers. In comparison to the highly curable 
basal and squamous cell carcinomas, the less common melanoma was known to be more 
deadly with a cure rate around sixty percent. On incidence and mortality rates of 
melanoma of the skin, see: SEER Cancer Statistics Review, 1975-2015, available at: 
https://seer.cancer.gov/csr/1975_2015/ Accessed May 14, 2018.  
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have a cure rate of approximately ninety-five percent at the time, and also the discussion 

amongst physicians about the difficulties of inciting public concern over sun exposure.160 

As a growing number of clinical studies in the 1970s documented the connections 

between UV radiation and its effects on wrinkled skin, mainstream media began to call 

attention to these research findings. In 1975, a Vogue article explained, “People look old, 

basically, because of damage from the sun. If you examine skin cells from sun-exposed 

areas under a microscope, you’ll find that the elastic tissue has been changed. That’s the 

real cause of most wrinkles.”161 Sunscreens advertisements continued to endorse the 

concept of a “healthy tan,” but a few also advertised their lotions would guard against 

wrinkles. Coppertone’s previous “Tan, don’t burn” and “Don’t be a Paleface” slogans 

were joined by new lotions promising consumers could get “a deep tan fast” but also that 

“a special ingredient in Coppertone actually helps keep your skin looking young.”162 

Following extensive debates and approval of the Sun Protection Factor (SPF) system by 

the OTC Committee in 1977, sunscreen advertisements began incorporating the panel’s 

statement of skin cancer and premature aging prevention into their claims. In 1979, 

Coppertone advertisements for SPF 4 “For Faces Only,” promised a “fast, dark tan for 

                                                
160 Despite the changing marketing from sun tan lotions to sun block and sunscreens 
between the 1950s and 1980s, even in the following decade, dermatologists remarked that 
convincing the public of “the healthy aspects of a pale complexion” and reducing sun 
exposure remained an “uphill battle.” John F. Browder and Betsy Beers, “Photoaging: 
Cosmetic Effects of Sun Damage,” Postgraduate Medicine 93 no. 8 (June 1993): 74. 

161 Nissa Simon, “Health Now: ‘Doctor's Corner: New Wrinkles on Wrinkles’” 165 no. 
10 Vogue (Oct 1, 1975): 227. 

162 “Don’t Be a Pale Face” and “Tan, Don’t Burn” advertisements included in Coppertone 
Files, correspondence with the Outdoor Advertising Association of America, June 12, 
1956, CS13, OAAA Archives, 1885-1990s, David M. Rubenstein Rare Book & 
Manuscript, Duke University, Durham NC.  
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most skin types” but also incorporated claims on aging skin: “May help prevent 

premature aging and wrinkling of the skin due to sun overexposure.”163 Advertisements 

run by the American Cancer Society also included claims of both skin cancer and 

premature aging, providing a broad justification for sun protection and linking wrinkles 

with sun damage and skin cancer risks. 

FIGURE 15 
 

Fig. 15: Fry Now, Pay Later. Source: American Cancer Society, 1985, National Library 
of Medicine, #!A025649, available online in “Circulating Now” collection, accessed May 
25, 2018 at: https://circulatingnow.nlm.nih.gov/2013/07/19/safe-fun-in-the-sun/ 

 

                                                
163 Coppertone advertisement, 1979, SPF 4, For Faces Only, Coppertone, Outdoor 
Advertising Association of America Archives, 1885-1990s, David M. Rubenstein Rare 
Book & Manuscript, Duke University, Durham NC. 
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Whereas Blank emphasized communication and collaboration across research and 

industry, he did not specifically orient his research to the study of anti-aging.164 Albert M. 

Kligman, however, became a renown, even infamous, figure who capitalized on research 

opportunities into ultraviolet radiation, wrinkles, and their reversal through topical 

agents.165 Kligman’s research in the 1960s and 1970s focused on the role of 

pharmacologically active vitamin A on the skin, a formula that he patented in 1967 and 

licensed to Johnson & Johnson for acne treatment. In 1979, while testing seven different 

products on rodent models (retinoic acid, benzoyl peroxide, salicylic acid, lactic acid, 

squalene, glycol, and sodium lauryl sulfate), Kligman found that retinoic acid produced a 

remarkable reduction of wrinkling and sagging in mice, beyond its acne fighting 

properties. In 1985, Kligman and his research team brought wrinkles under the 

microscope, taking punch biopsies of wrinkles and the surrounding skin. They studied the 

anatomy of the wrinkles through light scanning electron microscopy. They found “no 

histological features [anatomical features under a microscope] distinguished the various 
                                                
164 Peter M. Elias credited Irvin Blank and Robert Scheuplein with the “seminal work” on 
the importance of the stratum corneum as the critical tissue determinant of skin 
permeability barrier. Peter M. Elias, “The Epidermal Permeability Barrier: From the 
Early Days at Harvard to Emerging Concepts,” Journal of Investigative Dermatology 122 
no. 2 (Feb 2004): xxxvi. 

165 Born in Philadelphia to Jewish immigrants and with a PhD in botany and medical 
degree from the University of Pennsylvania (1942 and 1947, respectively), Kligman 
developed a wide-ranging research program. He conducted a variety of research on 
prisoners at the Holmesburg Prison between 1951 and 1974, when it was halted by 
Philadelphia congressional hearings along with investigations into the Tuskegee 
University experiments, and later led to an expose in 1998 and lawsuit in 2000 against 
Johnson & Johnson, Kligman, and the University of Pennsylvania (the lawsuit was 
dismissed because the statute of limitations had expired). On the Holmesburg Prison 
experiments, see: Allen Hornblum, Acres of Skin: Human Experiments at Holmesburg 
Prison (New York: Routledge, 1998). On the Tuskegee Syhilis Study, see: Susan M. 
Reverby, Examining Tuskegee: The Infamous Syphilis Study and Its Legacy (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 2009). 
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wrinkles from surrounding skin.”166 Instead, “It was concluded that the wrinkle is a 

configurational change, like the grooves worn into an old glove” without specific 

“structural alterations” at the microscopic level.167 However, in comparison to young 

skin, the elastic matrix displayed degenerative changes. “It is the elastic system which 

keeps the skin taut and allows it to comply to physical deformations. Young skin is tight 

but with ageing the skin becomes progressively lax. This can be ascribed to degenerative 

changes in the elastic fibres and their organization.”168 Even though his punch biopsies 

revealed no structural degradation even at the molecular level, Kligman employed the 

language of pathology to describe wrinkles as a “deterioration of the elastic tissue 

network” and “pathogenesis” in comparison to younger skin. 

Significantly, Kligman also described, this “very loose skin is ‘photo-aged’ and 

the deepest furrows occur on the face.”169 His use of the term “photo-aged” 

acknowledged the effects of sunlight (photo, relating to light), and the hallmark signs of 

aging such as wrinkles, sagging, sunspots, and loss of volume and elasticity. While 

researchers continued a longstanding debate over the contours of normal and pathological 

changes in the skin, the concept of “photoaging” and its variant of “photodamaged” skin 

provided new descriptors connecting wrinkles with the effects of ultraviolet light that 

were widely adopted in medical lexicon. Five articles published in medical journals prior 

to Kligman’s use of the phrase rose to more than four hundred articles in the decade 

                                                
166 A. M. Kligman, P. Zheng, and R.M. Lavker, “The Anatomy and Pathogenesis of 
Wrinkles,” British Journal of Dermatology 113 (1985): 37. 

167 Ibid., 37. 

168 Ibid., 41. 

169 Ibid., 41. 
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following it, textbooks were published entirely on the subject of photoaging skin, and the 

topic became a mainstay in standard dermatology textbooks and specialized cosmetic 

dermatology texts.170  

 

The War on Wrinkles 

In 1988, The Washington Post reported that dermatologists were leading the “war 

on wrinkles.”171 According to these physicians, “most of the age-related changes of the 

skin…are the result of sun damage rather than of age itself.” This is “what dermatologists 

call photo-aging.”172 The article interviewed Kligman about wrinkle formation. 

“Wrinkles are a terrifying lesion for most people,” he explained. To the baby boomers, 

“wrinkles are the harbinger of decline, decay, death—everything.”173 Kligman also 

                                                
170 Article count based on the author’s search of Pubmed using the terms “photoaging,” 
“photoaged,” “photodamage,” “photodamaging” and hyphenated variants (e.g. “photo-
aged” and “photo-damaged”), which resulted in 403 articles for the period of 1985 to 
1995. Textbooks devoted to the topic of photoaging include, among others, Photodamage 
(Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Science, 1995) Jean-Paul Ortonne, Photodamaged Skin: 
Clinical Signs, Causes and Management (London: Martin Dunitz and Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Science, 1999), Photodamaged Skin, David J. Goldberg, ed. (New York: 
Marcel Dekker, 2004) Photoaging, Darrell S. Rigel, ed. (New York: Marcel Dekker, 
2004), Skin Aging and Photoaging: Physiology, Clinical Aspects and Emerging 
Therapies, Emanuel Graham, ed. (Hauppage, NY: Nova Science Publishers, 2015). 
Standard dermatology textbooks such as Principles and Practice of Dermatology, 
Mitchell Sams and Peter J. Lynch, eds. (New York: Churchill Livingstone, 1996), 2nd ed. 
and subsequent editions, and Rook/Wilkinson/Ebling’s Textbook of Dermatology, RH 
Champion, JL Burton, T Burns, SM Breathnach, eds., 6th ed. (Oxford and Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Science, 1999) included chapters and sections devoted to photoaging of the 
skin. 

171 Robin Marantz Henig, “The War on Wrinkles,” Washington Post (23 Feb 1988): 
HE12. 

172 Ibid. 

173 Ibid. 
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described methods to combat them. Not only was sun protection essential to preventing 

wrinkles, but also he advised that “healthy people” should incorporate Retin-A into their 

skin care routine in their thirties, forties, and fifties, and make it “routine hygiene, just 

like brushing their teeth.”174 While “prevention is the best medicine,” a Redbook article 

echoed, “it’s never too late to save face.”175 The vitamin A derivative, tretinoin (the 

active ingredient in Retin-A), could “reverse” some of the deepening facial wrinkles and 

make skin cells “act like healthy cells,” the magazine reported. According to 

dermatologists, the cells of sun-damaged skin appeared in “disarray” under a microscope, 

and “crash into each other like bumper cars.” But, according to Nashville dermatologist 

Melvin Elson, “Retin-A…makes them act like healthy cells, and smooths out the skin’s 

surface.”176 Not only did sunscreens prevent wrinkles alongside “damaged” skin and skin 

cancer, but also Retin-A offered a treatment to make cells in “disarray” look and “act” 

like healthy skin cells again. 

Kligman and Johnson & Johnson profited from the development of Retin-A for 

wrinkles, but also women clamored for more information on the product and many, 

although not all, dermatologists supported its use.177 Chief of Dermatology at the 

                                                
174 Ibid. 

175 Marcia Menter, “Winning the Wrinkle Wars,” Redbook 177 no. 6 (Oct 1991): 64. 

176 Ibid., 64. 

177 Kligman earned licensing fees for the formulation of tretinoin into Retin-A, and while 
Retin-A was only approved for acne and used off-label for wrinkle reduction until 1996, 
the press conferences surrounding J&J’s Retin-A concerning wrinkles in March 1988 
bumped earnings estimates and the company’s stock price rose $1.625 per share in a 
single day, from $83.5 up to $85.125. J&J representatives estimated that about half of the 
$100 million in sales from Retin-A came from wrinkles rather than acne treatment. Ann 
Hagedorn, “Anti-Wrinkle Cream Gives Maker’s Sales A Rosy Complexion,” Wall Street 
Journal (March 10, 1988): 1. 
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University of Michigan, John Voorhees, became an outspoken advocate after conducting 

double-blind randomized controlled trials on tretinoin, publishing his results in JAMA in 

January 1988, and Chief of Dermatology at Kaiser Permanente remarked that “ninety-

five percent” of his patients asked about Retin-A after the Ortho Pharmaceutical press 

conferences following the JAMA report.178 Voorhees remarked in an interview, “If 

somebody truly thinks they look good with wrinkles and sallow skin, that’s up to them, 

and I think they should be encouraged to be happy with themselves…If you’re not happy, 

and you can afford $15.30 per tube, I’d say, ‘Go for it’.”179  

However, price was not the sole cost of the vitamin-A derivative. When retinols 

were first introduced, dermatologists expressed concern over sun sensitivity, localized 

effects such as redness and peeling, and tested the relationships between topical tretinoins 

and cancers. Although pilot studies indicated that tretinoin was anti-carcinogenic rather 

than carcinogenic, dermatologists designated irritation, redness, inflammation, and other 

dermatoses as “adverse events,” barriers increasing “non-compliance” in individuals 

using the product.180 Many of these effects were downplayed and ignored by marketers, 

                                                
178 Jonathan S. Weiss, Charles N. Ellis, John T. Headington, Theresa Tincoff, Ted A. 
Hamilton, John J. Voorhees, “Topical Tretinoin Improves Photoaged Skin: A Double-
blind Vehicle-Controlled Study,” Journal of the American Medical Association 259 no. 4 
(January 22, 1988): 527-532. 

179 Antolnette Martin, “Facelift in a Tube: The Age Issue Oozes Out,” Chicago Tribune 
(February 28, 1988): D3. 

180 On tretinoins as chemopreventives, see: John H. Epstein, “All-Trans-Tretinoic Acid 
and Cutaneous Cancers,” Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology 15 no. 2 
(October 1986): 772–778 and Allan C. Halpern, Lynn M. Schuchter, David E. Elder, 
DuPont Guerry IV, Rosalie Elenitsas, Bruce Track, and Isabel Matozzo, “Effects of 
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described as a “failure” in the 2010s. See: Peggy A. Wu and Robert S. Stern, “Topical 
tretinoin, another failure in the pursuit of practical chemoprevention for non-melanoma 
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but persisted, and some have more recently been addressed by dermatologists who began 

starting patients on lower doses and less frequent regimens.  

Yet, magazine and newspaper articles continued to provide positive coverage of 

Retin-A as a “weapon in the war on wrinkles,” a potential “miracle cream,” and “fountain 

of youth cream.”181 At the time of the Retin-A frenzy early in 1988, a film called the 

“Whales of August,” was playing in theaters across the nation. The movie starred Bette 

Davis and Lillian Gish, actresses aged seventy-nine and ninety-one, who displayed their 

wrinkles on the big screen. A review in the Chicago Tribune wrote, “Gish and Davis, 

craggy as the coast of Maine…might…be our new icons. But wouldn’t we rather have 

Retin-A?”182 

Science appeared to hold the key to unlocking aging, and cosmetics companies 

welcomed partnerships with dermatologists, using the caché of clinical research and the 

excitement over recent discoveries concerning wrinkled skin to promote “cutting edge” 

skincare. Avon Corporation, the leading cosmetics company by sales, promoted that it 

“work[ed] closely with dermatologists of international renown,” utilized “state-of-the-art 

laboratories,” and together created a “highly developed science of skincare.”183 In 1986, 

                                                                                                                                            
skin cancer,” Journal of Investigative Dermatology 132 no. 6 (June 2012): 1532-5. On 
adverse events and other dermatoses as barriers to use, see: Halpern et al., “Effects of 
Topical Tretinoin,” and S. Noble and A.J. Wagstaff, “Tretinoin: A Review of its 
Pharmacological Properties and Clinical Efficacy in the Topical Treatment of 
Photodamaged Skin,” Drugs Aging 6 no. 6 (June 1995): 479-496. 

181 Henig, “War on Wrinkles,” and Menter, “Winning the Wrinkle Wars.” 

182 Antolnette Martin, “Facelift in a Tube: The Age Issue Oozes Out,” Chicago Tribune 
(February 28, 1988): D3. 

183 Avon was the leading cosmetic company by sales, of $2.4 billion in 1985. Avon, 
Guide to Younger-Looking Skin, 1987, pg. 48. 
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Avon granted $450,000 over two years to the University of Pennsylvania, the institutional 

home of Kligman’s ongoing tretinoin research, to “get to the root of aging.”184 Shisheido 

began a partnership with Massachusetts General Hospital in 1989. “The relationship 

between dermatologists and the cosmetic industry is now congenial and productive,” 

Blank assessed in 1992, “each group recognizes that it can learn from the other.”185  

  

                                                
184 Avon made a two-year grant of $450,000 to the University of Pennsylvania in 1986. 
Albert Kligman and his wife, Lorraine Kligman, had already published on the use of 
tretinoin for wrinkle reduction on rodent models at that time. Lorraine H. Kligman and 
Albert M. Kligman, “The Effect on Rhino Mouse Skin of Agents which Influence 
Keratinization and Exfoliation,” Journal of Investigative Dermatology 73 no. 5 
(November 1979): 354-358. On Avon’s grant, see: “Skin-Care Revolution,” Vogue, 
(October 1986): 544-546. 

185 Blank, “Industry-Funded Dermatologic Research,” 265. 
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FIGURE 16 

 
Fig. 16: “The Look Younger Issue,” featuring Christie Brinkley at Sixty-Two. Source: 
New Beauty, Fall-Winter, 2016. 
 

 “Ageless Beauty” at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century 

The democratization of “ageless” beauty—that everyone had the right, duty, and 

opportunity to pursue their youngest-looking skin—became a reciprocally reinforcing 

project of science and industry, cosmetics companies and dermatologists, with extensive 

communication, mutual interests in aging skin, and increasingly embedded relationships 
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between wrinkles, beauty, and health. Mainstream women’s magazines welcomed 

physicians’ contributions on how to look younger: the Ladies’ Home Journal’s “Doctors’ 

Guide to Beauty” advised readers to wear sunscreen and “start Retin-A in their twenties,” 

especially if blue-eyed and fair-skinned.186 Retin-A is “no miracle,” Kligman explained 

in the article, but it makes “people aware that many skin problems are preventable, 

modifiable, and even partially reversible.”187 He continued, “If Retin-A causes people to 

be alarmed about wrinkles, if it brings people into the dermatologist’s office, and if the 

doctor does nothing more than explain the simple rules of skin hygiene and the 

importance of using sunscreen, then that’s got to be the most beneficial feature of the 

whole Retin-A thing.”188  

Supported by collaborations between science, medicine, and the beauty industry, 

the “New Rules for Women Over 40,” wrote Good Housekeeping, included “Say 

goodbye to that boring blunt cut” and “Feel free to embrace your inner Rapunzel. Many 

looks actually work just as well on a woman in her fifties as they do on a fifteen year 

old.”189 Magazines collapsed once-differentiated advice to older and younger women, 

proposing that women could “defy” their age in a myriad of ways, including through 

sunscreens, Retin-As, fillers, facelifts or even “eschew[ing] all forms of plastic 

                                                
186 Lois Joy Johnson, “The Doctors’ Guide to Beauty,” Ladies’ Home Journal 106 no. 2 
(Feb 1989): 126. 

187 Ibid. 

188 Ibid. 

189 Beth Johnson, “Fabulous Over 40,” Good Housekeeping 233 no. 3 (Sept 2001): 92-
100. 
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surgery.”190 Rene Russo, interviewed at forty-seven, claimed to rely on “self-acceptance” 

but also described using a product called Frownies—a sticker-like adhesive developed 

more than a century before by Margaret Kroesen—to stretch out forehead wrinkles.191 

Other articles also purported to forego age-based beauty standards through the science 

and medicine of anti-aging, proclaiming, “Age is an Attitude,” followed by the 

assessment that “feeling great means looking great, no matter how old you are.”192 To 

look-and-feel great, the article suggested women in their twenties should “prepare for the 

future” with a sunscreen containing an SPF 15, women in their thirties should “begin 

using Retin-A… to treat and/or prevent brown spots and fine wrinkles,” women in their 

forties should use richer moisturizers, concealers, Retin-A, and get glycolic acid peels, 

while the “50+” category incorporated all of the previous suggestions and also suggested 

“a surgical procedure called a blepharoplasty” to address the “fat pads around the 

eyes.”193 “We are entering into an era of age irrelevance,” wrote a consultant for 

Generation Insights. According to Woman’s Day, “All it takes is a boost of self-

confidence and a little help from science.”194  

                                                
190 Johnson, “Fabulous Over 40,” 94. 

191 Margaret Kroesen developed a mask-like adherent to be worn overnight to smooth out 
forehead wrinkles in 1889. She turned the product into a business, and the family-owned 
B&P Company (Beauty & Personality), continues to operate manufacturing its signature 
wrinkle remover, Frownies, in 2018. The family noted a substantial increase in sales 
following the article.  

192 Rebecca Nelson, “Age is an Attitude,” Woman’s Day (February 2, 1993): 68-73, 
quotes on 71. 

193 Nelson, “Age is an Attitude,” 71. 

194 Ibid., 69. 
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“Ageless” beauty was more often aligned with anti-aging than an acceptance of 

growing old. Powders and foundations labeled “ageless” displayed women without 

wrinkles or explicitly marketed their product as a wrinkle treatment.195 CoverGirl’s 

Simply Ageless Foundation was marketed as the Simply Ageless Anti-Aging Foundation 

in 2017. “They say there’s an age you stop caring… I wonder when that is,” advertised 

sixty-nine year old model Maye Musk for the “Simply Ageless Anti-Aging Foundation” 

campaign.196 While “ageless” offered an avenue for older women to appear in 

commercials and beauty magazines, they were featured expressly for their age-defying 

looks rather than depicting any changes such as wrinkled skin. Meanwhile, the National 

Institute on Aging recommended sunscreen use for both skin cancer and wrinkle 

prevention, and added, “Talk with a doctor specially trained in skin problems, called a 

dermatologist, or your regular doctor if you are worried about wrinkles.”197 

At younger ages, girls are sold anti-aging products from cosmetics companies 

while medical guidelines have extended the prevention and treatment of wrinkled skin 

across the life course. In 2011, Walmart launched a cosmetic line for eight-to-twelve year 

old girls with botanical “anti-aging components.”198 Pediatric guidelines have 

                                                
195 Jenny Fine, “The Winner Is: Breakthrough Product,” WWD Supplement 198, no. 121,  
(Dec 11, 2009): 31-39. 

196 CoverGirl Simply Ageless Anti-Aging Foundation, commercial advertisement 
launched November 2017, accessed May 16, 2018, available at 
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197 “Skin Care and Aging,” AgePage, National Institute on Aging, accessed May 16, 2018, 
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198 GeoGirls by Walmart. Deb Weinstein, “Drop that Lipstick,” The Atlantic (Feb 3, 
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recommended sun protection for children, noting that in addition to melanoma and non-

melanoma skin cancers, “Chronic exposure to UVR without sunscreens typically results 

in excessive wrinkles and skin thickening and thinning.”199 In 2013, researchers asked in 

JAMA Dermatology, “When is ‘Too Early’ to Start Cosmetic Procedures?” The article 

concluded: “So there really is rarely a time that is too early. Perhaps the better question 

is, “When is it too late?”200 Challenging expectations of age-based beauty practices broke 

down stereotypes of old and young women’s abilities to use and engage with beauty, but 

simultaneously transposed concepts of femininity, consumption, and youth across age 

groups. 

Despite the expanding medical armamentarium, much of which could temporarily 

prevent, reduce, or paralyze wrinkles, women continued to express consternation over 

their aging skin. Twenty-eight year old Jia Tolentino, staff writer at the New Yorker, 

remarked on her introduction to retinol and sunscreen—“Both were recommended to me 

last year by a dermatologist.”201 She knew “Retinol is an anti-aging ingredient,” and “I 

flinched, a little, fancying myself too young, at twenty-eight, for the Sisyphean hobby of 

trying to halt the effects of time on one’s body.” She reflected on the anti-aging 

orientation of the beauty industry, Susan Sontag’s critique of the double standards of 

aging, and Audre Lorde’s profession of self-care as self-love. She researched sunscreens 

and retinols, and, looking “one-eyed at Twitter,” began using both. Former President of 
                                                
199 American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Environmental Health, “Ultraviolet 
Light: A Hazard to Children,” Pediatrics 104 no. 2 (August 1999): 329. 

200 Heather K. Hamilton, Kenneth A. Arndt, “When Is ‘Too Early’ to Start Cosmetic 
Procedures?” JAMA Dermatology 149 no. 11 (November 2013): 1271. 

201 Jia Tolentino, “The Year That Skin Care Became a Coping Mechanism,” New Yorker 
(December 18, 2017). 
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Barnard College, Deborah L. Spar, wrote in an editorial for the New York Times in 2016, 

“When it comes to aging…I’m torn.”202 She supposed, “It is a trivial dilemma, perhaps, 

but a painful one nevertheless.” If a woman gets fillers or facelifts “she risks being 

derided as a traitor to the cause, someone silly enough to have spent the time and money 

to subject herself to an unnecessary, possibly dangerous, procedure…By the same token, 

if that woman ignores the process of aging and eases more honestly into her inevitable 

wrinkles, belly fat and gray hair, she is liable to stand out as an anomaly within her 

personal and professional circles.” Even Gloria Steinem and Marlo Thomas, she pointed 

out, at eighty-two and seventy-eight in 2016, “share not a brow crease nor an ounce of fat 

between them. Just saying no — to chemicals, peels, lasers and liposuction — becomes 

harder under these circumstances, even if no one wants to admit that’s the case.”203  

Ageless beauty was not merely a relaxing of standards, but also produced an 

effect where, according to Spar, “the bar of normal keeps going up.” For middle class, 

even highly educated, women nearing the end of their twenties or entering their fifties at 

the upper echelons of their field, no amount of wealth, power, or status could bypass 

personal and societal expectations for a youthful appearance, nor could it shield them 

from the public scrutiny or private consternation of their decisions. They could quote 

intellectuals and activists, they could make their voices heard in respected public media, 

but the powerful social pressures, and the myriad of medical options, and the converging 

language of health, self-care and anti-aging, defined their experiences of their aging skin.  

                                                
202 Deborah L. Spar, “Aging and My Beauty Dilemma,” New York Times (September 24, 
2016). 

203 Ibid. 
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Recent anthropological studies have begun to assess women’s experiences of 

beauty, femininity, and age at older ages. From a recent study interviewing women 

between the ages of fifty and seventy, complex experiences emerge. One woman of sixty-

six remarked, “I look in the mirror and I see all my wrinkles and I think, ‘Oh well, that's 

normal,’” while another of sixty-three explained, “I’m fighting aging…That’s basically 

how I’ve lived my life.” A fifty-nine year old woman who decided to get fillers stated, 

“it’s top priority to look as good as I can look and it always has been.”204 When she 

allowed her hair to go gray, one found, “I’d be walking down the street, I became 

invisible…” while another remarked, “We won’t love women if they’re not lovely. Our 

society says that from the beginning.” A second part to the study interviewed women 

between the ages of seventy and ninety-three, but focused on clothing choices to cover 

wrinkles on the neck, arms, and body. A woman of eighty explained that she had sleeves 

added to all of her clothing because even before the face, “Arms and hands give you 

away first, and the most.”205 The women described their wrinkled arms, hands, and necks 

with slang terms and described concealing their body “transgressions,” showing that even 

while magazines featured few women over seventy, women were still aware of the ways 

their skin measured up to standards of beauty and appearance norms. 

Multiple steps occurred to align dermatology, the beauty industry, and women 

fighting their wrinkles. Physicians initially condemned women’s cosmetics practices as 

dangerous and trivial, and clinical researchers seeking to improve the health and safety of 
                                                
204 Laura Hurd Clarke and Meridith Giffin, “The Body Natural and the Body Unnatural: 
Beauty Work and Aging,” Journal of Aging Studies 21 (2007): 193 and 197. 

205 Laura Hurd Clarke, Meridith Giffin, Katherine Maliha, “Bat Wings, Bunions, and 
Turkey Wattles: Body Transgressions and Older Women’s Strategic Clothing Choices,” 
Ageing & Society 29 (2009): 717. 
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cosmetics products, such as Irvin Haas Blank, touted the benefits of cooperation and 

communication between cosmetic chemists, dermatology researchers and clinicians, and 

the beauty industry. A rising field of dermatology research grew with postwar 

identification of ultraviolet light, eventually classifying wrinkles as “photodamage” 

worthy of medical prevention at any age. The medical armamentarium joined with 

mainstream beauty practices of skin “care” that equated to wrinkle-fighting and extended 

this practice across the life course. Voices of dissension emerged in dermatology and in 

popular media, with a new field of dermatoethics emerging and women expressing 

consternation over the Sisphyean habit of wrinkle fighting as skin care. Yet, the medical-

cosmetic complex proved powerful, offering multiple reasons for the same practice: sun 

care, skin care, and wrinkle-fighting in the pursuits of beauty, health, and consumption. 

Even while breaking down rigid beauty standards for the “woman over forty,” the new 

“ageless” beauty standards drew on emerging medical treatments to extend youth 

maintenance to any age.  
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Chapter 4: Interiors. 
 

Aging Brains: Senility, Plasticity, and the Search for the Cognitive Fountain 
of Youth  

 
 

“People have been told they’re losing 100,000 nerve cells per day after age 30,” 

explained neuroanatomy researcher Marian Cleeves Diamond to the Los Angeles Times 

in 1982, “but our research is beginning to show that… great numbers are not being lost so 

early in a person’s life.”1,2 The “course of aging is not time-locked,” the article 

encouraged, “it’s possible for an 80-year-old to have a 30-year-old brain.”3 The solutions 

emphasized an individual’s responsibility to ensure cellular maintenance: “keep 

challenging [y]our mental and emotional capacities” and, according to Diamond, “‘Learn 

a new skill, study a new subject, take up tennis, fall in love!” Any of these practices 

would give “a much better chance of staying younger longer.”4 

In the final quarter of the twentieth century, neurosciences researchers found the 

loss of size and cells in the aging brains of certain mammals were minimal, with some 

areas even increasing their dimensions over the life course. Furthermore, they found the 

                                                
1 Angela Fox Dunn, “‘As Old as You Think?’ It’s Really True” Los Angeles Times 
(February 12, 1982), G6. Diamond attempted to track down the origins of the commonly 
used statistic for cell loss but found that those using it did not state their methods for 
deriving the number. Margin notes from Marian Diamond in B. Burns, The Mammalian 
Cerebral Cortex, 1958, 101, in MC Diamond Papers, Carton 6, folder 29, University of 
California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA. 

2 The study described was by James A. Connor, Marian C. Diamond, Judith A. Connor, 
Ruth E. Johnson, “A Golgi Study of Dendritic Morphology in the Occipital Cortex of 
Socially Reared Aged Rats” Experimental Neurology 73 (1981): 525-533. 

3 Dunn, “‘As Old as You Think?’” 

4 Ibid. 
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brain was able to change its structure and chemistry—it was anatomically “plastic”—

over the entirety of the life course.5 “Exercise your memory—learn the state capitals, do 

crossword puzzles, or try and learn the name of a new person in your neighborhood each 

day,” advised The Healthy Aging Brain in 2008.6 Other books in the growing roster of 

adult brain games offered word searches, spelling quizzes, and quote identifications to 

“exercise the key cognitive skills” in order to “keep your brain young, strong, agile, and 

adaptable.”7 “[I]t’s never too late to improve your brain,” another book emphasized, 

providing gym sessions to “limber up,” “break a sweat,” and a “wicked workout,” all 

designed to “keep your brain young.”8 While researchers and a rising commercial brain 

fitness industry emphasized an optimistic message, arguing that old brains were capable 

of change until the very end of life, they also contributed new pressures for individuals to 

“exercise” their brains, circulated through the popular mantra of “use it or lose it” for 

                                                
5 The uses and meanings of “plasticity” proliferated during the 1970s, producing multiple, 
overlapping definitions. Plasticity was generally understood to reflect anatomical and 
chemical changes that persisted longer than fleeting electrical impulses. Weakening and 
strengthening of synapses, changes in brain chemistry, size and shape of the brain regions 
were considered demonstrations of plasticity amongst many researchers; however, some 
neuroscientists held that only neurogenesis—the de novo formation of nerve cells—
reflected “true” plasticity. In 1976, French neuroscientist Jacques Paillard described the 
many levels of plasticity. Jacques Paillard, “Réflexions sur l'usage du concept de 
plasticité en neurobiologie” Journal de Psychologie Normale et Pathologique 73 no. 1 
(1976): 33-47. With continued debates about definitions and theories of plasticity, his 
work was translated and discussed in 2008. Bruno Will, John Dalrymple-Alford, Mathieu 
Wolff, Jean-Christophe Cassel, “The concept of brain plasticity—Paillard’s systemic 
analysis and emphasis on structure and function,” Behavioural Brain Research (2008). 

6 Louis J. Cozolino, The Healthy Aging Brain (W. W. Norton & Company, 2008), jacket. 

7 Nancy Linde, 399 Games, Puzzles & Trivia Challenges Specially Designed to Keep 
Your Brain Young (New York: Workman Publishing, 2012). 

8 Nancy Linde, 417 More Games, Puzzles & Trivia Specially Designed to Keep Your 
Brain Young (New York: Workman Publishing, 2016), v.  
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brain function.9,10 That losses in aging brains were minimal, and that most old brains 

functioned quite well, was overtaken by a more profitable narrative of impending decline 

and individual responsibility for maintaining brain function. 

This idea that the aging brain could adapt, respond, and even grow represented a 

stark contrast to prior views of the aging brain, providing hope for continued function but 

also increasing pressures for maintaining mental sharpness and encouraging anxieties 

over the aging processes in the brain. In the early twentieth century, stereotypes of the 

elderly as immutable, set in their ways, and intolerant to change circulated through 

popular media while scientific theories explained the trajectory of the brain as 

anatomically flexible in youth, fixed in structure at maturity, and thereafter capable only 

of decline. Experimental research added concepts of “critical periods” based on rapid 

development in youth, reinforcing early life as a model for adaptation and change. Older 

                                                
9 For more on individual responsibility for health, see: Allan M. Brandt, “Behavior, 
Disease, and Health in the Twentieth-Century United States: The Moral Valence of 
Individual Risk,” in Morality and Health eds. Allan M. Brandt and Paul Rozin (New 
York and London: Routledge, 1997), 53-78. 

10 Two recent accounts have considered the practice of brain training through a 
framework of discipline and the politics of neoliberalism. Fernando Vidal and Francisco 
Ortega have proposed “neuroascesis” to reflect disciplining the brain as a form of self-
discipline. Fernando Vidal and Francisco Ortega, Being Brains: Making the Cerebral 
Subject (New York: Fordham University Press, 2017), 7 and 42-57. On discipline and 
neoliberalism, see: Brad Millington, “Use it or lose it: Ageing and the Politics of Brain 
Training,” Leisure Studies 31 no. 4 (October 2012): 429-446. On the foundational 
theories of discipline and biopower, see: Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The 
Birth of the Prison (New York: Pantheon, 1978) and Michel Foucault, “Technologies of 
the Self” in Technologies of the Self: A Seminar with Michel Foucault eds., L.H. Martin, 
H. Gutman, and P.H. Hutton (Amherst: The University of Massachusetts Press, 1988), 
16-49. 
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brains cultivated less clinical interest, and when they did, it was primarily concerned with 

disease and the boundaries between normal declines and disease processes.11 

How aging brains transformed from petrifying to eternally plastic organs and in 

need of brain training is the focus of this chapter. It explores the orientation of emerging 

neuroplasticity theories around youth as the model of the flexible and adaptable brain, 

and the lasting implications of “plasticity” research that was grounded on the rapid 

changes in youth, only to be emulated and maintained in old age. It investigates the 

theories of life-long anatomical adaptations in the brain as they were formed, interpreted, 

and circulated in context of personal responsibility for a “stimulated” old age that also 

reiterated an oppressive focus on the preservation of youth. Rather than plasticity as an 

innate quality of the aging brain, the emerging focus on “use it or lose it” reproduced 

prior stereotypes of loss and decline in old age, while introducing the pursuit of brain 

fitness as a cognitive fountain of youth.  

 
“You Can’t Teach an Old Dog New Tricks”: The Immutably Experienced in the Early 

Twentieth Century  

In the early twentieth century, the popular press characterized the elderly as fixed, 

set in their ways, and vulnerable to decline. The adage, “you can’t teach an old dog new 

tricks,” punctuated newspapers and magazines, drawing up a stereotype of experience 
                                                
11 On the relationships between the normal and the pathological aging brain, see, for 
example: Thomas Beach, “The History of Alzheimer’s Disease: Three Debates,” Journal 
of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 42 (1987): 327- 349, especially 340-348, 
Carole Haber, “From Senescence to Senility: The Transformation of Senile Old Age in 
the 19th Century,” International Journal of Aging and Human Development 19 (1984): 
41-45. As Jesse Ballenger has shown, Alzheimer’s disease has been a critical factor in 
shaping the fears of aging minds and brains. Jesse F. Ballenger, Self, Senility, and 
Alzheimer’s Disease in Modern America: A History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2006).  
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coupled with immutability. “Old Dan,” was a “hopeless case,” wrote the Los Angeles 

Times in 1904, chiding that he “followed the Democratic band wagon blindly for so many 

years” that “he cannot break himself of the habit.”12 “It is hard to teach an old dog new 

tricks,” the article concluded. The “trodden” tactics of political campaigns, old men’s 

resistance to changing fashions, the failure of old “Indians” to adapt to the times, and the 

inability of experienced businessmen to respond to new economic climates all described 

the old and experienced.13 “You can’t teach an old dog new tricks” accounted for the 

“difficulty some men past middle age seem to find in mastering the modern complexities 

of motor-car driving” and the experienced farmer’s reluctance to change. “It is 

everlastingly true that it is ‘hard to teach an old dog new tricks,’” wrote the Atlanta 

Constitution in 1927.14,15 “Plasticity,” on the other hand, was associated with social 

flexibility and youthfulness—being “plastic” was a valued trait in the rising collegiate 

youth culture.16 Renown psychologist and philosopher William James even described 

                                                
12 “To Convert ‘Old Dan’: Ohio Man’s Tough Job,” Los Angeles Times (Oct 01 1904): 
G17. 

13 “His Opening Gun for 1916” New York Times (22 June 1915): 14, “Britisher Wear a 
Coat Shirt?” New York Tribune, (Jul 18, 1920): A2, “Luxurious and Unhappy” Los 
Angeles Times (12 Feb 1923): II4 and also “$300,000 Dilemma of the Perplexed Indian 
Heiress” Philadelphia Inquirer (January 22, 1928): 120. “Old Mr. Lewis” and other 
businessmen: Berton Braley, “Partners for Progress: Which Only Goes to Show That You 
Can't Teach an Old Dog New Tricks,” Chicago Daily Tribune (18 Feb 1917): A8N and 
“Hiring Away From Rivals,” Furniture Manufacturer and Artisan Vol. 11, Iss. 3,  (Mar 1, 
1916): 139. 

14 “Boys Need Education in Driving: Favor Movement to Teach Youth Intricacies of Cars 
and Handling,” Los Angeles Times (11 July 1926): G17. 

15 Sam W. Small, “The South Is Swelling With People Whom Our Farms Must Feed,” 
The Atlanta Constitution (30 Jan 1927): C2. 

16 Paula S. Fass, The Damned and the Beautiful: American Youth in the 1920s (Oxford 
and New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 225-259. 
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habits in terms of “plasticity of the organic materials of which their bodies are composed” 

and that “plasticity, then, in the wide sense of the word, means the possession of a 

structure weak enough to yield to an influence, but strong enough not to yield all at 

once.”17 Although habits could be changed, he explained, experience left lasting “traces” 

of early patterns like “scars” upon the cerebrum until the end of life. Targets of the 

pejorative uses of the phrase “old dogs can’t learn new tricks” did not necessarily have to 

be old, but at least experienced, and both were associated with stagnancy. The occasional 

article sought to challenge the stereotype of the immutable elderly, but the majority of 

articles in a sample of newspaper coverage between 1900 and 1929 used the adage to 

describe the inability of the old and experienced to change.18 

Beauty advice rationalized wrinkles and gray hair as unpleasant but also urged 

that the “real snow of old age” occurred in the mind. The “three deadly symptoms of old 

age,” Harper’s Bazaar explained in 1905, were “Selfishness—Stagnation—

Intolerance.”19 These three deadly symptoms reflected a fixed personality and a fixed 

mind: impatience, intolerance, resenting “innovations,” and contempt for change were 

                                                
17 William James, Habit (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1914), 5-6 and 26. 

18 Based on the author’s search of Proquest historical newspapers between 1900 and 1929 
using the phrase “teach an old dog new tricks” (to allow for variation in the initial 
positioning as can/cannot), excluding non-U.S. papers and excluding articles that 
addressed canines rather than humans. First ten articles per decade appearing in search 
based on relevance that met the above criteria were examined. Twenty-one out of the 
sampled thirty (nine of ten in 1900-1909, six of ten 1910-1919, and six of ten 1920-1929) 
used the adage to support the stereotype. Remaining proportions, nine of thirty, 
challenged the adage, were neutral overall, or subverted it for humor. 

19 Margaret DeLand, “The Wickedness of Growing Old,” Harper’s Bazaar 39 no. 2 
(February 1905): 3-4. 
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ultimately a sign of “the stiffening of the mind, not the joints.”20,21 Similar ideas 

resonated in the following decades. “We are just as old as we want to be,” wrote Lillian 

Russell in 1914, yet the “really old woman is usually the one who complains that things 

are different from her time…The world is progressing. To keep abreast is to keep 

young.”22 The aim of women “up to their knees in middle age” was to be both “beautiful 

and fascinating,” with “interests as wide as humanity,” explained beauty journalist Viola 

Paris in 1924. Dorothy Dix echoed that beyond the “necessary” attention to her clothes 

and grooming, a woman must “keep an open mind and to recognize that the world 

changes, customs change, points of view alter, and that things are not necessarily wrong 

because they were not done in your day.”23 “It is not the hardening of the arteries and the 

muscles that brings old age,” but “the failure to keep the mind and sympathies young.”24 

Inability to change was presented as a key trait of old age—a vice to be avoided, a 

threshold one must not cross. Flexibility, adaptability, and responsiveness to change were 

characteristics of the young. And whether the curves of the body or the adaptability of the 

mind, all could be lost, little regained. 

 

                                                
20 Ibid. 

21 For more on popular portrayals of the elderly as weak and unproductive, see: W. 
Andrew Achenbaum, Old Age in a New Land (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1978), 50-51 and Ballenger, Self, Senility, 12-35. 

22 Lillian Russell, “Beauty Secrets: Youth is in the Soul,” Cincinnati Enquirer (February 
02, 1914): 7. 

23 Dorothy Dix, “It’s Not Old Age Itself, It Is the Conceit” Hartford Courant (November 
28, 1934): 12.  

24 Dorothy Dix, “It Is Not the Hardening of the Arteries and Muscles That Brings Old 
Age,” Hartford Courant (January 24, 1936): 12. 
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“Everything May Die”: Damage, Recovery, and the Origins of Critical Periods 

Neuroscientific thought in the early twentieth century reiterated the principle that 

the characteristics of youth were growth and flexibility, and the old brain was subject 

only to loss. New descriptions of nerve cells—neurons—as the basic unit of function in 

the early twentieth century grounded anatomical discussions of the trajectory of loss in 

old age.25 “The senile brain is always small and atrophied,” explained Columbia 

professor of neurology Frederick Tilney at the New York Academy of Medicine, and 

“simple or degenerative atrophy, involving the nerve cells, proliferation of the interstitial 

elements, sclerotic lesions of the vessels,” as well as its “weight and volume are much 

diminished.”26 The “neuron doctrine” also held that as brain cells developed, they formed 

complex networks, and the complexity of the biologically mature, adult human brain was 

thought to rely on the stability of the cells—an immature, changeable brain gave way to a 

complex but stable network of cells at maturity. Once the neurons finished developing, 

dividing, and reached their proper place, they did not divide further and connections were 

stable. “Once development has ended,” Spanish neuroscientist Santiago Ramon y Cajal 

stated in 1928, “the fonts of growth and regeneration of the axons and dendrites dried up 

                                                
25 On the intellectual history of the structure and function of the nervous system, see: 
Edwin Clarke and L.S. Jacyna, Nineteenth-Century Origins of Neuroscientific Concepts 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1987). For more on the 
development of neurons as the basic unit of function and the complex-and-stable network 
of nerve cells, see: G.M. Shepherd, Foundations of the Neuron Doctrine (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991). For more on the identification of the neuron, axon, 
dendrites and the structure and function of the nervous system, see: E.R. Kandel, J.H. 
Schwartz, and T.M. Jessell, Principles of Neural Science, 4th ed. (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 2000). 

26 Frederick Tilney, “The Aging of the Human Brain,” Bulletin of the New York Academy 
of Medicine 4 no.11 (November 1928): 1125-43. 
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irrevocably. In adult centers, the nerve paths are something fixed and immutable.”27 After 

maturity, decline became the principle characteristic of the brain. “Everything may die, 

nothing may be regenerated,” Cajal explained.28 

Physicians reiterated the trajectory of growth, stagnancy, and decline in the body 

and mind.29 The “animal organism,” one physician wrote, “is steadily on the up-grade to 

a certain point, and from there as steadily on the decline till its final extinction.”30 The 

“decline is gradual; the slowness of the atrophic process producing mental symptoms is, 

at first, regarded as but the natural result of old age,” wrote another.31,32 Senile dementia, 

considered irreversible, could at first be confused with “natural result of old age,” but 

                                                
27 Cajal in Beatrix P. Rubin, “Changing Brains: The Emergence of the Field of Adult 
Neurogenesis,” BioSocieties 4 (2009): 410. 

28 Ibid., Cajal in Rubin, “Changing Brains,” 410. Intriguingly, Cajal previously suggested 
that mental exercise might increase the growth of dendrites and axons. Santiago Ramon y 
Cajal, “The Croonian lecture—La fine Structure des Centres Nerveux,” Proceedings of 
the Royal Society London 55 (1894): 444–68. 

29 Carole Haber has surveyed the work of several physicians on the physiological decay 
of the brain as it aged, reporting that they found it weighed less, had a thinner cortex, and 
was subject to lesions and softening. Charles Minot, “On Certain Phenomena of Growing 
Old,” Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science 39 
(August 1890): 387 and William Henry Butter Stoddart, Mind and Its Disorders 
(Philadelphia: P. Blackiston’s Sons, 1909), 340 in Haber, “From Senescence to Senility,” 
43.  

30 “The Causes of Old Age,” Journal of the American Medical Association XXV no. 25 
(December 21, 1895): 1101-1102. 

31 Frank Parsons Norbury, “Some Remarks on the Insanity of the Aged: Read in the 
Section of Neurology and Medical Jurisprudence, at the Forty-fourth Annual Meeting of 
the American Medical Association,” Journal of the American Medical Association XXI 
no. 15 (October 7: 1893): 519-520. 

32 On the changing meanings of “senile” and the rise of perjorative uses of the term, see: 
Haber, “From Senescence to Senility,” 41-45; Burton Halpert, “Development o f the 
Term ‘Senility’ as a Medical Diagnosis,” Minnesota Medicine 66 (1983): 423-429; 
Ballenger, Self, Senility, 4-10. 
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particular symptoms of “amnesia,” “sudden changes in moods,” and “delusions” reflected 

a distinctive evolution into disease.33 While physicians debated the pacing, extent, and 

order of changes in the mind and body as part of normal or pathological aging—Nascher 

quipped in 1916 that “Every other senile change” may be found as a pathological process 

and “it is often difficult to determine whether the change is due to aging or disease”—on 

the whole, physicians concurred that decline was the principal characteristic of old age.34 

Into the 1930s, doctors described “the curve of life as made up of three periods: an 

ascending portion corresponding to the period of growth; a plateau of from 15 to 20 years 

representing maturity, and finally, a descending curve corresponding to retrogression and 

terminating in senescence.”35 Although a few argued that mental faculties could be 

maintained until the end of life—one cited the “numerous septuagenarians and 

octogenarians who have taken leading parts in the world’s progress” as testament to the 

brain’s “resisting power” in old age—most doctors held the trajectory of a period of 

                                                
33 Norbury, “Some Remarks on the Insanity of the Aged,” 519-520. 

34 Ignatz L. Nascher, Geriatrics: The Diseases of Old Age and Their Treatment 
(Philadelphia: Blakiston, 1916), 17. For a classic analysis of the socially, politically, and 
technologically embedded nature of categories of normal and pathological, see: Georges 
Canguilhem, The Normal and the Pathological, transl. Carolyn R. Fawcett, (New York: 
Zone Books, 1989). On the debates over normal and pathological characteristics of 
senility, see: Thomas Beach, “The History of Alzheimer’s Disease: Three Debates,” 
Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 42 (1987): 327- 349, especially 
340-348, Carole Haber, “From Senescence to Senility: The Transformation of Senile Old 
Age in the 19th Century,” International Journal of Aging and Human Development 19 
(1984): 41-45, and Ballenger, Self, Senility, 17-18 and 41-49. 

35 “Old Age,” Archives of Internal Medicine 44 no. 5 (November 1929): 784-785. 
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growth in childhood, stability in adulthood, and followed by decline in structure, 

function, and varying degrees of disease in old age.36  

 

Damage and Recovery: Animal Experimentation and the Origins of Plasticity 

One exception to the trajectory of decline was the brief window of potential 

recovery of function after brain injuries. Experimentalists in physiology who focused on 

the function of the nervous system demonstrated in a wide variety of mammalian species 

that some level of motor recovery was possible after brain damage that caused partial and 

total paralysis in young and adult animals.37 Explanations included that as the initial 

insult subsided, the tissues could recover some degree of function (for example, as 

swelling subsided or clots cleared), or that compensation occurred in non-damaged 

areas.38 Other researchers explained that paralyzed animals recovering motor function 

indicated new and previously unknown areas of the brain must have contributed to 

movement. The window of recovery, however, was thought to be limited to two years. 
                                                
36 “The Causes of Old Age,” Journal of the American Medical Association XXV no.25 
(December 21, 1895): 1101-1102. 

37 These experiments frequently entailed damaging the motor cortex of the brain to 
induce paralysis and observe recovery in order to understand which areas of the brain 
controlled particular muscle movements, and test theories of brain recovery as movement 
returned. For more on postlesion recovery in the early twentieth century, see: Mario 
Weisendanger, “Postlesion Recovery of Motor and Sensory Cortex in the Early 
Twentieth Century,” Journal of the History of the Neurosciences, 20 (2011): 42–57. 

38 Swiss physiologist Constantin von Monakow, director of the Brain Institute in Zurich, 
published a report in 1906 describing the “diaschisis,” or inhibition (such as a 
hemorrhage, blood clot, or swelling), produced by a brain injury. Constantin von 
Monakow, “Aphasie und Diaschisis” Neurol Centralblatt 25 (1906): 1026–1038 in 
Wiesendanger, “Postlesion Recovery,” 42-43. On concepts of inhibition and the 
relationships between science, culture, and the rise of the self-regulated person, see: 
Roger Smith, Inhibition: History and Meaning in the Sciences of Mind and Brain 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
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Textbooks explained, “After two years, no further gain is expected” and that the “case 

will be practically stationary.”39  

Even in cases where evidence pointed to adaptation and recovery long after the 

two-year period, these results were interpreted as suggestions that previously unknown 

areas of the brain must contribute to movement rather than brain recovery. In 1915, for 

example, American physiologist and psychologist Shepherd Ivory Franz, then serving as 

scientific director of the Government Hospital for the Insane, and two of the hospital’s 

physicians, Mildred E. Scheetz and Anita A. Wilson, published a report in JAMA 

demonstrating the recovery of function in adult patients several years after their initial 

injuries. Five patients ranging from ages thirty to fifty-eight regained motor skills through 

targeted exercises and massage, with one patient regaining arm function twenty years 

after his original brain injury.40 The researchers argued that theories of a two-year 

potential recovery period followed by a permanent state were “neither accurate nor 

scientifically grounded.”41 They also provided a foundation for extended time frames in 

rehabilitation, explaining, “patients with any kind of cerebral paralysis should not be 

                                                
39 Archibald Church and Frederick Peterson, Nervous and Mental Diseases, 8th ed. 
(Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 1914), 223 in Shepherd Ivory Franz, Mildred E. 
Scheetz, Anita A. Wilson, “The Possibility of Recovery of Motor Function in Long-
Standing Hemiplegia,” Journal of the American Medical Association LXV no. 25 
(December 18. 1915): 2150. 

40 The patient with the longest interval between injury and recovery was a fifty-eight year 
old former telegraph and telephone lineman who fell from a pole twenty years prior. 
Franz et al., “The Possibility of Recovery of Motor Function,” 2150. 

41 Ibid., 2150. 
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immediately consigned to the chronic, or incurable, or irrecoverable class” and that “we 

should probably not speak of permanent paralyses, but of uncared-for paralyses.”42  

The unlikely recoveries of these patients long after their initial injuries were “so 

different from those which have been predicted by neurologists,” Franz wrote two years 

later, that the “whole matter of cerebral control again comes to the fore as a problem of 

intense practical as well as theoretical interest.”43 Franz and his colleague Robert Ogden, 

physiologist at George Washington University, set out to investigate this “whole matter 

of cerebral control,” by destroying the motor cortex in monkeys and finding that with 

rehabilitation, all recovered some degree of functioning. “Since there is no regeneration 

of the cellular elements the experimental destruction may be regarded as the more 

complete and the more satisfactory,” they wrote.44  They explained that the recovery of 

these animals suggested that motor control occurred in additional areas of the brain 

outside of the region they destroyed. “If the so-called motor cortex is destroyed,” and the 

animal recovers its motor control, then “we shall have to modify our conceptions of how 

the different parts of the brain act in the production of movement,” Franz wrote, 

reiterating with Ogden that, “This fact would point…to the conclusion that other parts of 

the brain normally send impulses to the anterior horn cells, and that the control of the 

body musculature is not entirely from the so-called precentral region, and it may be not 

                                                
42 Ibid., 2154. 

43 Robert Ogden and Shepherd Ivory Franz, “On Cerebral Motor Control: The Recovery 
from Experimentally Produced Hemiplegia” Psychobiology 1 no. 1 (1917): 33. 

44 Ibid., 35. 
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entirely cortical.”45 They explained that rather than indicating the adult brain’s ability to 

recover even long after injury, the rehabilitation must have indicated previously 

unidentified areas of the brain that contributed to movement, and otherwise that the motor 

cortex served a regulatory function rather than being the sole source of producing 

movement. Even while reporting that “continued paralysis of animals, and by analogy the 

persistence of motor incapacities in man,” was due to “lack of management rather than to 

a real inability,” they concluded that the recovery revealed the brain controlled movement 

in areas other than the “so-called motor cortex,” or otherwise that “vicarious” functions 

took over and should be further investigated, but not that the adult brain was adaptable or 

capable of new growth.46,47 

                                                
45 Franz et al., “Possibility of Recovery of Motor Function,” 2153 and Ogden and Franz, 
“On Cerebral Motor Control,” 46. 

46 Ibid., 45 and 46. The same year, in 1917, renowned British physiologists Charles Scott 
Sherrington and Albert Sidney Frankau Leyton placed lesions in the cerebral cortex of 
apes and found, among other things in their extensive 88-page report, that the animals 
regained a degree of function after injury. Sherrington and Leyton also focused their 
analysis on locating motor functions, and noting that “supplementary functions” such as 
for the “right arm taken over by the cortical field for left arm” did not explain the 
recovery. Albert Sidney Frankau Leyton and Charles Scott Sherrington, “Observations on 
the Excitable Cortex of the Chimpanzee, Orangutan and Gorilla,” Quarterly Journal of 
Experimental Physiology 11 (1917): 189. 

47 Ludwig Fleck and Thomas Kuhn have developed rich theories of the ways evidence is 
interpreted and discounted, theories formed and accepted, and how scientific paradigms 
operate. Numerous expansions and critiques of these theories have followed. Ludwig 
Fleck, Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1979) and Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago and 
London: University of Chicago Press, 1962). On the presence of revisions rather than 
revolutions to scientific theories, see: Stephen E. Toulmin, “Does the Distinction between 
Normal and Revolutionary Science Hold Water,” Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge, 
eds., Imre Lakatos and Alan Musgrave (London: Cambridge University Press, 1970), and 
on whether revolutions occur in the first place (Steven Shapin, The Scientific Revolution, 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). Feminist philosophers of science had 
demonstrated that even the questions asked in scientific inquiry are subject to social 
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Into the 1930s, a procession of researchers damaged the motor cortex of the brain 

and observed the recovery of motor control in different mammalian species to describe 

the ability of the brain to adapt to injury, developing theories of compensatory 

mechanisms, vicarious functioning, and whether the cerebral cortex served as the sole 

locus of motor control or regulated other contributing areas. Eminent and influential 

neuroscientists including Paul Weiss, Graham Smith, and Otfrid Foerster demonstrated 

that the nervous system could regain function after a variety of injuries and described 

animals’ brain recovery through mechanisms of compensation by undamaged areas, 

different kinds of substitution in different hemispheres, and the continued possibility that 

as yet unidentified areas of the brain contributed to motor control and were revealed 

when the “so-called motor cortex” was destroyed.48  

Mounting research on the brain’s ability to recover after damage extended into 

age-related responses to recovery in the mid-1930s, and these analyses focused on the 

potential for young brains to exhibit superior recovery to older ones. In 1935, eminent 

German neurologist and neurosurgeon, Otfrid Foerster gave the Hughlings Jackson 

Lecture at the Royal Society of Medicine in London, describing “hundreds of cases of 

destruction of the cortical motor areas” and discussing three pediatric cases. In the adult 

cases, “the more extensive the lesion, the more severe is the paralysis and the fewer the 

                                                                                                                                            
context. For example, see: Helen Longino, Science as Social Knowledge: Values and 
Objectivity in Scientific Inquiry (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990). 

48 They also experimented with the ability to transplant nerves and understand their 
functioning, and defining cellular and molecular interactions in the nervous system. 
Otfrid Foerster, “The Cerebral Cortex in Man,” The Lancet (August 8, 1931): 310. For 
more on postlesion recovery in the early twentieth century, see: Weisendanger, 
“Postlesion Recovery of Motor and Sensory Cortex in the Early Twentieth Century.” 
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movements which persist.”49 Some recovery could still occur, he explained, through other 

areas “available for compensation.” In the pediatric cases, he noted a remarkable degree 

of recovery. In “cases of congenital or early acquired destructive lesions,” Foerster 

continued, “Though such lesions may involve the whole motor cortex of one hemisphere, 

an astonishing degree of motor ability may exist.”50 By comparison, “in adults motility is 

recoverable to a much smaller degree.”51 The developmentally immature brain, he 

suggested, could demonstrate greater compensation and superior recovery compared to 

the adult brain.  

Foerster’s findings on the three pediatric cases were intriguing, but “no one had 

ever done any systematic research on them,” he explained to American neuroscientist 

Margaret Kennard in 1935.52 Kennard had joined the bustling primate research laboratory 

of neurophysiologist John Farquhar Fulton at Yale in 1931 and spent two years in Europe 

on the Rockefeller Traveling Fellowship (1934-1936), part of which she spent in 

Foerster’s laboratory in Breslau.53,54 Upon returning to New Haven in 1936, Kennard 

                                                
49 Foerster’s lecture was delivered before the Section of Neurology of the Royal Society 
of Medicine on July 31, 1935 and printed in Brain the following year. Otfrid Foerster, 
“The Motor Cortex in Man in the Light of Hughlings Jackson’s Doctrines,” Brain Part 2, 
59 (June 1936): 135-159. 

50 Ibid., 158. 

51 Ibid., 158. 

52 Margaret Kennard to John Fulton, March 23, 1935, John F. Fulton Papers, MS 1236, 
Box 96, Folder 1346, Cushing/Whitney Medical Historical Library, Yale University, in 
Dennis, “Margaret Kennard,” 1049. 

53 For more on John Farquhar Fulton and his laboratory, see: Jack D. Pressman, Last 
Resort: Psychosurgery and the Limits of Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), 48-106. 
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conducted an investigation of age-related recovery from brain damage, which would 

become her most famous paper and the basis of the “Kennard Principle,” later 

summarized as “the time to have one’s cortical lesion, if one can arrange it, should be 

early because early lesions seemed less disabling than those acquired later in life.”55 In 

1936, Kennard acquired two infant monkeys from reproductive endocrinologist Gertrude 

van Wagenen, who worked down the hall from Fulton’s laboratory, and published her 

findings on the infant monkeys and age-based recovery of function. In the paper, 

Kennard described her process of anesthetizing the monkeys and placing a series of 

lesions in the motor cortex of their brains, beginning one series in the ten-day-old 

monkey and the other monkey beginning at forty days of age. “As the number of 

observations gradually increased” she explained, “it became evident that the age of the 

animals studied was an important factor in the ultimate degree of motor deficit.”56 

Comparing the “extreme character of the deficit [produced] in adults” with her two infant 

monkeys—the youngest monkeys to date in motor control experiments—she found in the 
                                                                                                                                            
54 For an in-depth discussion of the development of Kennard’s work, see: Maureen 
Dennis, “Margaret Kennard (1899–1975): Not a ‘Principle’ of Brain Plasticity But a 
Founding Mother of Developmental Neuropsychology,” Cortex 46 no. 8 (September 
2010): 1043-1059. Kennard’s correspondence with Fulton documented her discussions 
with Foerster including her work on infant monkeys and Kennard also reviewed 
Foerster’s Hughlings Jackson lecture. The “Kennard Principle,” which Kennard became 
best known for, was, in the words of Dennis, “neither Kennard’s nor a principle.” Dennis 
argues that Kennard considered age as just one of several factors influencing brain 
damage recovery and that Hans Lukas Teuber and other neuroscientists in the 1970s 
summarized Kennard’s work as indicating that early life lesions experienced superior 
recovery, which they denoted the “Kennard Principle.”  

55 Dennis, “Margaret Kennard,” 1058 and Stanley Finger and Cynthia Wolf, “Kennard 
Before Kennard: The Early History of Age and Brain Lesions,” Archives of Neurology 45 
(October 1988): 1136-1142. 

56 Margaret A. Kennard, “Age and Other Factors in Motor Recovery from Precentral 
Lesions in Monkeys,” American Journal of Physiology 115 (1936): 139. 
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infants, the “immediate recovery after the operation was surprising.” Within twenty-four 

hours, the first infant monkey “walked about, using all four extremities, with only a slight 

lag in those on the right side.”57 Other weaknesses “disappeared gradually” and after two 

months, the “animal then developed at a normal rate for a healthy infant and showed no 

motor deficit.” She described an extraordinarily rapid recovery in the youngest monkey: 

“In this infant, recovery after twenty-four hours was as great as after several weeks in the 

adult.”58 With bilateral lesions (on both sides of the brain), the “recovery of voluntary 

power was immediate,” and despite some remaining deficits and slowness of movement, 

“Its motor performance had become so adequate that it might easily have passed for 

normal.”59 Kennard concluded, “The age of the animals affects both rate of recovery and 

degree of motor deficit. Young and immature animals recover more quickly and 

extensively than adults.”60  

She noted, however, that both monkeys experienced persistent problems—one 

with exaggerated movements and the other with a slight dragging on the right side—and 

that age was just one of the critical explanatory factors affecting their recovery (other 

important factors including staging, location, laterality, and number of brain lesions). 

Nevertheless, “adult monkeys… showed a greater degree of paresis immediately after 

operation and slower recovery of power than did adolescent or very young animals after 

the same procedure” and the “degree of ultimate recovery was also greater in the younger 

                                                
57 Kennard, “Age and Other Factors,” 142. 

58 Ibid. 

59 Ibid., 143. 

60 Ibid., 144. 
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than in the older animals.”61 Her research, while presented with a nuanced discussion of 

factors in recovery, still emphasized a hyper-flexible period of development and “rapid 

and complete” recovery in youth. Kennard included an extensive discussion of other 

factors involved in recovery, but neuroscientists in the following decades summarized 

and circulated Kennard’s research as emphasizing that rapid recovery and adaptability 

were traits of youth, with the greatest degree of flexibility and recovery at the youngest 

ages.62 

Very little attention was paid to old age and recovery from brain injury, but 

difficulty in rehabilitating the elderly was assumed and dementia was considered 

irreversible.63 Elderly patients were presumed to undergo very little improvement after 

hemorrhage, stroke, or “aphasia,” even while reports such as Franz’s had documented the 

ability to rehabilitate older adults long after their initial lesion and studies of young 

animals showed multiple factors involved in recovery and even persistent problems in the 

young.64 The frontiers of scientific research reflected a longstanding vision of the life 

                                                
61 Kennard, “Age and other factors,” 139. 

62 On the rise and circulation of the “Kennard Principle” also called the “Kennard Effect,” 
see: Dennis, “Kennard,” and Finger and Wolf, “Kennard Before Kennard.” On its 
continued influence on clinical practice into the early 1990s, see: Kathleen Hart and 
David Faust, “Prediction of the Effects of Mild Head Injury: A Message about the 
Kennard Principle,” Journal of Clinical Psychology 44 no. 5 (September 1988): 780-2 
and C. Webb, F.D. Rose, D.A. Johnson, E.A. Attree, “Age and Recovery from Brain 
Injury: Clinical Opinions and Experimental Evidence,” Brain Injury 10 no. 4 (April 
1996): 303-10. 

63 For more on senile mental deterioration as an inevitable part of aging with no 
possibility of meaningful intervention, see: Ballenger, Self, Senility, 36. 

64 On stroke rehabilitation in the elderly, see: Paul Bach-y-Rita, Recovery of Function, 
238-245. Professionals in the growing field of rehabilitation focused on children and war 
veterans, and few physiologists or neuroscientists studied explicitly old humans or 
animals. On veterans and the profession of rehabilitation, see: Linker, War’s Waste, on 
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course marked by flexibility and rapid recovery in youth, comparatively less rapid and 

complete recoveries in adulthood, and assumed further decline of responses in old age. 

The work of Foerster, Kennard, and other physiologists of the early twentieth century 

reinforced Cajal’s statement, while emphasizing that after a certain period, everything 

may die, nothing may be regenerated. 

 

From Damage to Enrichment: Brain Changes and the Environment  

The early period was critical, explained Harvard neuroscientists David Hubel and 

Torsten Wiesel in 1965, to the development of sensory systems and connections in the 

brain. In their experiments with newborn kittens, Hubel and Wiesel showed that by 

altering visual input (through surgical cuts to the eye muscles creating artificial squinting 

and strabismus) the cellular development within the brain was changed. “During the first 

3 months of life the connections are highly susceptible to the effects of visual 

deprivation,” they reported, whereas deprivation in kittens a few months old produced 

less pronounced effects, and in adult cats, almost no changes in the brain at all. They 

explained that the “plasticity demonstrated…is probably confined to the early months of 

life.”65 While documenting the vulnerability of the visual system, Hubel and Wiesel’s 

research was also used to ground the concept of “critical periods” in the development of 

the brain. Textbooks described “critical periods” as key windows in the ability of the 

developing brain to change its structure, describing Hubel and Wiesel’s research even 
                                                                                                                                            
children, see: Naomi Rogers, Dirt and Disease and Polio Wars: Sister Kenny and the 
Golden Age of American Medicine. 

65 David H. Hubel and Torsten N. Wiesel, “Binocular Interaction in Striate Cortex of 
Kittens Reared with Artificial Squint,” Journal of Neurophysiology 28 no. 6 (November 
1965): 1041.  
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decades later, and emphasizing the heightened plasticity in the young brain and the period 

of youth as critical to the development of brain architecture.66 In conjunction with their 

focus on the critical periods of early life, this research reinforced medical and scientific 

understandings of the young brain as the model of flexibility. Plasticity—or the brain’s 

ability to adapt and change in response to stimuli—was a characteristic of youth, even 

limited to “critical periods” of development.  

Another set of researchers on the other coast was experimenting with changing 

the internal structures of the brain through environmental stimuli. At the University of 

California, Berkeley, biochemist Edward L. Bennett, neuroanatomist Marian Cleeves 

Diamond, and two psychologists, David Krech and Mark R. Rosenzweig, were 

investigating changes in the anatomical structures and chemistry of the brain in rats.67 In 

1960, Krech, Rosenzweig, and Bennett reported environmental changes affected levels of 

a key enzyme associated with learning (cholinesterase), and their measurements helped 

quantify the chemical changes in the brain resulting from experience.68 Their research 

also suggested important anatomical changes in the brain, and by the end of 1960, they 

                                                
66 For example, see: Eric R. Kandel, “Early Experience, Critical Periods, and 
Developmental Fine Tuning of Brain Architecture” in Principles of Neural Science eds. 
Eric R. Kandel and James H. Schwartz (New York: Elsevier Press, 1985), 757-770. 

67 A range of psychologists and physiologists examined behavioral changes in response to 
experience in the mid-twentieth century, including the influential Donald O. Hebb. 
Increased professional attention to brain chemistry in the mid-1950s and new tools for 
rapid biochemical testing extended research on learning and the environment into 
measurement of changes in brain chemistry.  

68 David Krech, Mark R. Rosenzweig, and Edward L. Bennett, “Effects of Environmental 
Complexity and Training on Brain Chemistry,” The Journal of Comparative and 
Physiological Psychology 53 no. 6 (1960): 509-519. 
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brought on neuroanatomist Diamond to examine the brain anatomy in detail.69 The 

interdisciplinary UC Berkeley team of Bennett, Diamond, Krech, and Rosenzweig began 

one of their longest running series of experiments that year. The experiment entailed 

placing young rats, just after weaning, in one of three conditions: an “isolated condition” 

of a small, quiet cage, a standard or “social control” condition where a few rats lived 

together in a small cage, and an “Environmental Complexity and Training” condition in 

which many rats lived together in a large cage furnished with a running wheel and toys 

that were changed daily. They kept the rats in these conditions with adequate food and 

water for eighty days, before sacrificing them and taking measurements of their brains. In 

1962, the research team reported on the chemical and anatomical differences in the rats’ 

brains, finding that those living in the “enriched” environment had thicker cerebral 

cortices and significantly different levels of cholinesterase activity than the ones in 

“impoverished” conditions.70  

In 1963, Diamond presented the team’s results at the annual American 

Association of Anatomists meeting and recalled, “a man stood up in the back of the room 

and said in a loud voice, ‘Young lady, that brain cannot change!’”71 Despite initial 

                                                
69 Marian C. Diamond was UC Berkeley’s first female PhD in Anatomy, earning her 
doctorate in 1953, became the first female science instructor at Cornell in 1955, and 
returned to UC Berkeley in 1960, becoming its first female anatomy professor in 1965. 
Diamond also became the Dean of the College of Letters and Sciences and the director of 
UC Berkeley’s Lawrence Hall of Science. Marian Cleeves Diamond, “Marian Cleeves 
Diamond,” History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, 69. 

70 Mark R. Rosenzweig, David Krech, Edward L. Bennett, and Marian C. Diamond, 
“Effects of Environmental Complexity and Training on Brain Chemistry and Anatomy: A 
Replication and Extension,” Journal of Comparative & Physiological Psychology 55 no. 
4 (1962): 429-437. 

71 “Marian Cleeves Diamond,” Society for Neuroscience, 76-77. 
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resistance, the team’s 1964 publication in the Journal of Comparative Neurology 

explained, “Heretofore the brain has generally been considered incapable of macroscopic 

physical changes as a consequence of alterations in experience,” but their research 

showed that “increasing the environmental complexity and training of rats resulted in 

measurable changes in brain weight and brain chemistry.”72 In addition, under the 

microscope, a “complex environment leads to measureable histological changes in the rat 

cerebral cortex.”73 Later that year, their work was published in Science. They asserted, 

“Our observations…establish the fact that the brain is responsive to environmental 

pressure—a fact demanded by physiological theories of learning and memory.”74 

Between 1960 and 1969, they replicated their initial experiment sixteen times, and every 

experiment showed increased weights in the cerebral cortex of rats placed in enriched 

environments, with thirteen of the sixteen experimental results reaching statistical 

significance.75  

                                                
72 Marian C. Diamond, David Krech, and Mark R. Rosenzweig, “The Effects of an 
Enriched Environment on the Histology of the Rat Cerebral Cortex,” Journal of 
Comparative Neurology 123 (1964): 111. Resistance to the work of Diamond et al. on 
environmental stimuli and its ability to alter the internal architecture of the brain was 
more limited than that faced by neurogenesis researchers.  

73 Ibid., 111.  

74 Edward L. Bennett, Marian C. Diamond, David Krech and Mark R. Rosenzweig, 
“Chemical and Anatomical Plasticity of Brain,” Science 146, No. 3644 (Oct. 30, 1964): 
610-619. 

75  Thirteen of sixteen reached statistical significance at a level of p<0.05, a generally 
accepted level in research studies indicating that there was less than one in twenty chance 
that the results were due to random chance or biological variability, for the cerebral 
cortex weights. Twelve of the sixteen reached statistical significance of the p<0.05 level 
for the occipital cortex weights. Although they found no more nerve cells per unit of 
tissue in the enriched versus impoverished conditions, the rats in the enriched 
environment had larger cell bodies (indicating higher metabolic activity) and larger 
nuclei in the cells, along with other changes described above. The other experiments also 
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The UC Berkeley researchers wrote in Science that they wondered whether 

cerebral changes were “confined to young animals” and ran two successive experiments 

on older rats. Beginning when previous experiments ended, when the rats were 105 days 

old (the breed reached sexual maturity at 70 days and showed tumors and cardiovascular 

diseases at 288), they demonstrated that the “results for older animals… are seen to be 

rather similar to those for younger animals” and “conclude[d] that the adult brain shows 

increases in cortical weight and total acetylcholinesterase activity as readily as the young 

brain.”76 Although the neonate brain was more “plastic” than either, the ability to change 

was not confined to the early periods of life and their initial forays into older rats showed 

the adult brain could be “readily” altered.77 Despite initial indications of plasticity in 

mature brains, they did not further examine old brains for another decade.  

In 1972, Scientific American featured the Berkeley team’s research showing the 

brain could be experimentally altered by changes in the environment. While scientists 

had long hypothesized that lasting changes in the brain were produced with learning and 

memory, the Berkeley team’s research quantified these changes with anatomical and 

chemical measurements resulting from different environments. They found differences in 

the cerebral cortex dimensions, glial count, dendritic branching, cell nuclei size, and total 

enzymatic activity of rats in isolated and “[a]lthough the brain differences induced by 
                                                                                                                                            
showed increases in cortex dimensions but did not reach the same level of statistical 
significance. Mark R. Rosenzweig, Edward L. Bennett and Marian Cleeves Diamond, 
“Brain Changes in Response to Experience,” Scientific American (February 1972): 22-29, 
discussion of research findings and statistical significance levels on 25. 

76 Bennett, Diamond, Krech and Rosenzweig, “Chemical and Anatomical Plasticity,” 615. 

77 Dennis R. Malkasian and Marian C. Diamond, “The Effects of Environmental 
Manipulation on the Morphology of the Neonate Rat Brain,” International Journal of 
Neuroscience 2 no. 4 (1971): 161-169. 
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environment are not large,” they explained, “we are confident they are genuine.”78 

Diamond underscored the point in a lecture two years later: “The cortical depth changes 

its dimensions, the nerve cells change size, the glial cells change in numbers, the 

branches of the cells change in length, the number size of contacts between cells 

change.”79 At “every anatomical level in which the cortex has been measured,” she 

continued, “changes have been found which were caused by different environments.”80 

While early twentieth century experiments on brain damage showed the brain 

could compensate for injury and recover a degree of functioning, the research conducted 

by the Harvard and Berkeley teams produced structural and chemical changes in the brain 

without physically damaging them—by depriving kittens of visual stimuli, they altered 

the development of the visual cortex in the brain, and by placing rats in bare, isolated 

cages versus busy and “stimulating” environments, they changed the dimensions and 

chemistry of their brains. This research provided a new and compelling facet to an 

emerging field of “plasticity”—a term both teams used in 1964 but left relatively 

undefined—although the term would proliferate in the following decade.81 Their research 

                                                
78 Rosenzweig et al., “Brain Changes in Response to Environment,” 24-25 and also 
described in “Marian Cleeves Diamond,” Society for Neuroscience, 76-77. 

79 Marian C. Diamond, Introductory Lecture, Conference on The Brain and Its Potential, 
March 8, 9, 10, 1974, Carton 5, folder 39, MC Diamond Papers. 

80 Ibid., MC Diamond Papers.  

81 As “plasticity” research proliferated in the early 1970s and through the following 
decade, it produced definitional and theoretical debates. Jacques Paillard documented the 
many levels of plasticity with different meanings in different subfields, extending beyond 
neurogenesis to a variety of changes in the structure, organization, and chemistry of the 
brain. For more, see: Rubin, “Changing Brains,” Dennis, “Margaret Kennard,” and Bruno 
Will, John Dalrymple-Alford, Mathieu Wolff, Jean-Christophe Cassel, “The Concept of 
Brain Plasticity—Paillard’s Systemic Analysis and Emphasis on Structure and Function,” 
Behavioural Brain Research (2008). 
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showed that changes could arise not only from direct brain injury, but also could be 

produced in the brain through external, environmental stimuli.  

FIGURE 17 
 

 
Fig. 17. Environmental Complexity and Training Condition. Source: Scientific American, 
226 no. 2 (February 1972), front matter. 
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“Enlightening and Optimistic” Results for the Aging Brain 

Diamond was one of the first to bring her research to the other end of life to 

characterize the extent of anatomical changes that could be produced in old age in 

response to different environments. “Reliable, replicable data were obtained from the 

environmental studies, but it was never clear how these data were related to the normal 

developing and aging brain,” Diamond and her research team explained.82 To understand 

these changes, they took measurements to create a “standard” curve for age-related 

changes in order to conduct long-term comparisons of environmental manipulation.83 “To 

address the issues of normal development and the aging brain,” they took samples of two 

hundred Long-Evans rats between the ages of 6 days and 650 days old (the same breed as 

the prior experiments, which reached sexual maturity at 70 days and experienced tumors 

and diseases associated with aging at 288 days). They sampled the cortex, hippocampus, 

and diencephalon as well as the endocrine glands and collected body weights of the rats. 

As long as data were being collected on the brain structure of these “precious, very old 

rats,” the team wrote, “it seemed sensible to obtain as much additional anatomical 

information from the animals as possible.”84 They found that the component parts of the 

brain did not undergo a universal decrease in size and weight. Two areas increased in size 

across the life course—the hippocampus, an area associated with emotion and memory, 

and the diencephalon, an area contributing to the regulation of the endocrine and 
                                                
82 Diamond, “Morphological Changes in the Young, Adult and Aging Rat,” 163. 

83 Marian C. Diamond, Ruth E. Johnson, and Carol A. Ingham, “Morphological Changes 
in the Young, Adult and Aging Rat Cerebral Cortex, Hippocampus, and Diencephalon” 
Behavioral Biology, 14 (1975): 163. Johnson and Ingham were Diamond’s lab 
technicians. “Marian C. Diamond,” Society for Neuroscience. 

84 Ibid., 164. 
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autonomic nervous systems—grew rapidly in early life and then continued to grow 

slowly for the remainder of the rats’ lives until measurements were taken at 650 days. By 

the final measurements, both the hippocampus and diencephalon underwent an overall 

growth of approximately nine to ten percent. The cerebral cortex, the outer layer 

associated with higher cognitive processes, followed a different pattern: it grew rapidly 

after birth, reached its peak just after weaning at 26 days, underwent moderate declines in 

early adulthood and then very slow declines—it “essentially plateau[ed]”—later in life, 

from 108 days until the final measurement at 650 days. There was an overall decrease in 

the cerebral cortex of approximately nine percent from its peak at 26 days to the last 

sample at 650 days. They reported, “it is evident that both the hippocampus and the 

diencephalon are increasing in dimensions with aging by about 9-10%, whereas, the 

cortex is decreasing by 9%.”85 They also noted that the hippocampus did not respond to 

environmental manipulation and the diencephalon had not previously been measured in 

the experimental environmental work, but changes occurred in readily in the cortex. The 

researchers offered a nuanced picture of the different regions of the brain, showing that 

two of the three regions they measured increased over the life course, while the structure 

                                                
85 Ibid., 171. They also offered an intriguing hypothesis linking the growth of the 
hippocampus and diencephalon with the decrease in depth of the cortex: “The fact that 
the hippocampus and diencephalon increase in dimensions with aging may cause the 
cortex to stretch over the increasing subcortical structures. Thus it is not clear at the 
present whether the cortex is actually shrinking with age or redistributing its mass.” 
However, they noted, “In any event it does decrease its depth under normal aging and can 
be shown to increase its depth due to a stimulating environment or to diminish further its 
depth in an impoverished environment.” Diamond et al., “Morphological Changes in the 
Young, Adult, and Aging Rat,” 173. 
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that decreased in size—the largest structure, the cortex—was nevertheless responsive to 

changes in the environment.86  

Examining the cortex in old age, researchers reported that the brain did decline, 

but declines were not dramatic and they were, in any case, modifiable.87 In 1977, 

Diamond, with her research assistants Johnson and Gold compared the number of 

neurons and glial cells in the medial occipital cortex, an area of the brain responsible for 

producing visual images, in rats across the life course and again emphasized that the 

declines occurring in old age were not strong or even statistically significant, and that 

regardless, cell connections could be modified by stimulation at any age. They found the 

most “marked” decreases in neuron size and glia number occurred in youth rather than 

old age. Rats lost approximately thirty-four percent and sixteen percent of their glial cells 

and neural cells, respectively, between 41 and 108 days, and after this, experienced only 

                                                
86 The “standard curves” they produced reinforced their prior findings of the ability of the 
brain structures to be experimentally altered. They found that the enriched environments 
increased the cortical depth when it otherwise would decline slowly over time, and the 
isolated conditions hastened decreases—“the effects of impoverishment accelerate the 
normal decrease in cortical depth dimensions.” While the cortex was the largest of the 
three structures and the one responsible for higher cognitive processing,” it was the only 
one of three structures that declined over the life course, such that the narrative of 
enrichment studies would be testing the ability to modulate decline with age, rather than 
accelerating or decelerating growth of the hippocampus or diencephalon. Ibid., Diamond 
et al., “Morphological Changes in the Young, Adult, and Aging Rat,” 172-173. 

87 Another team at the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia had also been 
working on the long-term effects of enriched and impoverished environments, keeping 
rats in these conditions for 500 days. They found that “the rat brain retains a considerable 
degree of structural plasticity into old age,” which they reported in Nature in 1973, prior 
to Diamond’s publication on the standard aging curves (in which Diamond discusses the 
Brisbane lab’s work as forthcoming). The Queensland team extensively cited the UC 
Berkeley researchers in the 1973 paper in Nature, and the researchers were clearly aware 
of each other’s ongoing research. R.A. Cummins, R.N. Walsh, O.E. Budtz-Olesen, T. 
Konstantinos, C.R. Horsfall, “Environmentally-Induced Changes in the Brains of Elderly 
Rats,” Nature 243 (June 29, 1973): 516-518. 
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four and five percent decreases until the last measurement at 650 days. The less marked 

declines between maturity and old age were furthermore not statistically significant.88 

The researchers suggested that this decrease likely “depends on the type of stimulation 

reaching the cerebral cortex and that is needed for behavioral patterns being established 

by the animal.”89 They continued, “If the cells are not stimulated in the early period, they 

die. Those that are stimulated survive for as long as constant stimulation occurs.”90 

Diamond had submitted another study for publication demonstrating not only increasing 

dimensions but also that neurons in the occipital cortex could grow new dendritic 

branches in adult rats age if exposed to a “stimulating environment.”91 The researchers 

concluded, “These cell counts and neuron size measurements offer encouraging results 

regarding the aging mammalian cortex of an animal living in a standard laboratory 

                                                
88 Marian C. Diamond, Ruth E. Johnson, and Marian W. Gold, “Changes in Neuron 
Number and Size and Glia Number in the Young, Adult, and Aging Rat Media Occipital 
Cortex,” Behavioral Biology, 20 (1977): 409-418. Psychologist Richard Dawkins 
proposed that that selective neuron loss served as a potential memory mechanism. See: 
Richard Dawkins, “Selective Neurone Death as a Possible Memory Mechanism,” Nature 
229 (1971): 118 and Mark R. Rosenzweig, Kjeld Mollgaard, Marian C. Diamond, 
Edward L. Bennett, “Negative as well as Positive Synaptic Changes May Store Memory” 
Psychological Review 79 no. 1 (January 1972):93-6. 

89 Ibid., Diamond et al., “Changes in Neuron Number,” 415. 

90 Ibid. 

91 H.M. Uhlings, Marian Cleeves Diamond, and W.A.M. Veltman, “Dendritic Outgrowth 
in the Visual Cortex of Adult Rats Under Different Environmental Conditions,” 
Submitted for publication, 1977. The study was published in 1978. Two years later, 
however, Stephen J. Buell and Paul D. Coleman showed “late growth” in dendritic trees 
that were more extensive than in adult ones, supporting the evidence that dendritic 
growth in late life occurred. They reported, “The new growth can help compensate for the 
death of other brain cells.” Stephen J. Buell and Paul D. Coleman, “Dendritic Growth in 
the Aged Human Brain and Failure of Growth in Senile Dementia,” Science 206, no. 
4420 (Nov. 16, 1979): 854-856. 
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environment.”92 The encouraging results were that the declines in old age were not 

marked—even that youth experienced both more gains and losses than old age—and cells 

that were stimulated could survive and even grow new dendritic connections. 

Diamond described these results as “Enlightening and Optimistic” in American 

Scientist the following year, in 1978, explaining that stimulating environments altered 

cell loss and increased dimensions of certain areas in the aging brain, and functional 

declines in old age need not be inevitably disastrous. In old age, she explained, the 

“actual decline going on in each of us will be the least.”93 Anatomist Charles Minot had 

offered a similar hypothesis in 1908, largely overlooked, that the “period of old age,” was 

“far from being the chief period of decline.”94 However, she connected the importance of 

“stimulation” by describing that the slow loss of cells in old age could occur “as long as 

the brain is exposed to a stimulating environment.”95  

In 1981, Harvard’s Hubel and Wiesel were awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Physiology or Medicine for their contributions to “information processing in the visual 

system.”96 Unlike Hubel and Weisel, whose work became a mainstay of neuroscience 

                                                
92 Uhlings, Diamond, and Veltman, “Dendritic Outgrowth.” 

93 Marian Cleeves Diamond, “The Aging Brain: Some Enlightening and Optimistic 
Results,” American Scientist 66 no. 1 (January-February 1978): 66-71. 

94 Charles S. Minot, The Problem of Age, Growth, and Death (G. P. Putman’s Sons, 
1908), W.M. Cowan, “Neuronal Death as a Regulative Mechanism in the Control of Cell 
Number in the Nervous System,” in Development and Aging in the Nervous System, ed. 
M Rockstein (Academic Press, 1973): 19-37. 

95 Diamond, “The Aging Brain,” 66-71. 

96 Hubel and Wiesel were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in 1981 for their contributions 
to information processing in the visual system. Roger W. Sperry was also awarded Prize 
that year for discoveries concerning the functional specialization of the cerebral 
hemispheres. 
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textbooks, Diamond’s research received less acclaim within the scientific community 

during the 1970s and early 1980s. Not only did Diamond face significant obstacles as a 

woman in the sciences—she was left off of the author list on one of her first important 

research studies—but also she focused on outreach outside of her university 

professorship, teaching children in the San Francisco community and putting together 

workshops and lectures for retirees.97 She was a committed educator who dedicated 

herself to advancing public understanding of the brain and its “potential.” “It has been 

said that the ‘70s will be a decade of significant strides in neurobiology in the scientific 

world,” Diamond wrote to a colleague in 1973.98 “If this is true, then it becomes more 

important for students and the general public to be kept informed of the changes taking 

place in the field.”99 In addition to university courses that she taught as Berkeley’s first 

female full professor of anatomy, Diamond developed an extension course in 1974 and 

organized weekend lectures and workshops on themes such as the “Brain and Its 

Potential.”100 She drew together speakers with expertise in neurosurgery, neuropathology, 

psychiatry, behavior, and neurochemistry so that the public could have a “better 

understanding of the science of the nervous system, and specifically, the brain.”101 She 

                                                
97 Diamond recounted being left off of the author list, ultimately convincing her 
colleagues to add her name in parenthesis, in the documentary directed by Catherine 
Ryan Gary Weimberg, “My Love Affair with the Brain: The Life and Science of Dr. 
Marian Diamond,” Luna Productions, 2017.  

98 Letter to Ron Patterson, 1973, Carton 5, folder 29, Marian Cleeves Diamond Papers, 
University of California, Berkeley, hereafter cited as MC Diamond Papers. 

99 Ibid. 

100 Carton 5, Folder 39, MC Diamond Papers. 

101 Ibid. 
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lectured widely throughout the 1970s and 1980s, reaching audiences including the 

Veterans Administration, American Aging Association, the American Academy of 

Aphasia, and the U.C. Retirees Association. She gave lectures at public schools in 

California on weekends, removing a preserved human brain from a floral hatbox for the 

children to inspect. Abroad in Australia, China, Kenya, and Cambodia in 1977, she 

acquired a preserved human brain for lectures as often as she could—when an 

administrator at the Canberra Health Center in Australia denied her request, the “nurses at 

the Health Center had heard of my ‘plea’ and brought me a brain!!”102 Visiting her 

daughter at camp, she carried two hatboxes—one with a preserved brain to teach the 

campers, another with a peach pie.103 The joy of a hatbox, she said, was that “you never 

know what’s going to come out!”104 Whether removing a preserved brain in a university 

lecture hall or presenting it alongside a peach pie at a children’s camp, she would ask, 

“What happens to the structure of the brain if you enrich the environment?” This 

“complex mass of protoplasm” could be altered from infancy into extreme old age, and 

her lectures on the brain’s potential to audiences across the life course reflected this 

message. 

  

                                                
102 Diamond, “Marian Cleeves Diamond,” History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, 84-
91. 

103 Harrison Smith, “Marian Diamond, Neuroscientist who gave new meaning to ‘use it 
or lose it,’ dies at 90,” Washington Post (July 30, 2017): Obituaries. 

104 Rick J. Scheidt, “Marian Diamond: The ‘Mitochondrial Eve’ of Successful Aging,” 
Gerontologist 55, no. 1 (2015): 171–172. 
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“Use it or Lose it”: The Individual Imperative for Late Brain Growth  

Over the following years, Diamond extended her research to even older rats—

from 650 to 904 days old. She placed the same breed of rats in enriched and “standard” 

cages very late in their lives—at 766 days old—and ended the experiment only when 

three rats died (she took the measurements of the remaining rats’ brains at 904 days of 

age). The results showed that the late-life stint in enriched environments still made a 

difference in their brain anatomy: rats in enriched cages had four to ten percent 

thicknesses in sections of the cortex and less of a particular pigment associated with 

aging than rats in standard colonies.105 In the journal of Experimental Neurology, 

Diamond and her colleagues reiterated that the “notable findings were the plasticity of the 

extremely old, enriched rats’ occipital cortex,” indicating that “the cerebral cortex 

remained structurally plastic throughout the lifetime of the organism.”106 They added, 

“The cortical thickness changes are even more impressive when one considers that the 

animals lived in nonenriched environments for the major part of their lives (from 

weaning to 766 days of age) before being transferred to the more stimulating 

conditions.”107 Clearly demonstrating an effect in old age, the rats showed 

“morphological adaptability when introduced to a new enriched condition in later life.”108 

Furthermore, they pointed out the noteworthy stability of certain areas of the brain that 

did not decline in cell count over the course of the experiment and as the rats aged. There 

                                                
105 Marian C. Diamond, et al., “Plasticity in the 904-Day-Old Rat,” Experimental 
Neurology 87 (1985): 309-17. 

106 Diamond, “Plasticity in the 904-Day-Old Rat,” 309. 

107 Ibid., 314. 

108 Ibid., 314-315. 
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was a “lack of loss of neurons in cerebral cortical area 18, whether or not the 

environments were enriched,” and the “stability of the occipital cortical neuron numbers 

in healthy animals was remarkable.”109 Other studies had shown there was no measurable 

loss in neurons in the somesthetic cortex, and Diamond and her research team 

documented yet another area in the cortex that did not lose neurons with aging.110 “These 

results have positive implications for the potential of the aging mammalian brain,” they 

reported, and the “response to a stimulating environment and the lack of a significant loss 

of occipital cortical neurons with age…are encouraging results.”111 The researchers 

reframed the old brain as both stable and adaptable—it was relatively stable and 

underwent minimal cell losses, but also its dimensions and cellular structures were able to 

respond to changes in the environment. 

As Diamond collected and published evidence on the ways environmental 

enrichment altered anatomical structures of old brains, the mainstream media captured 

these findings, eager to offer narratives of hope and optimism to counter the “widespread 

belief in an inevitable mental decline in old age.”112 In 1982, on the heels of a three-part 

study Diamond co-authored with one of her graduate students showing dendritic growth 

in elderly rats and dispelling “myths” of the elderly human brain as losing thousands of 

cells each day, a Los Angeles Times article quoted Marian Diamond to explain that 

people had been told they were rapidly losing nerve cells—up to 100,000 nerve cells per 

                                                
109 Ibid., 314-315. 

110 Ibid., 315. 

111 Ibid., 314. 

112 Daniel Goleman, “The Aging Mind Proves Capable of Lifelong Growth,” New York 
Times (February 21, 1984), C1. 
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day after age 30—but that their research showed losses were minimal.113,114 Another Los 

Angeles Times article described Diamond’s preliminary results on rats demonstrating that 

“stimulating and challenging activities may actually delay the mental aging processes and 

that in an enriched environment, the “aging cerebral cortex may continue to grow.”115 

“We are challenging the myths of an aging brain, the belief that we should expect it to go 

downhill with age,” Diamond explained to the newspaper. In a healthy environment, the 

brain will stay healthy into extremely old age.”116 A healthy environment was a 

stimulating one. “[W]hether it’s crossword puzzles, or pottery or politics. Just so long as 

it’s something to keep the mind stimulated,” Diamond explained.117  

Physicians and medical researchers working on longevity studies in humans 

supported these findings as they published results in the mid-1980s. “We find that those 

who maintain their mental capacity the longest are similar to those who follow a 

disciplined program of exercise,” said K. Warner Schaie, director of the Seattle 

Longitudinal Study and professor of human development at Pennsylvania State 

                                                
113 Angela Fox Dunn, “‘As Old as You Think?’ It's Really True” Los Angeles Times 
(February 12, 1982), G6. Diamond even attempted to track down the origins of the 
statistic of cell loss but found that those using it did not state their methods for deriving 
the number. B. Burns, The Mammalian Cerebral Cortex, 1958, 101, in Carton 6, folder 
29, MC Diamond Papers. 

114 The study described was by James A. Connor, Marian C. Diamond, Judith A. Connor, 
Ruth E. Johnson, “A Golgi Study of Dendritic Morphology in the Occipital Cortex of 
Socially Reared Aged Rats” Experimental Neurology 73 (1981): 525-533. 

115 Elizabeth Mehren, “Aging Rats Provide Clue to Brain Drain,” Los Angeles Times 
(April 26, 1983), F1. 

116 Mehren, “Aging Rats.” 

117 Ibid. 
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University.118 You have to keep exercising your brain like it was a muscle,” he continued, 

“it’s a case of use it or lose it.”119 UCLA professor of neurobiology and psychiatry 

Arnold B. Scheibel added: “We know for a fact that dendrites are lost when they’re not 

used…We also know there is a loss in normal aging. We think there’s a relationship. 

Using your brain stimulates your dendrites. That, in turn, we believe, will slow down 

some of the age-related loss.”120,121 

Other researchers leading longitudinal studies on aging published findings in the 

mid-1980s that echoed positive news of the potential for cognitive health in later life.122 

“The use-it-or-lose-it principle applies not only to the maintenance of muscular 

flexibility, but to the maintenance of a high level of intellectual performance,” Schaie 

reiterated to the New York Times the following year.123 The front page of Times’ Science 

                                                
118 Schaie completed his undergraduate studies at UC Berkeley, where he worked with 
Read D. Tuttenham. Shaie led the Seattle Longitudinal Study, beginning in 1956, which 
examined the cognitive aging in cooperation with the Group Health Cooperative of Puget 
Sound. 

119 Terry Finn, “The Brain—Use It or Lose It: Personality Affects Aging,” Los Angeles 
Times (23 Oct 1983): 34. 

120 Dunn, “‘As Old as You Think?’” 

121 Diamond and Scheibel married that year, in 1982. Scheibel was Diamond’s second 
husband and they remained married until Scheibel’s death in April 2017. Diamond died 
three months later, in July 2017. 

122 Many of these longitudinal studies sought to define the parameters of normal aging, 
bringing an optimistic outlook to the aging process. For more on the optimism of the 
“gerontological persuasion,” see: Ballenger, Self, Senility, 56-60. Hyung Wook Park also 
details a variety of aspects in which optimism for a healthy old age was at the heart of 
gerontology research in the first half of the twentieth century. Hyung Wook Park, Old 
Age, New Science: Gerontologists and Their Biosocial Visions, 1900-1960 (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2016). 

123 Daniel Goleman, “The Aging Mind Proves Capable of Lifelong Growth,” New York 
Times, (February 21, 1984): C1. 
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section featured the headline, “The Aging Mind Proves Capable of Lifelong Growth,” 

and detailed the variety of “new research challeng[ing] beliefs long held by scientists and 

the public” about declines in old age. The article interviewed eleven psychiatrists, 

psychologists, neuroanatomists, and geriatricians, all of whom detailed the ways their 

research suggested “declines in intelligence can be reversed in some instances” and that 

“earlier notions about the loss of brain cells as a person ages were in error.”124 Diamond’s 

work featured as “one of the few studies ever done to directly assess cell loss rates as the 

brain ages.” The article explained: “Her results indicate that, while there is some cell loss, 

the greatest decrease is early in life and subsequent losses are not significant, even into 

late life.”125 In addition, clinicians working with human aging explained that variability 

was a key component of aging brains. Harvard geriatrician Jerry Avorn explained that in 

humans, “the deficits found in the healthy aged are in a minor range, not at all clinically 

impairing.”126 Schaie added, though, that the Seattle Longitudinal Study had found 

substantial variability in cognitive abilities of its participants in late life—“Some of our 

people have shown no declines that interfere with daily living into their 80s,” Schaie said. 

The best outcomes were among “Elderly people who lived with their families and were 

actively engaged with life,” who actually showed “an increase in mental abilities over the 

14-year period.” The largest decline occurred among “widowed housewives who had 

never had a career of their own and led restricted lives.”127 Ultimately, though, it was not 

                                                
124 Ibid. 

125 Ibid. 

126 Ibid. 
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social structures that were deemed in need of change, but the individual’s commitment to 

employing the latest science.128 Gleaning the researchers suggestions from a wide range 

of fields—Diamond in neuroanatomy, Schaie and the Seattle Longitudinal Study, and 

Avorn at Harvard’s geriatrics department, the article summarized the “expert” advice as: 

“Staying socially involved,” “Being mentally active,” and “Having a flexible personality” 

as the keys to maintaining mental capabilities in old age. “The belief that if you live long 

enough you will become senile is just wrong,” the article quoted Robert Butler, founding 

director of the National Institute on Aging and head of geriatric medicine at Mount 

Sinai.129 The healthy and well-educated appeared to fare the best, and the rest, it seemed, 

should work to create their own “stimulating” and enriched environments to flex mental 

muscles and prevent decline.    

 

Lobes of Steel: Building the Brainspan 

Scientific models of adaptable old brains were called upon to challenge 

longstanding stereotypes of old age and decline, even before being fully accepted within 

clinical practice. “Old dogs can learn new tricks, especially those who never stopped 

learning in the first place,” explained Schaie in 1986.130 Schaie’s public refuting of the 

                                                
128 For more on individual responsibility for health, see: Allan M. Brandt, “Behavior, 
Disease, and Health in the Twentieth-Century United States: The Moral Valence of 
Individual Risk,” in Morality and Health eds. Allan M. Brandt and Paul Rozin (New 
York and London: Routledge, 1997), 53-78. On the application of this to brain training in 
the twenty-first century, see: Millington, “Use it or Lose It,” and Vidal and Ortega, Being 
Brains, 42-57. 

129 Goleman, “The Aging Mind Proves Capable of Lifelong Growth.” 

130 William E. Smart, “Brain Training for a Fit Mind,” Washington Post (Aug 26, 1986): 
C5. 
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adage was part of a broader shifting mainstream media portrayal of aging minds as 

capable of change. Whereas in the early twentieth century, most newspaper articles in a 

sample of Proquest papers reiterated that “old dogs can’t learn new tricks,” between 1980 

and 2009, it reversed—about two-thirds challenged the stereotype, bringing up the adage 

in order to refute it. There was also a sharp decrease in the circulation of the saying in 

print media—between 1980 and 1989, the phrase was used 255 times U.S. newspapers 

available on Proquest, 210 appeared between 1990 and 1999, and only one-tenth—25 

articles—contained the phrase in the first decade of the twenty-first century.131 “Science 

has proved that this dictum must be discarded,” wrote psychology professors Christopher 

Hertzog, Arthur F. Kramer, and their colleagues in the Scientific American in 2015.132 In 

its place, they explained, the “idea of exercising cognitive machinery by performing 

mentally demanding activities—popularly termed the ‘use it or lose it’ hypothesis” had 

risen.133  

Findings of life-long plasticity were slowly and unevenly incorporated across 

medical fields and the neurosciences, but became part of medical practice by the 

beginning of the twenty-first century.134 Some physicians and physical therapists 

involved in stroke rehabilitation readily adopted models of old age plasticity and recovery 

                                                
131 Between 1980 and 1989 four of a sample of ten of newspaper articles in a Proquest 
search of U.S. newspapers challenged that an “old dog could learn new tricks,” and by 
the following decade, eight of ten percent of a sample refuted it. Between 2000 and 2009 
six of ten refuted it. On search terms and parameters, see note 18.  

132 Christopher Hertzog, Arthur F. Kramer, Robert S. Wilson and Ulman Lindenberger, 
“Fit Body, Fit Mind?” Scientific American 24 (March 2015): 40-47. 

133 Ibid., 40. 

134 The interaction of scientific theories with medical practice offers fertile ground for 
further examination beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
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of function in the 1980s, and began retrospectively identifying examples of it.135 

Neurosciences textbooks and other practicing clinicians were slower to change. The 

classic neurosciences textbook edited by Eric R. Kandel and James H. Schwartz, 

Principles of Neural Science, in 1985 acknowledged that most elderly did not experience 

dramatic declines in function, but nonetheless reserved its discussion of flexibility to the 

“critical periods in the development of the brain” understood to reside in youth.136 

Surveys of practicing physicians in 1988 and 1996 indicated continued support for the 

heightened plasticity and superior recovery of the brain in childhood.137 References to the 

“Kennard principle” remained in circulation, but growing acceptance of adult 

neurogenesis—the de novo formation of nerve cells in adult brains—and new research on 

the vulnerability of rapidly developing brains in early life shifted attention to the aging 

brain as capable of growth and change by the beginning of the twenty-first century.138 

                                                
135 Paul Bach-y-Rita, Recovery of Function: Theoretical Considerations for Brain Injury 
Rehabilitation (Baltimore: University Park Press, 1980). 

136 Eric R. Kandel, “Early Experience, Critical Periods, and Developmental Fine Tuning 
of Brain Architecture” and Lucien Cote, “Aging of the Brain and Dementia,” in 
Principles of Neural Science eds. Eric R. Kandel and James H. Schwartz (New York: 
Elsevier Press, 1985), 757-770 and 784-792. 

137 A survey of clinicians specializing in neuropsychology in 1988 found that nearly all 
(97 percent) believed a child would have no or mild impairment after a brain injury but 
fewer (61 percent) were willing to predict the same level of impairment in an adolescent. 
K. Hart and D. Faust, “Prediction of the Effects of Mild Head Injury: A Message about 
the Kennard Principle,” Journal of Clinical Psychology 44 (1988): 780–782 in Dennis, 
“Margaret Kennard,” 1058-9. Similar results were found in 1996 with British physicians 
who predicted better recovery from traumatic brain injuries in children than adults. C. 
Webb, F.D. Rose, D.A. Johnson, and E.A. Attree, “Age and Recovery from Brain Injury: 
Clinical Opinions and Experimental Evidence,” Brain Injury 10 (1996):303–310 in 
Dennis, “Margaret Kennard,” 1058-9. 

138 On the history of neurogenesis and its resistance and eventual acceptance in the 
neuroscientific community, see: Rubin, “Changing Brains.” 
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“More recently neuroscientists have questioned the [Kennard] Principle,” wrote one 

research group in Brain Injury in 1996, such that many neuroscientists “now taking an 

opposing view that damage to the rapidly developing brain can be more harmful than 

equivalent damage in adulthood.”139 Kandel’s fifth edition of the Principles of Neural 

Science, published in 2013, updated its text to explain that even in old age “neurons…die, 

but new ones can be born.”140,141  

Principles of adaptability, stimulation, and change in old brains helped usher out 

stereotypes of the elderly as unable to learn, but new mantras of “use it or lose it” did not 

make the process of aging accepted or desirable. Youth remained most closely connected 

with flexibility and health, while new theories of plasticity extended the ability to fight 

potential declines into old age. “Use it” commanded action; “or lose it” threatened 

decline. Presumed losses ranged from minimal cognitive changes to severe impairment in 

oneself or one’s family members. Brain fitness developers recounted their customers 

saying: “I could live with a little bit of physical decline, but I don’t want any decline in 

my cognitive abilities,” while magazines and newspapers featured stories heartbreak and 

                                                
139 As Webb et al. explained, “For many years the notion that brain damage causes less 
impairment in children than in adults (sometimes known as the ‘Kennard Principle’) has 
enjoyed widespread support among scientists and clinicians.” However, the authors 
documented that neuroscientists had begun to question the “Principle” with “most now 
taking an opposing view that damage to the rapidly developing brain can be more 
harmful than equivalent damage in adulthood.” Webb et al. “Age and recovery.” 

140 Principles of Neural Science, 5th edition, Eric R. Kandel, et al., eds. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Medical, 2013). 

141 Beatrix Rubin has also pointed out the slow uptake of a specific level of 
neuroplasticity—that of neurogenesis, or the de novo formation of nerve cells. Rubin 
demonstrates that with neurogenesis, what might be the last hold out against adult 
plasticity—did not become fully absorbed into scientific thinking until the end of the 
1990s. Rubin, “Changing Brains,” 413-417.  
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“Alzheimer’s Nightmares,” documenting the frightening and draining aspects of severe 

dementia.142 Even though neuroscientists and geriatricians had emphasized since the late 

1970s that losses in the cell count, size, and cerebral cortex dimensions were not 

substantial in old age, even as medical textbooks described that only eleven percent of 

people over sixty-five experienced mild to severe cognitive impairment, poignant stories 

of caring for incapacitated parents, drained resources, frayed relationships, physical 

humiliation, and deeply felt fears of these very real losses remained a specter in what it 

might mean to “lose it” at the end of the twentieth century.143  

The counterpoint—the “good news,” as one article put it, was that “The brain is 

‘plastic,’ that is, it retains a lifelong capacity for physical and functional change.”144 In 

order to capitalize on this capacity, “we have to work to keep our edge…more bluntly: 

                                                
142 Allison Van Dusen, “Break a Sweat—With Your Brain,” Forbes for msnbc.com, 
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Study,” NEJM 374 (Feb 11, 2016): 523-532. 
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Searcher [Medford] 15, no. 8,  (Sep 2007): 8-12. 
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use it or lose it.”145 Suggestions for stimulating activities to “use it” covered a wide 

ground—but within middle class lifestyles. Self-described brain trainer and president of 

one of the first brain health companies in the field, Brain Technologies Corp., Dudley 

Lynch led corporate clients such as General Motors, IBM, Hewlett-Packard and the 

National Security Agency, through “basic exercises” of crossword puzzles, spatial 

relations problems, envisioning scenes of the future, and encouraging new routes to work 

to keep an “evergreen brain.”146 Nintendo Brain Age, a video game by Nintendo 

launched in 1999, provided math questions, puzzles, and matching games that promised 

to “help prevent the effects of aging.”147 Books such as Brain Games #1: Lower Your 

Brain Age in Minutes a Day included word jigsaw puzzles and number puzzles to “kee[p] 

aging at bay” and self-assessments to “gauge your improving mental flexibility.” Ten 

years and eight editions later, Brain Games #8 in 2017 did the same. The Total Brain 

Workout, The Little Book of Big Brain Games, and Exercises for the Brain and Memory: 

70 Top Neurobic Exercises included timed tests, word puzzles and incorporated “sensory 

experiences” to “engage all the neurons” to “revert to our younger years.”148  

Neuroplasticity for the aging mind emphasized healthy brains as active and 

stimulated brains, and as healthy, active, engaged brains as young. This reflected 
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longstanding associations that coupled old brains with stagnancy and decline, and young 

brains with development, growth, and stimulation. “Across the country, brain health 

programs are springing up, offering the possibility of a cognitive fountain of youth,” 

wrote Pam Belluck for the New York Times in 2006.149 “As Minds Age, What’s Next?” 

asked her article gracing the front page of the Times. “Brain Calisthenics” was the 

answer. “This is going to be one of the hottest topics in the next five years,” Belluck 

predicted.150 Indeed, the U.S. brain health market doubled between 2005 and 2007—from 

$100 million to $225 million—and became a two-billion dollar market in another decade, 

inspiring thousands of patent applications and a wealth of financial partnerships.151 The 

products and services were not limited to commercial industries, but also neuroscientists 

offered suggestions from their research to the press and some developed their own 

companies or served on their boards. Neuroscientist Michael M. Merzenich, known for 

his contributions to the cochlear implant, founded Posit Science, promising “29 online 

exercises that work out attention, brain speed, memory, people skills, navigation, and 

intelligence” on the BrainHQ website.152 The International Longevity Center simply 

recommended, “Whatever method you choose to give your mind a workout…the earlier 

                                                
149 Pam Belluck, “As Minds Age, What’s Next? Brain Calisthenics,” New York Times 
December 27, 2006, A1. 

150 Belluck, “As Minds Age.” 

151 “Brain Fitness Software Market Exploded in 2007 to Sales in the U.S. of Over $225 
million,” M2 Presswire [Coventry, UK], July 1, 2008. MarketsandMarkets placed the 
global cognitive fitness market at $2.4 billion in 2015, indicating the U.S. dominance of 
the market. 

152 BrainHQ page for Posit Science, accessed June 13, 2018, available at: 
https://www.brainhq.com/  
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you start, the better. We should be exercising our minds and our bodies… We’d all be a 

lot healthier if we did.” 

As “working out” the brain—or so-called “neurobics”—became big business, it 

also incited controversy amongst neuroscientists, including among those whose theories 

of plasticity facilitated new views of the aging brain. Controversy ensued over the quality 

of the data and the ability of brain training exercises or engagement to translate into 

improved quality of life, and most ultimately concluded that more robust studies were 

needed to resolve the debate.  

One aspect that went largely unnoted was the framing brain exercise through the 

lens of leisure—brain “games” played in a financially secure retirement—alongside the 

rhetoric of impoverishment and enrichment of different environments. The positioning of 

brain “games” as an activity to be purchased and practiced relied on leisure and resources, 

and moreover, suggested putting retirement back to work (and presupposing retirement). 

Other suggestions by physicians, researchers, and public health institutions included 

activities such as learning a new language, attending museums, and engaging in outdoor 

exercise that were predicated on a financially secure retirement, access to transportation 

or close proximity to these spaces, not necessarily the conditions of the poor or those who 

continued to work until the end of life; nor did it consider those who lacked access to 

transportation or were otherwise ill or disabled.  

There was also a cyclical effect—Diamond noted that rats exposed to enriched 

environments became “better learners.” In the late 1980s, epidemiological reports from 

longitudinal studies on aging (such as the Framingham Study, Baltimore Longitudinal 

Study on Aging, Seattle Longitudinal Study, and a newly funded NIH study on religious 
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orders), which reported strong links between the most learned individuals and health, 

longevity, and physical and cognitive functioning in old age.153 One of these studies—the 

so-called “Nun Study” funded by the National Institute on Aging—reported in 1989 that 

“college graduates lived longer and maintained their ability to care for themselves longer 

than other persons.”154 Later, the study linked education, cognitive functioning, and 

Alzheimer’s disease through the autobiographical essays of nuns written before entering 

the convent.155 The women who used unusual, multi-syllabic words and idea-dense 

sentence construction had less functional impairment sixty years later. The ones with 

simple sentences fared worse. The researchers also studied the role of education, 

Alzheimer’s neurofibrillary plaques, and functional impairment, concluding, “Thus, 

neurocognitive reserve developed in early life may buffer elderly individuals from the 

consequences of dementia.”156 Other studies showed similar results—when highly 

educated Alzheimer’s patients were matched with less educated patients with a similar 

level of functional impairment, brain scans showed much higher levels of disease, 

suggesting the more educated individuals were able to compensate more. The idea of an 

early life “buffer,” created by education, served to reduce or delay functional 

                                                
153 For example, see: Joan L. Pinsky, Paul E. Leaverton, Joseph Stokes, “Predictors of 
good function: The Framingham Study,” Journal of Chronic Diseases 40 (1987):159S-
67S, “Normal Human Aging,” The Baltimore Longitudinal Study on Aging, 1984, NIH 
Publication No. 84-2450. 

154 David A. Snowdon, Sharon K. Ostwald, and Robert L. Kane, “Education, Survival, 
and Independence in Elderly Catholic Sisters, 1936-1988,” American Journal of 
Epidemiology 130 no. 5 (1989): 999. 

155 This is not to say that these linguistic measures indeed reflect cognitive ability, but 
that the researchers used them as their metrics and reported results based on these 
measures. 

156 Snowdon et al., “Linguistic Ability in Early Life,” 528. 
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impairments.157 While “use it or lose it” implied health was meritocratic, some 

individuals gained an early life “buffer” through education. The wealthier and well-

educated stayed healthier, and an abiding emphasis is on what people could do to change 

their brains—with capitalist solutions—rather than early education, poverty, education 

served as a reinforcing mechanism of class stratification in health outcomes. 

The controversy that ensued over brain games focused on whether or not the 

games could translate into improvements in humans’ daily lives and functioning. This 

involved two extrapolations—first, from rats and other animals to humans and second, 

from anatomical changes in the brain to functional changes in one’s daily life. The rat 

studies conducted at UC Berkeley and other labs did not focus on whether the “enriched” 

rats lived longer, ran the mazes faster, or whether their functional life improved as a 

result—they, and the press coverage, emphasized that the anatomical structures of the 

brain could change. (In passing, Diamond and her team even noted that the “enriched” 

rats died younger than the standard condition rats, although they did not know why.) The 

experiments showed anatomical structures in the brain were capable of change until the 

end of life, but they did not indicate whether “enriched” conditions produced specific 

functional improvements or longevity gains in rats, let alone for humans. The 

controversies over brain training in humans focused on the ability for the games to 

translate into daily life, and new research undertook questions of “brain training” in 

humans and its affect on cognitive functioning and daily lives. 

                                                
157 These studies were in part possible because of the imperfect correlations between 
neurofibrillary tangles, plaques, and functional impairment due to Alzheimer’s disease. 
For more on the contested pathology of Alzheimer’s disease, see: Ballenger, Self, Senility, 
81-112. 
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These “games” responded to significant changes in the ways researchers, 

physicians, and many Americans changed their minds about the aging brain’s capacities. 

New views of elderly people as capable of change did not entirely dissipate negative 

stereotypes of old age—decline and loss remained as a threat to those who did not 

stimulate their minds; as punishment for failing to maintain one’s mental muscle. New 

ideals of a healthy brain emerged as an active brain, adaptable and engaged brain, and by 

and large, a young brain. Plasticity remained a characteristic of the young, but the quest 

for this quality had become the project of the old. 
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Conclusion 
 

On Aging Well 
 

In 2015, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported that its Healthy 

Aging initiative was “at the forefront of the nation’s efforts” to help older Americans 

“achieve” healthy lives and delay the onset of disease.1 Two-thirds of people over sixty-

five, and three-quarters over eighty-five, were managing multiple chronic conditions, the 

report stated, but “Much of the illness, disability, and premature death from these 

conditions is preventable.”2 Picturing older adults swimming, gardening, and hiking, the 

report described the importance of “prevent[ing] and control[ling] chronic diseases so 

that these added years translate into quality years.”3 Eat blueberries, avoid processed 

meats, do high-intensity exercise, and volunteer, added the New York Times guide, “How 

to Age Well.”4 Through “Smart choices along the way,” the guide proposed, individuals 

could mitigate “the decline of aging.”5 The National Institute on Aging also offered 

advice for avoiding becoming “more frail and less independent” in their guide, the “New 

Science of Aging Well.”6 While public health initiatives to reduce disease in later life 

proliferated, Silicon Valley investors poured millions of dollars into companies 
                                                
1 “Healthy Aging: At a Glance,” U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015. 

2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 

4 “How to Age Well,” New York Times, accessed July 12, 2018, available at: 
https://www.nytimes.com/guides/well/how-to-age-well  

5 Ibid. 

6 “Your Guide to the New Science of Aging Well,” NIH Medline Plus, Special Issue, 
(Winter 2007). 
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committed to solving the problems of the aging body, whether “defeating aging” by 

replacing body parts, “vaporizing diseases” such as Alzheimer’s and cardiovascular 

disease, or by finding a “master key to youth.”7 The slowing of the body and mind were 

not necessary accompaniments of aging; instead, they could and should be “hacked,” 

according to physician and healthcare investor Joon Yun. Yun, the founding donor for the 

National Academy of Medicine’s Grand Challenge for Healthy Longevity, declared that 

by bringing together the right investors, researchers, and public health programs, “We 

can end aging forever.”8 From the CDC to Silicon Valley, these very different groups of 

people converged on the principle of reducing, removing, and compressing the gradual 

processes of physiological decline, once known as old age.  

As this dissertation demonstrates, the aging body has become a central source of 

consternation, attention, and investment across various constituencies, reflecting how 

physical decline and the prevention of this decline have become agonizing, contentious, 

even intolerable, aspects of twenty-first century life. From wrinkled skin to atrophying 

brains, from falls and fractures to medicalized canes, this dissertation shows how the 

problems, processes, and “solutions” to aging bodies have been rich, varied, and emerged 

in ways that would not have been predicted at the dawn of the twentieth century. The 

involvement of dermatologists in fighting off wrinkles has combined with new standards 

of “ageless” beauty, encouraging women in their teenage years all the way through their 

nineties to join in the practice of combatting the appearance of old age. New theories of 

brain plasticity have provided an optimistic narrative of “using” the brain to keep it 
                                                
7 Tad Friend, “The God Pill: Silicon Valley’s Quest to Live Forever,” New Yorker (April 
3, 2017). 

8 Ibid. 
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“sharp,” while reiterating fear-based stereotypes surrounding declines over time. Canes 

have been imbued with harsh stigmas and shunned as devices for the old and seriously 

disabled, removing an object offering gradual support for a process once understood to be 

gradual itself. Falls—bone-fracturing, even fatal falls—have come to represent a new 

precipice for the elderly, in which a tumble can also lead to a cascade of medical 

interventions, hospitalizations, nursing home admissions, and even death.  

These conditions show the ways new ideals of the life course—the compression 

of morbidity and associated concepts of healthy aging, successful aging, aging well, and 

aging without decline—have transcended into multiple facets of people’s lives, affecting 

almost every age group. From young women and men in their twenties to old women and 

men in their nineties, the concerns, fears, stereotypes, and practices to prevent a variety of 

physical changes that commonly accompany old age have become new preoccupations 

for the young and new fault lines for the old. They show how gender norms have had a 

significant impact on the experiences of aging and how the fears of growing old have 

differently shaped practices of womanhood and manhood. Whether conjuring up images 

of the old patriarch or striving to reach standards of youthful feminine beauty, concepts 

of age have been integral to the pressures and practices of masculinity and femininity. 

Moreover, these transformations have resulted from multiple and multifaceted 

forces, rather than being the product of medical attention alone. Dermatologists became 

critical players in the fight against wrinkles, but women’s experiences of aging skin were 

also negotiated in advertising copy, department stores, the workplace, and in front of the 

bathroom mirror. Cognitive decline was studied in anatomy labs but individuals also 

measured their own cognitive performance through spelling quizzes and online puzzles. 
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The risk of falls and the use of canes are discussed in hospitals and doctor’s offices, but 

they were also a product of changing fashions, housing, and family ideals. The full depth 

of the experiences of aging can only be understood through close examination of the 

many places and spaces in which aging was negotiated, and these varied conditions 

reflect the deeply intertwined and evolving relationships between medicine and the media, 

public health aims and an individual’s desires to reduce suffering and disease.  

These many forces often converged on the idea of limitless aging. “No limits. No 

labels,” was the tagline on the AARP homepage in the summer of 2018.9 The message 

that one need not become slow, hunched, and wrinkled was liberating for many, and 

images of travel, excitement, and continued activity in old age could be freeing in many 

ways. Combatting the inevitability of physiological decline has undermined some of the 

negative stereotypes of the elderly as decrepit and unable to learn, and challenged 

chronologically based categories that were only proxies for physical condition, and 

themselves somewhat arbitrary and limiting.10  

As the population over sixty-five swelled from four million in 1900 to forty-five 

million in 2015, the chronological boundary of sixty-five increasingly contrasted with 

one of the largest demographic groups and one of life’s longest stages. Many of those 

over sixty-five were active, engaged, and highly functional by many measures, even if 

they registered as managing one or more chronic diseases. Public health organizations 

including the CDC differentiated the “young-old” from the “old-old” and, most recently, 
                                                
9 AARP Home Page, accessed July 13, 2018, available at https://www.aarp.org  

10 As Carole Haber has argued, during the nineteenth century, incremental stages of later 
life were classed into a single category of people over sixty-five, all of whom were 
regarded as not only old but super-annuated—over-aged and unfit for society. Haber, 
Beyond Sixty-Five. 
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the “oldest old”—the fastest growing sub-segment of the American population—to 

reflect not only longevity but also variation within the periods of life after sixty-five.  

A vision of a “limitless” old age, however, has also produced new burdens. It set 

an ambiguous but high standard for health and functioning. And even as old boundaries 

were broken down, new fault lines were created. The chapters herein have shown how 

issues considered common conditions of old age were pushed out to the edges of the 

rectangular life course, and in doing so, created new thresholds for defining individuals 

as “old.” Falls became a critical moment on the precipice of decline—leading to a 

cascade of hospitalizations, nursing home admissions, dependence, and death, striking 

fear in many older adults and a new reckoning with their bodies. The acquisition of a 

cane took on a new symbolic meaning when no longer a ubiquitous fashion item, instead 

coming to expose one’s old age and disability. Another sign of approaching decline was 

the appearance of wrinkles on the skin, an experience women encountered early and often 

through life.  

As Americans, in conjunction with their doctors, public health officials, consumer 

industries, and the mainstream media fought to push the physical declines of old age to 

the very end of life, they made what might have been common conditions of aging 

bodies—great equalizers even—treated as exceptional, problematic, and individual 

failings. This individual focus facilitated several market-based solutions focused on what 

the individual could do, consume, or purchase, rather than shared features of physical 

processes in old age. Language of the “oldest old” and the “extremely old” mirrored the 

rectangularization of the life course—pushing out the experiences and processes of old 

age to an otherized group facing individual challenges of failures in health, and the signs 
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of aging experienced before reaching “extreme old age” as an individual failing to 

maintain health and youth. Such an orientation fostered reliance on individual 

adjustments and provided a profitable strategy for companies targeting conditions that set 

in early in life and persisted through its end, while denying the collective experiences of 

growing older. 

Employing technologies to escape the body has been one recent approach to 

addressing these conundrums. Cyborgs and avatars, exoskeletons and self-driving cars, 

each of these has been noted as a method to reduce the reliance on a body that will 

deteriorate, and the accompanying need for a body that is everlastingly strong, fast, and 

responsive. Other technologies such as “smart” appliances with automatic safety switches, 

robots that do housework, automated food and medication dispensers, and voice-

controlled entertainment services have also been celebrated for helping people navigate, 

and even enjoy, living in their homes by themselves. 

Another approach that has received limited attention is to rethink public health 

narratives of what it means to age well. Healthy aging, and its conceptual siblings of 

positive, active, engaged, and successful aging emphasize that “aging” is insufficient to 

describe the combinations of chronological time and changes in the physical body, and 

that these processes must be characterized by activity and productivity. This dichotomous 

orientation of healthy/unhealthy, successful/unsuccessful aging places those managing 

pain, debility, or chronic conditions within the realm of unhealthy or “unsuccessful” 

aged.11 Yet, with two-thirds of adults over sixty-five and three-quarters over eighty-five 

experiencing at least one chronic condition, are the majority of individuals over sixty-five 
                                                
11 Paul Higgs and Chris Gilleard, Rethinking Old Age: Theorizing the Fourth Age 
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), vii, 119–120. 
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“unsuccessfully” aging? Removing these qualifiers, and allowing aging to encompass a 

greater variety of experiences may alleviate some of the pressures that come with a model 

of aging as it equates health with success.  

On the other hand, expanding the definitions of health to incorporate the 

experiences of decline as part of a healthy, even “good” life can also reflect the realities 

of longevity and the prevalence of chronic diseases in the majority of long-lived people in 

the twenty-first century. The World Health Organization’s definition of health, written in 

1948, declared that health is “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being 

and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”12 Disease and infirmity have 

transformed in the past seventy years—asymptomatic, pre-conditions are identified, 

multi-causal processes of impairment are mitigated in different ways at different times, 

and “limitations” are subjective based on one’s desired level of activity. This dissertation 

demonstrates important contradictions between an ideal state of health as freedom from 

infirmity amidst the realities of lives that manage physiological impairments in later life.  

The images of the arc of life and the compression of morbidity are not only guides 

for health, but they have also been guides to the “good life,” guides to “aging well.” 

Expanding the definitions of what “health” is, and what “healthy aging” can be, offers 

space for managing conditions that require more patience, care, attention, and time into 

definitions of a good life. Striving for a life that is free of disease and impairment is an 

important and worthy aim. But this history shows that without representations of the life 

course that incorporate, support, and acknowledge the realities of long lives loses the 

                                                
12 The World Health Organization definition of health was printed in its Constitution 
adopted by the International Health Conference in 1946 and entered into force in April 
1948. Accessed July 12, 2018, available online at: http://www.who.int/about/mission/en/  
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potential to show how physical decline, disease, and disability can also be an integral part 

of a life well-lived. 
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